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IWA holds educational conference this week-end
■ < '  ■ & .
Preptatkn In onlngmml utiril
gas distribution system made to city
k j " , ,  i
S ■ 5 '
'  * ^  ''
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A last minute rush in paying city taxes, ihas shot the 
figure up to 97.024 per cent, according to City Comptroller 
Doug Herbert.
Today is the deadline for paying taxes. After Oct. 21, 
a ten per cent penalty will be added.
Fpr the convenience of property owners, the City Hall 
will remain* open until 9 o’clock tonightt. Mr. Herbert said 
! all deliquents are being notified by telephone today.
The 97.024 per cent represents $417,333.41, out of a 
total levy of $430,130.08. Last year the city collected 98.938 
per cent of the taxes before the penalty deadline. However, 
this year the assessment roll has been boosted about $6,000 
in view of additional properties going on the tax roll.
Rough water _ 
damages
flags
wharf of city hall mast
at Peachland
, High winds on Lake Okanagan 
caused minor damage to the CNR 
wharf at Peachland.
Although it was blowing fairly 
hard all afternoon, the peak was 
not feached until around 10.00 
o’clock. CNR officials stated that 
damage was slight, and that the
IWA representati^s . from various points in the interior, of the interior regional office, and J. Clayton Walls, IWA interior ^ r ^ w i u ^ b e  back m; operation 
started arriving this afternoon for the two-day Educationabjnsti- director. . . .  under the wharf was washed away,
lute conference which gets underway in the Royal Anne Hotel Conference will.Wind.up with a banquet in the Royal Anne skippers reported it was
Saturday morning. Hotel Sunday evening. Representatives from as far north as Wil- the heaviest “blow” in several
. On hand to greet the delegates were left to right, Jack Strong, liams Lake and south to the border, will attend the parley. years. The tugs and barges came
• business agent of IWA local 1-423; Miss Wesley King, secretary ______
Flags of former victory loan 
drives are flying at the top of the 
mast in front of the City Hall, to 
make the public conscious of the 






Annual sale of wreaths by Kel­
owna Branch 26, Canadian Legion, 
will take place from October 25-30, 
Poppy day is next Saturday from 
8.00ja.m. to 12.00 o’clock midnight. 
Women’s Auxiliary, veterans and 
naval cadets will again handle sale 
of poppies.
Annual Remembrance Day pa­
rade and service at the Cenotaph 
will occur the usual time, Novem-
—-------- ------- ----------— Representatives of the International Woodworkers’ of America ber li, with the parade under di-
| / n | - „ m ,  L _ , , J  from as far north as Williams Lake and south-to the border will
K e l o w n a  D a n Q  attend a two-day Educational Institute cof ference in t ^  R oyd Dragoons_ p T  HUborA is In
Educational institute 
be conducted here
Council receives outline of plan but 
mayor refers matter to committee
City Council has been approached by the Inland Natural Gas 
Co. regarding an underground liquified petroleum distribution sys­
tem in Kelowna.
This was learned from well-informed sources this morning, 
although it is understood that Mayor J. J. Ladd saw fit to refer 
the matter to committee., after details of the proposed plan were 
outlined by the company.
The Courier in the last ten days has received numerous en­
quiries from interested citizens after reading in the Penticton and 
Vernon press that a gas distribution system had been proposed 
for these two cities. They wondered whether Kelowna was being 
by-passed by Inland Natural Gas Co. <
It was learned that Cece Smith, of Vancouver, assistant to the 
vice-president of Inland, was in Kelowna several weeks ago and 
made a fairly comprehensive survey of potential consumption.
D. E. Oliver, who has played a tion system, planned to meet pres- 
major role in getting company offi- ent and future requirements, would 
clals interested in constructing a add to the possibility of getting na- 
pipeline through the .valley, con- tural gas. , v
firmed that Inland has made a ENCOURAGE INDUSTRIES 
proposition to major cities, from as The company also contends that 
far north as Prince George and gas a ciean and competitive fuel 
south to Penticton. and its availability would help in
MAYOR IN VICTORIA persuading Industries to locate in
However, Mr. Oliver was not .pre- the interior, 
pared to release details, stating that Company officials claim the anti- 
it is only right an official announce- cipated completion of a gas line to 
ment should come from the mayor, the northern United States in 1956 
Mayor J. J. Ladd is at present in would create a heavy demand for 
Victoria attending the annual meet- domestic gas burning equipment, 
ing of the Union of British Colum- and, consequently, installation of a 
bia Municipalities. liquified petroleum gas system now,
The Courier ’earned that Inland would enable the public to buy gas 
Natural Gas Pipeline Go. Ltd. is so ranges and other equipment before 
certain that natural gas will event- the manufacturers were swamped 
ually be piped down to the coast, by the demand, 
the main pipeline passing near or Changeover from liquified petrol- 
through the Okanagan, that the eum gas to natural gas would be 
company is prepared to proceed made at no cost to the consumer, 
with the installation of an under- The company also suggested it 
ground gas distribution system in would be advisable to have a pro­
various cities, which, until natural gram of safety education in the use 
gas is available, would distribute of gas as soon as possible. It was 
liquified petroleum gas. also pointed out that gas dlstribu-
The company contends that in- tion comes under control of the 
stallation of an adequate distribu- Public Utilities Commission.
bottle
Kelowna couple have first hand 
knowledge of destruction and
can
Mr. and Mrs. H. V. Acland, 2700 North Street, who returned
Close, to 90 cannery workers were laid off Wednesday by the C t f l r t C  
Kelowna branch, Canadian Canners Western Ltd., in light of the
union’s decision to take Strike action in five centres. ftf-fowna Band Acgn^latlnn pinna shop stewards and members inform-
The local plant employs some 175 workers and all will be lts s a m i . a n n u a l  bottl<,dri,e com- »«!P■ w™  «»  “ *J'
thrown out of work as soon as the present ran of apple-pie fill is menclllg next MondaJ7  S i S  w m te c o S ttT b y  gS
through. • . ,  , ■ ■ , , . . . .  . Proceeds from the collection of h . Mitchell, sceretary-treasurer,
l i  H. S, Hewitt, manager of the local plant, said this morning pop and beer bottles,' will go to- b .C. district council.
•’  the plant will not be in operation until the strike action is settled. ward purchasing band Instrument. Grant McNeil> director, of the
'  Mr. Hewitt also disclosed he had received instructions from tesidents areL • IWA research bureau, win speak
company head offices in Vancouver to shut the plant down as soon ■ J ™  ,  { £  £ 5 ? 2 " & S !
| s  the present apple-run IS through. to-house canvass next week. ned to give members a better un-
% he \mion gave the company 48 ...‘  ■—" ■ ..derstanding and appreciation of the
history of the trade union movement 
from its early beginnings to the 
•present tmie. .
Chairman of the conference is J. 
Clayton Walls, interior director, 
IWA, while Jack Strong, business 
agent for local 1-423, is the regis­
trar.
District council president Joe 
Morris will be guest speaker at the 
banquet Sunday evening.
A new system may be devised by Okanagan Valley growers w S
Anne Hotel this week-end. Some of -the top leaders in the Canadian charge 'of legion section of the pa- 
Congress of Labor union movement will be guest speakers. Parley rad?- Hev. H. ®- l^hch  will con'
will conclude with a banquet Sunday evening. . SnT,!!h win'hold mio nu,u, iiu iuum cu
Joe Morris, president of the h .l . uistnct council, iw  Remembrance Day service Novem- early this month from a four-month trip across Canada to Prince 
(CIO-CCL) will be course leader, and will speak on the stu y ber 7. All veterans are invited to Edwar(j Island, have a first-hand knowledge of the kind of terror
contract analysis for plant committees and union local executives, attend. and destruction that last week-end’s hurricane brought to the To-
Union structure, a course to givo . . . .
hours notice of the coming strike 
action.
Besides Kelowna, the vote, which 
involved approximately 800 work­
ers, was taken, at Penticton. Ash- 
, croft, Mission and Vancouver.
•m In Penticton it is reported the 
loss to tomato growers in the 
Cowston area will be high. This 
is because of the threatened strike; 
tom&toes ore not accepted by the 
packinghouses-in Penticton. 
REJECT AWARD
.....■■■..., —................................ —--------;-----: . \
Marketing board favors new
in
The government-superviRCd strike ,for the grading  ̂ packing, and loading of all vegetables produced get underway half an hour later.
betw ccnK am lif* and American ta d a t point, ^
Which represented workers bar- Robert Stockton, chairman of the B.C. Intenor Vegetable xhe first was heid m i052 but pTans 
gaining with the company. _ . Marketing Board this morning disclosed that grower bodies m each for last ear-a ley wera cancelled
of the districts of Kamloops, Armstrong, .Vernon, Kelowna- due to the lumber strike.
S S rT w a rd 'a S d  « further offer Westbank, OHver-Osoyoos and Cawston-Keremeos, will be asked of these
tom  w e m o t ,  a company of- if they favor scrappuig the present gfower-shmper contract a o i
„ call for tenders among packinghouses for handling the entire pro- on labor matters, and the advance- j C O U T
One hundred dollar bills have 
scene of Okanagan Lake
It’s not that hundred dollar bills aren’t pretty interesting 
stuff, no matter how they are engraved.
But these notes now being released by the Bank of Can­
ada are of particular interest to people of this area.
Next time you handle a new hundred dollar note, take a 
careful look at the scene on the back.
Yes indeed, this part of Canada and. this part of the 
Okanagan have been highly honored.
For the scene engraved there is from Munson Mountain, 
looking north Off Okanagan lake, with Trout Creek afld Nara- 
mata in the foreground, and Peachland in the distance.
Use of such a scene is in conformity with the new policy 
of the directors of the Bank of Canada, to replace the classi­
cal figures that used to decorate bank notes with pictures sup­
posed to represent many different parts of Canada.
Most of the drawings have been made with some slight 
changes, so that the actual position is not completely indent^ 
fiable. But the picture on the hundred dollar note leave&:no 
doubt as to the source. •
ronto district.
Taking Highway No. 2, the Ac- white-capped *waves. Wind, lifted 
lands left Kelowna on June 3 and the water over the car, arid the 
headed for the United States. In radiator was torn loose.
North Dakota they met the hurri- A number of transports were 
cane which swept north to hit Win- parked on the side roads, and the 
nipeg. West qf Minot, North Da- Aclands later learned that seven of 
kota, they encountered the 100-110 them were flipped over on their 
miles an hour winds and sheets of sides.
rain which ripped the hood right At Devil’s Lake they parked for 
off the car, and almost put it in a while under a little house with 
the ditch. With the wind behind ,no trees or high tension wires, and
then moved to a tourist camp. 
Across the road from it they saw 
the roof fly off of a big feed store. 
HANGARS TOPPLED 
They spent the night at Devil’s 
Lake, and next day the meteorolo­
gist told them not to move until 
noon. By, then the rain had stop­
ped, and wind had dropped to 95 
miles an houh They spent that 
night at Grand Rapids, Minnesota, 
and that was the end of the hur-
on to
them, the mud kicked up from the 
back wheels was lifted up over the 
car onto the windshield. But the 
windshield -wipers ’wouldn’t do any 
work. They stood straight out from 
the car.
Mr. Acland tied the hood down 
as best he could, and in Minot the 
couple stopped at a tartly shop to 
get.it straightened. Once in, they 
couldn't get out, for water was lltr 
erally pouring' down the street.
Across the y/ay, gravel was being richne for them—it went 
dumped to keep a coffeei shop from Winnipeg, 
being torn away. Radios were dead. While driving that day they saw
On went the Aclands, through a hangar down On top of three 
Rugby to Devil's Lake. The land planes. Billboards fibated around 
on both sides of the road was flat, the fields “like pieces of paper,” 
and dotted with lakes. But the An incompleted $100,000 school was 
fields themselves were lakes, with blown flat,
Workers • originally asked for^n duetiem of all vegetables'in the various districts
Present grower-shipper contract Mr. Stockton said for the past 20 
terminates Feta 1, 1955. Majority years the marketing bonrd has en- 
of grower bodies will be holding deavorCcl not only to improve the 
annual meetings within the next .... , . '
two or three weeks. Kelowna- conditions of growers, but also to
Westbank group meets November 1. co-operate with the various ship- 
CURTAIL COSTS * ping houses set up throughout the
Main reason for the proposed new area, 
set-up is to curtail overhead costa. -To do this has entailed a great
ment of better public relations. ' A 
similar conference was held recent­
ly in Cranbrook for the benefit of 
East Kootenay lumber workers.
The weather
Min. Prec.• Max.
October 18 .............  55 39 tr.
—  ------- - ------  , ................— — -----  .. «,----- October 19 __ _ _  59 36 .01
The Interior vegetable marketing deal of unnecessary expense to the October 20 .............  51 34 tr.
board also favors packing of vofio- grower^ both directly and indirect- .... .......... ' ■■ —•
tables In attractive packages dc- iy> Directly because due to the SCHOOL BOARD
mahded by the buying public. t number of shippers in emost dls- Next regular meeting of the
With the multitude of packing- trlcts, the volume of vegetables go- board of trustees of School District
will address 
meeting
wage increase of 25 cents an 
at^ross the board.
School budget 
up Tk per cent 
over last yearf  n  
The estimated requirement for “  ............................................. ..................  ««..« w» « « « * • . -............... . —  ...........................  ...... *
ordinary operating account of houses, many shippers had such a jng through any one house has been No 23, will be held in the Bchool the Boy Scout movement since 1010 meeting was sponsored Jointly by work 
School District 23 in 1954-55 Is. Binall quantity of various vegetables unduly small, making every opera- board room next Tuesday. • when he joined a Glasgow troop the Klwnnis Club and the Kelowna suit n 
$835,0M, according to a trustees re- tn existence that they found it econ- tion In’ connection with the handl- . . . . .  . . . .
mrl to uttendunco area meetings, omically difficult to put in ncccs
Noted educational authority, Dr. S. R. Laycock outlines 
three stages of public acceptance of retarded child
Emotiqnal acceptance by the parents is the “foundation stone attends, and this is making tra­
c t  the personality of any child,” declared Dr? S. R. Laycock, a SSiUttS aaw,
prominent figure m Canadian educational circles, at a public meet- ium wos established for the aver- 
ing in the Kelowna High School Monday. • age, not the exceptional (any child
“Such emotions as pity, resent- titled to the right to school work at
erit, resignation and shame, dam- which he can succeed after reason- t0 *?cc^ ®PCC*0̂  Bt”
rio i ( iu’mut e o c c mi a. u ami u 10 iiv va- {ng of vegetables unnecessarily ox-‘ 
This is about percent more than $nry equipment to keep up-to-date, pensive, and, lpdlrcctly, by inedr-
lust year’s bu\hict which was $777,- and although it is Only , fair to say ring heavy expense because of the
881. . ; that considerable equipment has necessity to maintain on even quota
Increase is accounted for by ad- beep purchased, a great deal of it 0n the shipment of all vegetables 
dtiions to lint teaching and clerical was only after years of urging. In from cnch and every shipping
statfS, an average increase of about many respects, we still find it dlf- house, ndded to which expense was
3V£ percent in salaries and wages, ficult to offer vegetables put up in the additional one caused by the 
and an Increase of $12,813 in op- the manner presently being dc* need to reshlp great quantities of 
propriatfon for repair and mninten- manded by the buying public,” said vegetabes between the different 
ance, ’ Mr, Stockton. houses so that the quota could be
Report Indicates the per pupil Ho added the board concludes, maintained fairly, 
cost for 1953 ip respect to general that in many cases, vegetables tnko . ,
operating accounts works out to a secondary place once fruit starts 
atanft $182 as compared to about moving.
. $200 for the province as a whole, , GRAVE CONCERN 
7 Distribution of the budget will be: For these reasons, Mr. Stoeklon
{Administration, two percent^$1?,- »nld, the board Is prepared to re- 
,  100): Instruction, 70 percent ($594,- commend to growers that the pres*
14 050); operation. 10 percent ($80,470); ant grower-shipper . contract ter- 
^  repair and maintenance, five pe«> mlnate next February,
§t ($41,575); ,p«pll conveyance. He said the mottcr hos given the percent ($31,550); debt, 7>< per- board grave concern for many t ($63,450); health and mtwel- years, and in the past the B.C. In* 




Annual general meeting of Ke­
lowna and District Minor Hockey
670). tion and delegates to the board, who Association Is slated for 7,30 p.m„The re port states that school dls* meet each year, have Recommended Tuesday in arena memorial room 
. »—*- steps be tokent|4ct assets In lands, buildings, to the IIC1 
eauiptpent, furniture, and buses* to* to establish one packlnghouw
A1I interested In donating'their' 
tn services to minor hockey are re- 
' quested to attend.1 ' ;
Salvation Army 
needs clothing
The Salvation Army is in des­
perate need of men’s heavy 
clothing.
In recent weeks many tran­
sients, particularly from the 
prairies and conatol points, have 
come to the Okanagan in scorch 
of work. Many hove no warm 
clothing, and they have turned 
to the Salvation Army for as­
sistance.
During the lost month, the 
Army has paid out $21.00 Jn 
meals alone.
Work shoes, sweaters, under­
wear, trousers, socks, overcoats, 
or. anything that’s warm, are 
desperately needed. Clothing 
articles may be left at the Sal­
vation Army headquarters 1405 
St. Paul Street. •
F. J. Finlay, (recently-appointed
Boy Scout chief executive commls- m n v u»h»- iuumc DÛ wv. —,v. . .. . .
Stoner for Canada, will address a Bge children and moke the Job of able .effort." Retarded children „ _  . . .  
meeting of the Okanagan Scout the parents much more difficult," must.be given such work so they EQUAL CHANCE TO ALL 
leaders and committeemen Friday 8aid Dr. Laycock In a lecture deal- will not always bo faced With fall- ; He said the Idea behind this was 
night .at 8 o'clock in the Scout Hall. jng with “A Fnlr Deal for the Re- ure. As well, many gifted children to give an equal chance to all chllr 
Mr. Finlay has been active In tarded and Gifted Child" The are often "bored to death" by the :drcn, and pointed out this was not
given them, and this can re- true; any more than one can give
___ _____________________ ______  ot only In sloppy thinking and slx-ycar-old sire shoes to all six-
in which he eventually became 0IKi District Society for Retarded work habits, but they may quit ycor-old children and expect them
school Jq disgust at an early age to fit. It is the Job of schools to 
and waste their ability. t provide education to meet the needs
patrol loader. Mrs. Finlay and two children, 
sons have also taken an active part OT. n N
‘In Scouting. - THREE STAGES
Orffc. price 
remains same
Price of coffee dropped one and
There aro three stages of public Lastly, all children need a reason- 
acceptance of the retarded child, objo sense of worth and self res* rlnnrii
according to the speaker, The first pcct, hC asserted.
stage, now gencrolly over, was fear; Dr. Laycock explained that it wag },0f  mercta^ slowcd 'o r  speeded! 
the second,Iheld at present, Is pity; only‘ )25 years ago that psychology Jhe needs of these chUdrcn ofe dlf-
and the third, still to come. Is.ac- wns .epornted from philosophy and JJ!i5^from^^those^of ^S?^avCrag?*
ceptonce and understanding. acquired the »clcntWlc approach. S ld .D r  L o ^ ^ c e ik S a in e d  “
Acceptance of the gifted child is For the first 60 years, psychologists por threo arouplnas—retarded. 
Just os Important, Dr. Laycock were only interested in how people severely retnrdcd and hlftcd chiL
two centa n nound in Vancouver P«lntcti °,ut- S“ch cl)u^ rcn «ro “nd U4W“8 aJ ° ',nid ^  dren^he suggested the followingtwo cents a pound in Vancouver cnvjc(|  on(| resented, partlcu- that they began to1 look Into haw\ (Turn to Pa«o O.'Storv 1)
this week hut consumers In Ke * ,arly by tcachcrB. v chlldrcn aro different. Education*' a u rn  10 i flB° mory ”
owna will have to Walt for their independence la another basic ollsts have since discovered, tre- 
.  . .. need of every child—the freedom to mendous differences In children,
At toe present time too m«wo ••rcagonabjy order h(s own life and physically, mentally, and In person*
h,B own decisions.’’ stated the silty and character.
k w T  s nnt c ipat^  sh irtli r t Sa.katoon educaUonaUst. Ho warn* Dr. Laycock expresaed a belief 
^ r r t n  oHm Si  M ffM ln  Kel- ed t.hcro * don«Cr of f etBIrded that the public Is Just waking to
ow^ls°fsMselow° the°nlMIme high chi,drcn not being given the Inde- tills ,and tha meaning of these fllf-
-------------------------  f u l  thnt p ty ,>r<!Cd, over protcc Ho explained that when he went
HIT BY CAR u i. j_1 Lin to school, only 10) percent bf the ed, bqt Instead of burying I t ln  gn
Cecil Goal*. 11, of Kelowna, was AD*L, ' \ . . K?®'*1*1*0 . M1..
hospitalised Monday night after ho Achievement la an urjwnt need With the estObUshmcn
Bernard for both retarded and gifted chil- sory universal educatliwa» Btmck by a car at ...........
and Ellis. He suffered shock. * dr«n, he said.
Owner showed littb 
love for anigtel ; (
Some callous Individual showed 
little consideration for a dog, even 
though it will never breathe again, 
The animal was apparently kill*
— ,  ______________ J, t I t   i  It I  a
population went to high school, isolnlcd spot, some thoujri)tie#(i_peif- 
este llsh e t of compul* eon troneported the lifelessjbody to 
 tion; everyone the city nuisance ' grounds, and 
Every child la en» above border-line Intelligence now dumped It on top of a lot of refuse.
PAGE TW O
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Tim  UUMHOB, be-
s
Thtf “Hurricane Packers” swept into Kelowna and District 
Memorial arena last night and came up with a 6-2 victory over the 
Canadians before some 1,400 fans in a regular scheduled 
OSHL fixture.
„  J*5® win puts the Packers in second place, two points behind 
Kamloops Elks who play here Saturday night.
. ’ ' A newcomer to the Packers squad, goalie Bob Lalonde turned 
m a spectacular game in the nets while Ken Boothe led the
Packers’ scorers with two goals to his credit.
Don Culley, Jim Middleton, Bill Swarbrick and Bill Chalmers 
notched the other Packer tallies while Frank King and Odie Lowe 
were the marksmen for the Vernon squad.
. Prank “King oP«ned the scoring seemed ragged at times as both 
for^Uie Canadians at the 7.49 mark teams made ganging rushes that 
or^the.first period on a pass from didn’t materialize. Bob Lalonde 
B o, Ballance. Bill Chalmers came between the Kelowna pipes made a 
back with Bruce Lea to tie the couple of beautiful saves that 
score up at 11.44 for the Packers. - brought the crowd to , their feet. 
HOOKING PENALTY t Ken Boothe came back in the
Willie Schmidt went to the cooler second period on a pass set-up from 
for hooking, while Jim Hanson and BM1 Chalmers and Bobbie Dawes 
teammate Bobbie Dawes went off to sink one past Hal Gordon at the 
for roughing and tripping respect- 5.17 mark. Vernon’s Lavell and 
fully during the first frame. McLeod went to the sin-bin for
The play during the first period high ^ticking and roughing during ‘ 
~ —-------------------- the period.
Shibicky’s squad hit the ice in 
the third period with some of the 
best passing and ganging plays wit­
nessed here for some time. Big 
Jim Middleton opened the period’s 
scoring at the 40-second mark on a 
pass from Howie Amundrud and 
Don Culley.
Culley came back at 13.41 to 
notch one, with Middleton and 
Dawes figuring in the play. Two 
minutes later Bill Swarbrick on a 
pass from Hanson put the Packers 
four goals up. !
RARE PENALTY
Ken Boothe breaking from centre 
ice tallied his second goal in the 
evening at 16.45-unassisted. Odie 
Lowe came back for the Canadians 
in the dying minutes of play to sink 
one behind hard-to-beat Lalonde to 
end the scoring.
A rare penalty was handed ouj 
by referee Bill Neilson to Bob Bal­
lance for deliberately freezing the 
puck. Packers’ Howie Amundrud 
and Don McLeod went off for trip­
ping in the third while Jim Henson 
got the gate for roughing.
ai;
First period—Vernon, King (Bal­
lance) 7.49; Kelowna, Chalmers 
(Lea) 11.44. . Penalties: Schmidt, 
Hanson, Dawes. ,
Second period—Kelowna, Boothe 
(Chalmers, Dawes) 5.17. Penalties: 
Lavell, McLeod. -0 
Third period—Kelowna, Middle- 
ton (H. Amundrud-Culley) ,40; 
.Kelowna, Culley (Middleton-Daw- 
es) 13.41; Kelowna, Swarbrick 
(Hanson) 15.37; Kelowna, Boothe 
(unassisted) 16.45; Vernon, Lowe 
(unassisted) 18.20. Penalties: Bal­
lance, H. Amundrud, McLeod and 
Hanson.
LINEUPS /
Vernon Canadians—Goal, "'Hal 
Gordon; defence, Tom Stecyk, Don 
McLeod; forwards, Odie Low, John­
ny Harms, Sherman Blair; alter­
nates: Willie Schmidt, Orvalle La­
vell, Freddie Hildebrand, Frank 
King, Merv'Bidoski, Art Davidson, 
George Agar, (playing coach), Leo 
Lucchinl and Bob Ballance.
Kelowna Packers—(Goal, Bob La­
londe; defence. : Nick' ‘ Pyevach, 
Howie Amundrud; forwards, Don 
Culley, Joe .Kaiser, Ken Amundrud; 
alternates, Jim Hanson, Bill Swar­
brick, Mike Durban, Bobble Dawes, 
Jim Middleton, Frank Hoskins. 
Ken Boothe, Bill Chalmers and 
Bruce Lea. Coach: Alex Shibicky.
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League leading Kamloops Elks 
pay their respects to the second 
place Kelowna Packers here Sat­
urday night and the game has 
all the makings of a tussle from 
start to finish.
This will be the third time 
playing coqch Phil Hergesheim- 
er*8 squad and the Packers have 
met. The first game was in 
Kamloops where Packers took a 
6-4 defeat. Qn the return game 
in Kelowna the Packers eked out 
a 4-3 win thanks to the four- 
goal effort of team captain Don 
Culley.
Kamloops earned a 3-2 victory 
over Vernon Candaians Tuesday 
night and last night they scored 
six goals in the third period to 
down Penticton V’s 7-3.
Big question in the Packers’ 
camp today is who will be be­
tween the. pipes for . Saturday 
night’s game.
Bob Lalonde, a native of Flin 
Flon, ' Manitoba, who played 
three years with Flin Flon jun­
iors and one year senior with 
Saskatoon, is a prospect for the 
job. Boomer Rodzinyak is also 
looking for a berth on the Pack­
ers squad as regular puck, stop­
per.
‘. Vernon Canadians meet Pen­
ticton in Penticton on Friday 
night and the V’s play a return 
engagement in Vernon Saturday 
night.
Proud father
i r a m j O W ^ 'c d O R I E R
First P adn r 9«ae in M o o *  E | | g  ^
from behind 
to win 7-3
(Special to The Courier) 
KAMLOOPS—Elks set fire to the 
ice here last night in a dramatic 
last period revival which saw them 
transform a 3-1 deficit* at the end of 
the second frame into a biasing 7-3 
victory over Penticton V’s before 
some 2.000 fans.
After a dull two periods in which 
neither side , enhanced its reputa­
tion, the game.spreng to life at 4.12 
of the final, se«d«n when Johnny 
Milliard netted his second marker 
to  bring Elks within ”<Hte goal of 
Dieir opponents.
This was the signal for an all-out 
assault which continued until the 
end and brought Kamloops five 
more goals without retaliation.
• Chief architect in the amazing 
resurgence was BUI Hryciuk with 
two goals and four, assists. McIn­
tyre and Conway were sitting out 
minors when Efts tied up the 
score at 5.02 and went into the 
lead 20 seconds later, The last three 
tallies came with both clubs at full 
strength.
V’s led in 4he bad-boy division 
drawing eight nfinots and a 10-min­
ute misconduct while Efts suffered 
four banishments. *•
Milliard and Slater notched three 
points each, the former with two 
«o«ft and a playmaker and Slater 
with three assists. Dick Warwick 
paced the V’s with two goals. 
SUMMARY
First period—Penticton.. Dick 
Warwick (Manlago) 13.29. Penalties: 
Conn, Manlago, Bil Warwick arid 
Conway.
. Second period—Penticton, Dick 
.Warwick (MacDonald. McIntyre) 
L2S»; Kamloops. MUUard (Hryciuk. 
Slater) 10.57; Penticton. MacDonald 
(Rucks) 15.22, penalties: Conn, 
Duke (team penalty, too many 
men). McIntyre. Manlago and Con­
way.
Third period—Kamloops. Milliard 
(Hryciuk, Slater) 4.23; Kamloops, 
Hryciuk (Milliard, McKay) 5.02; 
Kamloops, Knippleberg (Evans,
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By PETE FERGUSON
The last minute reprieve for the Kamloops Elks’ and Vernon 
Canadians’ goalies Tuesday night by Dr. Mel Butler* president of 
the B.C. Amateur (that word again) Hockey Association deserves 
three hearty cheers.
In passing down the verdict, Dr. Butler said it was for the 
good of the game. It .is understood Vernonx executive phoned Dr. 
Butler prior to Tuesday night’s tussle witjb Kamloops in Vernon, 
to say that the gate was threatened if the players in question were 
not re-instated. _
Dr. Butler has given the two clubs and Kelowna Packers* 
executive until the end of the month to clean house and get the 
player question cleared up.
It -seems that armchair critics 
around the Valley believe that one 
of the teams entered in the OSHL 
will fold before the seasdn ends 
Feb. 11. This was said due to red 
ink in great masses on the balance 
sheets.
We feel rather different towards 
the folding of any ■of the four clubs 
in the league this, season as there 
seems to be too much at stake.
At the present time there are a 
couple of clubs with a debt hanging 
over their heads from last year., 
Even this burden can be overcome 
if the teams put on exhibitions of 
hockey like the Kelowna Packers 
in their last two games.
If the fans fill the arenas during 
the coming season the clubs would 
be back in the black again. So ac­
tually it is .up to the fans.
Glancing over the latest NHL 
press release we find that the play­
ers in the pro’s could be compared 
with a pack of Sunday-school chil­
dren on a picnic as far as penal­
ties are concerned. Bob Bailey of 
the Toronto Majle Leafs is leading 
badman in the league with 19 min­
utes to his credit. Bill Warwick of 
the Penticton V’s. OSHL leader has 
a total of 24 minutes in the sin-bin 
with more to be added,
Saturday night’s game at thfe local 
arena should be a crowd-pleaser 
when Phil Hergesheimer brings his 
Kamloops Elks to town.
FINALLY — Congratulations -to 
Val and Jim Hanson over the birth 
of a baby boy. It’s the second boy 
for the Hanson family.
WgkL
p i
“ I’ll be late, dear, I’m sitting up 
. with a  friend who’s 
homesick!!”
Dress up your floors for the 
Christmas season. We have a 
floor covering for every room in 





B i l l
s a s l r  
M i l
Popular defenceman Jim Hanson 
was probably the most ’ excited 
player on the ice last night, al­
though he played his usual steady 
game.; s' .
Shortly before donning his hoc­
key uniform, Jim was Informed he 
was the porud . father of an eight 
pound 14 . ounce baby boy. It .was 
the second boy for the .Hansons.
Kamloops and Vernon given 11th hour 
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, (Special to The Courier)
VERNON—Rookie Skip McKay, 
just down from Vancouver Canucks 
of the WHL, potted the winning 
goal here. Tuesday night ns Kam­
loops Elks downed Vernon Conad- 
tons 3-2 in n hard-fought contest.
The win puts the Elks into top 
({pot (up to Tuesday night) of the 
young OSHL season , one point 
Ahead o* Vernon and Penticton.
McKay’s goal broke a 2-2 tie at 
4.04 of the final period and although 
the Canadians pressed hard in the 
final minute, couldn’t penetrate tho 




berg (Dorohoy) 4.24. Penalties: Bl- 
doflicl, Evans. ■
.Second period—Vernon, Stccyk 
(unassisted) 7.33; Vernon, Davison 
(McLeod) 11.35; Kamloops, Knlp- 
pleberg (Conn) 15.23. Penalties: 
Schmidt, Blair, King (O-minute ma­
jor), Milliard, Conn (2 minors); 
Creighton (minor and major), ■
Third period—Kamloops., McKay 
(unassisted) 4.04., Pcnnltles: Tag­
gart, Creighton (minor and miscon­
duct), Schmidt and Lavell.
•.'••i'Vi ■. '—'"—'"'"I.. . ...................  -
SIX CAPTAINS MIS SAMS 
THIS SEASON
There "were no” changes in the 
ranks ol| the NHL captains this sea­
son. The same six skippers who 
finished os team leader? Inst Spring 
ore holding down the same post* 
tola term. The NHL captains ore 
. M ilt. Schmidt, Boston; Butch Bou­
chard, Canr,diena; Ted Kennedy, To- 
ttmto; nill-Gadsby, Chicago; Ted 
Lindsay, Detroit and Don Raleigh, 
******* , 'i ,  ,, .* . , »
“All hands aboard for the win- 
, ter cruises” that get underway Wed­
nesday night, October 27th, at the 
Kelowna Yacht Club.
A program has been set up for 
weekly meetings at the local yacht 
club starting next Wednesday^ night 
and continuing through till* Dec­
ember 8. -
The club is sponsoring a series of 
talks, demonstrations and films, 
open to all who are interested in' 
boats and boating, power or sail. It 
doesn’t matter if you own one or 
not, and you don’t have to be a 
member of the club to participate.
The evening programs are not 
lectures, but they will consist of 
practical demonstrations, by quali­
fied men, showing the' use of 
equipment in common usage.
CLUB GUESTS
Where possible, participation by 
the group will be encouraged, such 
qs the night devoted to, rope work. 
It is planned to have all,the parti­
cipants practice making simple 
splices, eye splices, rope fenders, 
and other arts of rope work.
The ladies’ auxiliary will have 
“coffee bn the hob” nn<* those at­
tending will be considered guests 
of the club for thp evening.
The club hopqs to bring more 
people a practical knowledge of 
some aspects of boating. It also 
wants to fill to a greater degree 
the prime objective of the Yacht 
Club—to promote boating and sail-’ 
ing on Lake Okanagan for ih e ' 
greatest benefit to the greatest 
number, in addition to providing tho 
best facilities possible.
The fall program consists of the 
following: v
October 27—Common engine fail­
ures "underway," and haw to get 
home agnln. Ignition and carburetor 
problems. Clutch adjustment, etc., 
demonstration on actual engines, 
Bob Willia-dtrcctor.
November 3—Basics of rope work; 
how to make splices, eye, splices, 
rope crowns, etc., how to parcel 
and serve ropes. Bob Aberpcthy. 
Nov. 17—Tho basement boat shop! 
Lofting and toying out full size 
plans and blue prints; tables of 
ofisets made easy for tho now boat. 
Frank Renfrew, director.
-November 24—"For Gals and,First 
Mates Only.'" Tho things you'need 
to know about boats for safety and 
more enjoyable trips with lass work, 
Shipboard emergencies and how to 
prevent them, Rcor-Cpmiriodoro 
Wilson, director. ■. .
December 1—"Flro"—jho ■ preven­
tion and fighting of fire on board a 
boat. Fire extinguishers, their types 
and maintenance, Characteristics of 
fires—gos and oil, electrical. Actual 
demonstration pt fighting, a gaso­
line fire plus a IUm on boat fires, 
Chas. Fcttman, deputy fire, chief, 
director.
December 8—"Navy NlghV'—spe­
cial gpests, all cx-navnj personnel. 
An outstanding speaker, .will be 
coming from IftiCS Discovery and 
will talk,on recant naval develop- 
nfbnts. • 1 . , ■.
Stipendiary msglstrate Alex Mar­
shall In district court recently fined 
Sam Chcrnoff and Max Kplesnlkoff 
910 each for being intoxicated In a 
public place, , ; .
In an 11th hour reprieve by B.C. Amateur Hockey Associa­
tion president Dr. Mel Butler, of Kelowna, Kamloops Elks and 
Vernon Canadians were allowed to play their goalies in Tuesday 
night’s game in Vernon.
On Monday Dr. Bptler made the announcement that the two 
players were indefinitely suspended from their individual clubs 
until the registration of both players was cleaned up.
In lifting the. suspension, it is understood, however, that the 
matter must be cleared up by the end of thC mbnth. ,
.J Doug Stevenson is a former'memr '
her of the Packers, and Hal Gor­
don, of Vernon. Canadians,' played 
with Kamloops last season^ These 
players have not had their cards 
released by their respective clubs.
The 11th hour reprieve was made 
by Dr. Butler just before game 
time in Vernon when both members 
of the executive called him by 
phone.
In making the ruling Dr. Butler 
said Wednesday morning that it 
“was for the good of hockey."
ARRANGE SETTLEMENT
The suspension came about when 
an agreement was made between 
the Packers’ executive and the 
Kamloops Elks, before the regular 
season started. They had arranged 
that Stevenson play four games 
-with the Elks plus a settlement for 
the Packer goalie.
“No formal charge was laid by 
the Packer executive to the BC- 
AHA,” Dr. Butler emphasized..
“Okanagan Valley league club 
executives are not working togeth­
er,!' he said. “The BCHA has taken 
the stand in this ridiculous situa­
tion in the Valley league.
“Clubs are stabbing-their own 
league in the back or stealing other 
players," Dr. Butler said.
DOUG STEVENSON 
.. . . exHPacker’
ENGAGED?
"The Big Heat" 
comes to local 
theatre Monday
Movie audiences have grown up, 
according to Qlenn Ford, starred 
with Gloria Grahamq and Jocelyn 
Brando in Columbia Pictures’ "The 
Big Heat," hard-hitting drama play­
ing at the Paramount Theatre Mon­
day through Wednesday.'
Time was, and not so long ago, 
when fans refused to accept a movie 
without a happy ending. "Current­
ly, for example, I’m playing a tough 
cop in 'The Big Heat' and tho girl 
Move is killed in about tho third! 
reel. There is no added romance 
for tho character I play. I end up 
at, tho finish alone,; with < no ono to ' 
share the traditional clinch.”
Ford feels ' that audiences have ' 
matured because. Of world condi­
tions. "People, faced with stark 
reality in their daily lives, now ac* 
cept a reasonable amount of reality 
in ■ their fiction and screen fare,” 
ho plates. "Fans no longer insist 
on escapist stories." \
Glonn thinks that today actors . 
ore happier than they've been In the. 
history qf the movies . "We get to 
play hiimnn beings on the screen „ 
—and we're permitted to act like ■ 
human beings in our private lives. 
What more could an actor ask?" 
Glenn wants to know.
Feaiiired In supnort of the stars 
of "The Big Heat," the story of an 
ex-CopV single-handed attempt to 
destroy a powerful gang, are Alex­
ander Seourby, I^e  Mnrviri and 
JeanMto Nolan. Based on the Sat- 
urday'Evenlng Post serial by Wll- 
Itorti P. McGIvcm, “The Dig Heat" 
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Dorehoy) 8.10; Kamloops. Hryciuk 
(Dtfgart, Carlson) 14.53; Kamloops, 
GUday. (Carlson, Hryciuk) 15.40. 
Penalties Creighton. McIntyre, 
Conway, McAvoy (misconduct).
Emile Duchane and Ronald Wil­
son were each fined -$10 and costs 
for being intoxicated in a public 
place when they appeared in dis­
trict court recently.
The Panama Canal has a mini­
mum depth of 41 feet.
Hockey standings
GP WL T D t e
Kamloops      7 4 3 0 3
Kelowna   -   5 3 2 0 8
Vernon .................... 6 .2  3 1 5
Penticton ..................  fi 2 3 1 5
Tuesday's game — Kamloops 3, 
*Vernon 2. ■
Wednesday's games—Kelowna 6, 
Vernon 2. Kamloops 7, Penticton 3.
TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR QUICK RESULTS
SENIOR “A** ALLAN CUP
HOCKEY




• Game Time 9 p-na.
KAMLOOPS' ELKS vs. KELOWNA PACKERS
ALL SEATS RESERVED
To the End of Octohor
A L L  N EW  R IFLES 
A N D  S H O TG U N S  
A T  RITCHIE B RO S. 
S PO R T S H O P
-M O D E l 94 WINCHESTER
30/30 Carbine Rifle.
Regular 78.50. NOW ............................. 62.80
★ MODEL 12 .WINCHESTER
SSstgum. ReguBr i0k.M ? ,’’’ r  " ' n .
NOW .................................... ■......................  84.50
★ BROWNING
126a Automatic Shotgun.
Regular 169.50. NOW.........................................  1 0 0 . 5 U
★ STEVENS MODEL 311
Double Barrel Shotgun.
Regular 72.50. NO W ..................... 58.00
★ ITOICA FEATHERWEIGHT
12 gauge, Model 37, Pump Action Shotgun. 
Regular 98.50. NOW ........... ..... ...... ........ . .









30/30 and' 32 Sjpecial Cgrbine 
Model. Regular 74.50. NOW . 58.50
★ BSA MODEL D
Bishop Sbx;k.
Regular 85.00. NOW...... 68.00
RITCHIE BROS.
SPORT SHOP
„ v v «  •*“  olM
-  vAHCriuvan.«. P
IMt odvrfrtlumunt agi put)iUR*d or deployed hf liquor Conifpl Boon) <u by (he Goverfinent of emito Coluwbto
, • .  V
' 'tv,
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Mrs. Ethelwyn Logie plays major rolet Hh. _ an(1 Yon 1 
in little theatre's production ■
Discuss purpose of 
Beta Sigma P h i"
purpose and scope of Beta 
Sigma Phi was reviewed by Miss*
Margaret Crosbi* in her talk "Pre­
senting Beta Sigma Phi", given for 
tiie benefit of several guests at the 
regular meeting of Alpha Epsilon 
Chapter of Beta Sigma PM in Kel­
owna.
M in Crosble pointed out that 
Beta Sigma PM was founded in.
1831 in Abilene, Kansas, and has 
spread across the United States,
Canada and the world. ‘ Have you ever met a Pooka? Well, lights herself, and theatregoer^ will
Beta Sigma Phi is an Internation- V>“ will, come Nov. 3 or 4, when remember her various characteriz- 
al organization which was created the Kelowna Little Theatre presents ationj in "Ladies in Retirement,” 
for young women in search of cul- the first three-act play of the sea- “Ladles.of the Jury,” "All My Sons,” 
tural and racial activity. Each chap- son, the much-talked-about Broad- and "Moment of Darkness.” 
ter has its own Community work, way and Hollywood success, “Har­
as well as supporting numerous in- vey.”
A Pooka is the bane of Mrs. Veto 
Simmons’ existence in this hilarious 
comedy, and Mrs. Simmons’ role 
Will be played by Ethelwyn Logie, 
well-known for her many-sided 
skills in theatrical work.
Back in 1940, Mrs. Logie was 
president of the Players’ Club, fore­
runner of the present Kelowna 
Little 'Theatre, and that year, pro­
duced J. M. Barrie’s Dover Road.
In 1952, she directed Christopher 
Fry’s one-act play, “A Phoenix Too*
Frequent,” which won first place in 
the South Okanagan Zone Drama 
Festival. Last season, Mrs. Logie 
directed another Kelowna Little 
Theatre hit, “Arsenic and Old Lace."
REGATTA PRODUCTION 
One of the most successful stage 
productions ever presented by the 
Kelowna Regatta was this summer's 
"Hats off to You," and this popular 
show was written and directed by 
Mrs. Logie. This was her second 
Regatta production, the first being 




Kelowna Chapter's particular in­
terest is the Kelowna Branch of the 
Canadian Arthritis and Rheuma­
tism Society.
Miss Dagny McGregor was In 
charge of the program for the eve­
ning and gave an interesting talk 
on drama.
The meeting was held a t the 
home of Mrs. A. Lloyd-Jones.
RETURlfED . . .  Mr. and Mrs.
Weldon Mstte have returned from 
a visit to Saskatchewan.
* • ■ • • -
VISIT SPOKANE .. . . Mr. and 
Mrs. .Dan Lang and daughter, Ber­
nadette Lang (of Vancouver Gener­
al Hospital where she is a nurse) 
spent a few days last week in Spo­
kane. Miss Lang returned to Van­
couver shortly afterwards. Mr. and 
Mrs. Jacob Mann accompanied the 
Langs on their trip to Spokane.
FROM PRINCETON . . . RCMP 
Constable and Mrs.. Robert Mercer, 
of Princeton, and their family are 
spending a holiday here, staying at Despite the many automatic irons available at low cost,
parent records show that many housewives start home* fires burning by 
Mr. and Mrs. B. Schieppe. leaving non-automatic irons plugged-in while they slip away to the
n e w  POSITION . Miss Marie telephone or over to the neighbor’s. June Markle illustrates ty>w 
Beaubien has gone to Kamiooopa an ironing-bored homemaker can spread red hotneW son thc one 
where she has accepted a new posi- hand and red hot) smoke on the outer, 
tion . 1
Honor bridal couple 
with informal tea
|Hie borne of Mr. and Mr*. J. 
Fullmer was the scene of an in­
formal tea in honor of M)r. and 
U n . Rijn Doeksen (nee Beesie 
Gordon) when Mlsa Elizabeth Foll- 
mer was hostess to members of the 
wedding party following the re­
hearsal Sunday, October 10.
Guests included Mrs. Bessie Gor­
don, mother of the bride; Miss 
Peggy Gordon; Mr. and Mrs. IX K. 
Gordon; Mr. and Mrs. W, Shields 
and Mrs. J . Barclay of Calgary; Me 
and Mrs. Buster Hall; and Messrs. 
R. Doeksen, a  Doeksen, S. Kabella 
and R. Kuipers.
of Mr. and Mrs, William San  wore 
the former's brother-in-law and sla­
ter. Mr. and Mrs. Nick ColoteUo 
and family of North Vancouver.
WEEK-END VISITORS . . .  Holi­




don'! write ahead • •
MRS. ETHELWYN LOGIE
LENGTHY VISIT . . .  Mr. and 
Mrs. John Wunderlich, accompan­
ied by Mrs. Bertha Frey, also of 
Kelowna, have returned from a 
lengthy stay in Saskatchewan.
• • •
LEAVES KELOWNA . . . Kel­
owna is losing Mrs. Patsy Hynes, 
who lost her husband. Dr. John
As Mrs. Veto Simmons in “Har- Story Hynes.1,1 She has sold 
But directing and producing are vey,” 'Mrs. Logie portrays a society the house on Bernard Avenue and
regularly forsaken by Ethelwyn matron trying to launch her very wjE apjod the winter in Victoria,
Logie for a turn before the foot- plain daughter and is bedevilled at where her four daughters are com-
---------- ----------- -----------------------  every tum  by ^  Pooka. pleting their education. Having
Tickets are now on sale for “Har- recently reutmed from a holiday
vey" which will be presented No- trip in the States, Mrs. Hynes leaves
vember 3 and 4 in the Empress this week for Calgary, accompany-THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF KELOWNA
Attention All Taxpayers!
October 21st is the deadline for the payment of City Taxes 
if you wish to avoid a 10% Penalty. Check with the Tax 
Department at the City Hall if you are not sure that your 
taxes are fully paid. ' i ..




plans fair in May
A total of $200,000 was raised last 
year by the 120 Hospital Auxiliar­
ies in British Columbia, according
to Mrs. Rex Rhodes who attended _____________  _____
the provincial convention held in son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and
ing her mother, Mrs. M. Maloney, 
of Calgary. She will later go to 
Victoria. * ♦ •
FORMER RESIDENT . .  . Visiting 
Kelowna for a few days is a former 
local resident, Thomas McAstocker, 
of Trail.
HOUSE GUESTS . . . House 
guests for a few days recently at 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. Beau­
bien, Manhattan Drive, were their
Kinette Choir will present concert 
at Empress Theatre Mon. and Tues.
The 22-member Kinette Choir, led by Mrs. Phyllis Hill, 
L.R.A.M., will hold its third annual cohcert Saturday and 
Monday in the Empress Theatre, commencing at 8.30 p.m._^
The choir is, in the main, composed of wives and mothers 
who first got together in 1951 to participate in the Kinsmen 
district convention held in Kelowna. The success they met 
with caused the continuation of the choir, and it has since 
put on annual concerts as well as giving limited performances 
during the year.
Mrs. Hill brings a knowledge of music acquired as a.con-, 
cert solist in eastern Canada and overseas. Her arrangements 
have brought much favorable, comment firoin. musical circles.
Featured at the concert will be Ralph Jamison, baritone, 
and Mrs. Michael Hall, violinist
Proceeds will be used to complete Strathcona Park.
•. • 'phone instead!
If you are anxious to make or confirm an out-of­
town reservation or appointment—just call Long 
Distance and be sure!
Each day finds more and more people'doing busi­
ness by ’phone because Operator Toll Dialling pro­
vides a fast, dependable Long Distance service—to 
any point—at any time!
For the simplest, swiftest and surest way to get 
things done—you just can’t beat a Long Distance 
call!
The Directors of Community Chest say
THANK YOU
to Derek DeGraaf and his 6-piece Modern 
Dance Orchestra
for the work they did in arrangmg' \he* Red Feather Ball at 
die Canadian Legion Hall and for donating their services at 
the Ball.
The Directors also wish to thank .-....
The Canadian Legion for donating the Hall, The Kelowna 
Printing Company for printing 75 posters and the following 
for giving financial assistance toward defraying the cost of 
the large sign advertising Jhe Ball: Treadgold Paint Supply, 
Reliable Motors & Tires Ltd., Lipsett Motors, Kelowna 
Motors Ltd., Ladd Garage Ltd., Orchard City Motors Ltd., 
Victory Motors Ltd., Hughes Bros. Ltd., and Adanac Auto 
Body Service.
Vancouver last week.
Amounts varied from $200 raised 
by six members to $17,000 raised 
by 40 members.
Mrs. S. E. Bean, and daughter 
Claudia, from Hope, B.C.
RECENTLY BAPTIZED
Trafalgar Day will be observed with 
a dance at
. ____________________. . . P a t -  Trafalgar Day in Kelowna will be
Hospital Auxiliary aou—,ricia Maureen McCormick, infant observed with a dance in the Rich- 
ated $2̂ 200 in equipment to the Kel- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ’Chris Me- ter Street Armory Friday, sponsor- 
General Hospital in that cormick was baptized Sunday, Oc- ed by the Kelowna branch of the 
. . .. . .. tober 10 at the Church of the Im- NNavy League of Canada.
. i£cr report at a  meeting of the jaacutate Conception with Rev. With dancing from 9.30 p.m. to
Auxiliary _ Monday ̂  evening, Mrs. pather McCarthy officiating. God- 1.00 a.m, the hall will be decorated
Rhodes said 80 Of the B.C* auxiliar- were Allan Burbank, of> cabaret style Buffet refreshments
ies were represented at the conven- Kelowna, and Miss Margaret Me-! will be served,
tion. Members were taken,through Cormick, of Victoria. A tea was There are about 40 sea cadets and
the Health Centre for Children in bejd afterwards at the home of the a larger number of juniors in Kel- 
Vanrouver, wMch was opened by parents* father and mother, Mr. owna at present. Basic age, fo r the 
the Duke of Edinburgh, in Afigush JV, p  Marshall
son used report cards for his. sub­
ject and enlightened his audience 
on many ‘ of its aspects,, including 
whether . they were required or 
Were useful. On taking a  vote, it 
•was fouhd that (-they should be 
used and that the new, improved 
form is preferable to the old way 
of rating, using the letters A, B,
r  U S Ih "
■ SPUN CREAM PERMANENT WAVE
With every Elizabeth Arden
and Mrs. P. McCormick, arshall sea cadets is 14.
E f  Street, where there were four gen- is the basis of the program, which
£  r ~ J * i w  erations present. Included were the. includes seamanship, ^drillsi and a
K  »?th maternal great-grandmother, Mrs. bugle band. Camp for the boys
pdtal grounds in connection with ^  Duggan, of Kelowna; the pater- comes once a year, and outstanding
th ^ fa f r  nal godparents, Mr. and Mrs. P. cadets have the possibility of “go- 
OVonneU _wiU wnvene the fair, Mcc ormicjr the maternal grandpar- ing afloat” with the navy.
J ' Crittenden wm act ents, Mr and Mrs. M. B. Paige, of Tickets for the dance are avail- 
secreiary. . Vernon* aunts Mrs. R F Gilbert, of able from Collett and Wilson Real-
I h f t a S  !, l " £ V S .  McGill!. McCot ”  " "  A“ ”
with 39 members present. MarSaret McCor-
Next meeting will be held Nov- mick* of Victoria 
ember 15 at 8.00 p.m. in the Health 
Centre.
C, D and E.
__ „  Date for a coming school meet-
Charartw-ta&ding mentioned, October 28; at
ty Ltd., Whillis Insurance Agency, 
W. R. Trench Ltd., or Rutland 
Hardware.
Club notes
FRIENDS OF LIBRARY „
.Library bridge and,. white ele 
phant sale, Wednesday, October 27.
• *
CLUB MEETS . . .  The St. Mary’s 
Circle of the Catholic Women’s 
League met last week at the home 
■of Mrs John Hromek. Included 
were Mrs. I. McGovern, Mrs. J. 
Wunderlich, Mrs. J. Stiegler, Mrs. 
B. Frey, Mrs. C. Delacherois and
the hostess, Mrs. Hromek.• •  • •
VISITS CHILDREN . . . Mrs.
Well-wishers honor 
‘ Kelowna resident 
on 80th birthday
Lutheran Church Hall was the 
scene of a festive celebration Oct-
Now in Stock . .. the exciting new
PtAYTEX LIVING BRA
Bridge at 1.45 p.m. and 7.45 pm. LouiseBrotkman is spendinga holi- scene $  when Nfr sM arieW idd ig  SftiA nfternnAT. and evenlmr. day with sons and daughters in °“ rT,  » wn®  Jm._M ane wiamgSale during afternoon and evening. 
FALL SALE
The Ladies' Aid of the First 
Lutheran Church faU sale, Satur­
day, November 18.
 
Saskatchewan. celebrated her 80th
of elastic and nylon.' ANNUAL BAZAAR
The Women’s Federation of the 
First United Church will hold itq 
annual bazaar and tea, Saturday, 
November 13, 2.00-5.30 pjn., in the 
Church HalL
ATTEND CONVENTION . . . . 
Mrs. E. Parr and Mrs. J. C. 
Pendleton went to'Vancouver this 
week to attend the Social Credit 
convention there. They represent 
the Kelowna Social Credit Wo­
men’s Auxiliary.
VISITING HERE . . . Among the 
guests at the Willow Inn last week 
were Mr. and Mrs. E. Lundin, VeiJ- 
non; A. W. Smith, Vernon; R, Flet­
cher, New Westminster; Harry
of Kelowna 
birthday.
About 75 friends' attended the 
party, and presented Mrs. Widdig 
with a gift Games and a sing-song 
were included in the evening’s pro­
gram. A birthday cake with 80 
burning candles was brought to the 
head table for the guest of honor, 
and all the tables were tastefully 
decorated with flowers.
Born in Germany, Mrs. Widdig 
lived in Saskatchewan before com­
ing to Vernon about 12 years ago 
and Kelowna four years later.
At present living with a daughter,
8.00' pm., and in this connection, ■ 
Mr.' Matheson ' said “ the school 
meeting is the basis of democracy.” ■ 
He urged a full attendance.: "
Plans were made for a Hallowe’en - ■ 
party on the school grounds with |  
bon fire, fire : works and refresh- 
ments. Date for the party is Satur- |  
day evening, October 30.
■ ■■ |
Miss Shirley Nuyens, training in ■
St. Paul’s hospital, Vancouver, has ■ 
been spending her vacation with ■ 
her parents. |
T O N I G H T  i
and avuy Ikanday night |
CK0V I
6.30 p.in. |
And CBC Trans (floods Nitwerk  ̂ |
a portfolio of
*  >  - •  i  ♦  i  ‘' t
you can set yourself
Spun Cream Permanent 
W m  contains the unproved 
creamier Spun Cream Lotion 
that condition* hair as it 
wavee—gives a prettier; more 
natural looking wave. 
Exclusive, Patented Test 
Papers time neutralizing 
perfectly—curls stay in 
longer. The Elizabeth Arden 
Spun Cream Permanent 
Wave $2.00.
f /i
You’ll love the new Playtex Bra. It gives and lives with 
you. Fashioned for you alone. Q  Q C
Washes and washes. Only ..................................... O . f J
WINTER COATS
Beautifully styled 
Soft luxurious woollens 
Gorgeous colors, charcoal gray, etc. 
Chamois lining.
KIWAS8A CLUB
Kiwossa Club rummage sale, Sat- Webb, Hope; E. Bates, Spokane; Mra Fred Bieller, outside of- Kel- 
urday, October 23 Ip the Scout Hall Cal Pritchett, Kamloops; M* C. Hall, owna, she often visits at the home 
at 2.00 p.m. Kamloops; G.. L. Hogarth, Vancou- 0j her son-in-law and other daugh-
— —  ver; L. W. Swan, Vancouver; L. M. ter, Mr. and Mrs. Jack McHarg,
REBEKAB LODGE NO. M Holdsworth, Vancouver; Miss B. 1423 St. Paul Street Her son, Eric 
Tea, sale of home cooking and Vidal, Keremeos; Miss D. Kergln, nvea 0n the home farm in Saskat- 
gifts. Women’s Institute H alt Wed-, Keremeos; Ed Campbell, Winnipeg; chewan. 
nesdny, November 3, from 1.00-5.00 R. Benson, Winnipeg; Mrs. M. Coch- 
pm. ■, rane, Victoria; Mr. and Mrs. W.
—— , Craig, Winnipeg; Mrs. E. Cler,
JESSIE FINDLAY CIRCLE Brooks, Alberta; Miss D. Gould,
Jessie Findlay Circle of the First Golden; A. Brock, Victoria; and 
Baptist Church fall bazaar, tea and John Victor,' Red Deer, Alberta, 
sale of homecooking In the Women’s ; * * * '
Institute Hall, Tuesday, November KELOWNA VISTORS . . . guests 
|,23, at 2.30 pjn. at the Royal Anne Hotel this week
— —-  included P. A. Brock, Victoria; M.
LLOYD-JONES AUXILIARY Cochrane. Victoria: F. Leduc. Ed- 
The meeting of the Auxiliary to monton; Len Daniel, Toronto; M. V. 
the Lloyd-Jones Home, will be Gilpin, Vancouver; J. A. Reid, Van- 
held at, the home of Mrs. H. C. couver; Mrs. Don Lange, Chilli-
CANADA’S rAVOURITI 





■ M cG ILL &  W ILLITS LT D .
, YOUR REXALL DRUG STORE
™ . Serving Kelowna for Over 50 Years
FROSI THE NATIONS LARGEST 
•CLOTHING HOUSES 
High Quality — Low Price
Wlghtman, 385 Rose Avoftue, Fri­
day, Oct. 22 at 3.00 o’clock.
29.95 to 45.00 
TRENCH COATS
CROYDON COATS — Navy Burbury.j 
water repellent, milliqm lined. 8 to 14 ’ 
girl*—
16.95 to 19.95
Women’s sizes 16 to 20—
\ 22.95 to 42.50
ORDER OF EASTERN STAR
Order of the Eastern Star, Kel- couver; Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Phil 
owna Chapter Mb. 62 meets first and fiP®* Revelstoke; R. Hughes, Van- 
third Wednesday 
St. George’s Hall,
sale of work, home cooking and tea, r>
• t  Women*, Imtltule Hall,. 100 wShlwlon’ r A




OKANAGAN CENTRE —  With 
many of the Women’s Institute 
members busy with the fruit har-
Robinson, Vancouver; C. Affleck!
Vancouver; E. R. Woodland, Van- *!eW Jnst Thuraday evening at the
wack; M. Francis, Wenatchee; 
Ralph Downing, Summerland; G.
Community. Hall.
Attendance was small, but plans 
were made for the annual
p.m.
■of tire month at Christmas sale, which will bo field
. On December 8, • Calgary, R., M. Rus- ovcnjnB of November 12, In the
n« onnwinw nnH ton 8C'* Cagory, J. yf. Chtistio, North hall, There will be the usual stalls,
including* 23 cent prize packets and 
a bingo game,
^  ~  , Data oil the November meeting
couver; Miss Jessie Craig, Princo was set ahead a Week to Thursday, 
George; and C. F. Bullcn, Vancou- November 4.
GssMbb’s fa sJh ^  tn a td  o ffin t tsomuCtfc trttnnof
B.P.W.GS.
Business and Professional Wo­
men's Club meeting, Friday (Octo­
ber 22) in Herbert Business College 
at 8.00 pom. [ Glenmore club
Williams Shoo Store
wish to amuraneft fibclr e^ofatetsl m i ex­
clusive dealers in Kchmua fad Dbfikt for
\
Gold Cross Shoes
RA N N A RD 'S
vcr. Mrs. Drought and Mrs. Venables
served refreshments during tho 
social hour,
1 ■ \  ' ' * * 'First meeting of the school term 
of the P-T. Association was held 
Monday evening in the school build­
ing, w ith 1 school Inspector A. 8. 
Matheson guedt speaker.
Business of tho meeting included 
— . reading of and voting on a series of
ANGLICAN CHtJRCn BAEAAR Annual meeting of tho Glenmore resolutions drawn up by the P-T, 
Tho AngUcan Church Bazaar will Community Club will be held Mon- Federation at the last convention'
GLENMORE BROWNIES • ■ • .
First Glenmore Brownie Pack h n | H c  a n n u a l  
home cooking sale and tea. Friday, I lUILIO U l l l lU Q I
October 29 at 2.30 pm. |n  the Glen­
more school. meeting Monday
441, BERNARD AYE, m o m  2547
be held et the Perish Hall on Wed 
nesdajr, November 24.
TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS 
FOB QUICK RESULTS* '
day a t 880
chide committee reports, reports of for approval or otherwise. The reso­
lutions were on the subject of report
Business will in- and presented to each association
lions, 
cent general busli 
ments,
nCss an<$ refresh- cards,
Quite apppropriatcly, Mr, Mattie-
One look . .  # six steps and you”U know why
Gold Cross Shoos
jPamouo as Red Croo$ Shoes In (he U.S. 





Fittings AAA -  B —  4  -  10, 
Several other popular etylee to chooo from.
W ILLIA M S  S H O E S T O R E
l S G M d S t m t 't t o # e f2 4 ld !
n m m *
'  n m m a m  "  _
THE
S E R V I C E S
CHWST1AN
s o k e  so o ty
comm  Bttnand ai& Bertram S t 
I tD O A r, OCT. 24, 1954
 ̂ Wmttm i s #  u  «v
Subject:
"PROBATION AFTEB DEATH" 
Sunday School at II am .
t'eattmony Meeting, 8jOO m i . an 
Wednesday.
W U IWednesday* and Saturday* 
2A0 to 540 p j £ T . ”
OBBSnAN  80BNCS , 
PROGRAM . / ?
■wry Sunday a t td»  9m . 
•v a rO W ?
FIRST UNITED 
CHURCH
Comer Bernard and Riskier
Rev. R. S. Leltch, B J t, fekD. 
Minister
Rev. D. M. F eriey .B A , BJX 
Aasietant '■
Broadcast 1st Sunday, 3rd and 
4th Sunday over CKjOV at 11
am,







- Richter Street 
■ Next to High $chooi)
R  MAR'riN. Mlnletw
SUNDAY, OCT. 24, 1954
> 45 ajn .—«








N est to Boa Terminal • Ellis 8 t
Pastor:
Rev. B. Wlngblade,’ B A , BD.
• SUNDAY, OCT. 24,1954 .
9.45 am.—Sunday School 
11.00 am.—Monday Worship ' 
"it  is Required"
7.15 pm.—Song Service 
7.30 pm.—Worship Service
" ■  ,M W *
“BONDAGETHAT
LIBERATES"
Wednesday, 746 futu— '
Bible Study and Prayer,
SAINT MICHAEL 
and ALL ANGELS* 
CHURCH >
< 1 (ANGLICAN)
Comer Richter St{ and 
Sutherland' Ave.
1 energy:; v *1
VPN. D, S. CATCHPOLE 
REV. G. A. STEGEN
. . .  ■ (  f
Services Broadcast, a t 11 am. 
on 2nd and 5th Sundays
6.00 am.—Holy Cohununlota — 
(Each Sunday)
11.00 am.—(1st and .SrdjSundays) 
Holy Communion
(2nd, 4th and 5th Sundays) 
Morning Prayer
7.30 pm.—Each .Sunday— 
Evensong '
How Christian Science Heals
“A  RESCUE ANDITS  
EXPLANATION’* :
CKOV, 636 b ,  Sunday, 9.15 p.m.
EVANGEL 
TABERNACLE
(Pentecostal Assemblies e l 
Canada)
BgRTBAM ST. ;
SUNDAyTqOT. H  1954
. Sunday School------059 am.
Morning Worship .. 11.00 aip. 
Evangelistic Service TSO pm. 
Subject:
“FROM KHuATHlEARIM 
TO TIER CITY OF DAVID1* 
Special Music
. Como and God will meet 
your need.




T. Stoddart Cowan, 
DA.M.E.LS.
SERVICE
Sunday at 11.00 am .
In
The Women's Institute Hall 
(Glenn Ave.)"
Will ell Members and Friends 
Please note the Ghaute of Time.
Ottawa’s total annual revenues 
nOOriy three dollars out of four 
ie  from  sources other than per- 
sal lneem i tajges. t, ,
■"ffT'W..rp 1 ..m*1 yii m ■ a n>;
THE .
SALVATION ARMY
1468 S t Paul S t  




Synday School.... 10.00 a.m. 
Sunday Holiness Meeting 
M :00 a.m. 0 
Salvation meeting 7 *30 p.m.
TUESDAY—Bone League at 2 
pm. (Meeting for all women).
WEDNESDAY 
Prayer Meetlpg-a.00 p m .,,
THE PEOPLED MISSION
|» 1 Block South of Pott Office ‘ Rev. R. M. Bourke
¥ - -r . 9  M L  (Tonight) Rev. Russell'H ashes' '  1
Missionary Rally. Film of Work ih Afrlctu D lsplayof 
curios. Welcome!
" W f K M r.from'Vancouver.' ■ "/ :h-
SUNDAY—  ' , \  \ S' . ' ; ,\* *: :V
, 9.45 n^n^—Suaday '^ o ol, r * , i /, 'iv s
11.00 mm.—MA L L T IttN G $ »  * - V ' \
7.15 cmsivmmw ■ ■ ■  ̂  ̂  ̂ ; in \
“m a r k s  o f  a  s p ir it u a l  Ch r is t ia n **
, V ' <  ■ — EVERYONE WELCOME —
Q6^ »  Newa of Ike Altr. CKOy Frl., 1A0 pm."
F O ?  A  S E R V I C E  W I T H
,v
I a '• ,1 i’J





?%Ml|lkjp'' ê iriSkiaiB̂ ,' r <r:
mv:fWrrceinplete|/'
■, DAY'S: FUlffiftAl SERVICE ’
« f c * * H i a  » • ' .m m  # m m i <?
‘4 , 'IM'W,# ^ ?i*V«
I  ’ ' , 4 ‘Ŵ
;  ■> 11
1, *• V . t'/'i.
I ‘i
Z • -
i^ i0 !3E S{ A'i, ® ■>9 «9S
'"  «• yfil
High School student plays prominent
m Edm ontoii
i r w r
tC f fH :






In 1940, a n . 18-year-old youth, 
with a high schooleducation but 
unable to . speak English, came to 
Kelowna from China arid enrolled 
in the local high school.
The same individual recently 
played a role, of paramount import­
ance in. the construction of a 120- 
foett, 18,000 - pound television an­
tenna : now being -erected at • Ed­
monton; ; , . A '
He is Ming H. Mar, 32, nephew of 
Jok Mar, 353' Harvey Avehue, de­
signer and supervisor of the mech­
anical' engineering of' the modern 
structure. .
OBTAINED DEGREE 
-Upon graduating from Kelowna 
high school, he entered the-Univer­
sity of Washington. "He obtained 
his degree ;in aeronautical engin­
eering across the Une and joined 
the faculty of the University of To­
ronto, where he taught for two 
years. ■ '  ■
He spent some time in jet engine 
research for the federal government 
and -did two years of mechanical 
research for Massey-Harris.* k ■ 
Ming is now a mechanical engin­
eer-for Canadian General Electric 
Company is responsible for con­
struction of the TV antenna in Al­
berta’s capital city.
*'He was quite a" hoy," said Jim 
Logie, principal of Kelowna High, 
when' oskefi about Mings days in 
the local high schooj., “He was ex­
tremely good in math and was a
good basketball player,” he added. 
PREVENTS ICHNG 
The mast of the antenna will 
support six bays, each .having four 
“bat-wings” or - frames that carry 
the signal. The antenna was.hoisted 
to' the top of a 385-foot tower. Total 
height is 485 feet. .
In each of the 24 bat-wings there 
is. a heating, element- to keep the 
- ahtenna free from ice in-the cold 
..weather. An automatic device 
keeps temperature four degrees 
above freezing during the winter. 
Dry air at eight pounds pressure 
is-pumped through' the co-axial 
cables feeding the'.antenna continu­
ously. This prevents moisture from 
causing the signal to “arc” and dis­
tort the transmission.
Stress in the tower, which was 
completely, designed .by Ming, will 
withstand winds of up to -100 miies 
’per hour velocity. In a wind like 
this the top gt the antenna will, de­
flect-from the vertical only eight 
or ten feet
- A red- light Qn - top .of the mast 
wili- warti aircraft. Special rungs 
are provided for the man who will 
climb to. tiie top of the; 485-foot 
tower to change the bulb when it 
burns out.
The large antenna was construct­
ed ih Toronto and was taken apart 
and each component labelled for 
easy assembly and was then moved 
to Edmonton by motor transport.
part of the valley, according to re­
ports reaching here, have been 
greeted with enthusiasm, as at last 
providing an alternative to the ,one 
station in Penticton, arid Summer- 
land is now asking that the situa­
tion be adjusted here too.
.‘Accordingly, Summerland’s reeve, 
F.: E, Atkinson, has. been in touch 
With Kenneth Caple, western direc­
tor of the CBC, who has been urged 
- td place booster facilities in tills 
community, so that the listeners can 
hear more CBC network features.
The reeve discloses that Mr. 
Caple’s correspondence indicates 
that the city of Penticton has been 
thought the best place for an addi­
tional booster station.
This booster in Pentictori, accord­
ing to Mr. Capple, would meet the 
needs in Summerland, and at the 
same time' provide • alternative lis­
tening for the large population iri 
Penticton; who, under present cir­
cumstances, are shut off from hear­
ing the high-quality CBC schedules.
new
at
Around 650 teachers will 
attend parley in Vernon
School children throughout the Okanagan Valley will get an 
unexpected holiday from classrooms on Friday, in view o f the fact 
some 650 teachers will be attending the 33rd annual convention of 
•the Okanagan Valley Teachers’ Association in Vernon.
Arbund ISO high Bchool nnd ele- She will be joined by Miss Brad* 
m£®wry tpapbepr from Kelowna bury In conducting home economics, 
will attend the parley;'Registration, The department of'education will 
takes place Thursdy. evening, and be represented'by inspectors W. H. 
the same night Dal Richards and a Grant, A. S,'Towell, E. E, Hyndman, 
group (d. lending artists from "Thca- A. S. Mnthcson, C. E Clay, L 'B  
ter Under the Stars” will present Stibbs , Specialist teachers invited
GUEST f e K K R r0Sram- Include Jobiv Sutherland, Ifor Rob-
1 berts- Mrs. T. G, JBirkett, and Mrs.
P-0,1' Dorn Black. One of the Okangaan’s 
nr0tlljed«  d*I!cct°r- most popular speakers, Bishop 
th«. Y or d H?alth ° r“ Sovereign of Vernon.'will address ganlzat on, will be guest speaker n social studios group.
*1”“! oatsclbbly. Ho will speak Eighty-four schools will bo repre- 
on Growth towards dew standards sented at the teachers' convention 
of maturity, f with six hundred and fifty uttond-
For the first time In Its thirty- ing. OVTA covers tho valloy from 
?i tnnn®?» Princeton to Revelstoko and is one
n o  °* th0 ch,°* 1,nk« ln tho.B.C. Tea- welcome-the president of B.C. chers’ Federation.
Teachers' Federation in her home’ ' 1 ______
town. Mls» Hilda Cryderrtnn,
Birls’. counsellor at Vernon Senior ___
.High School, la the firrit woman to - l l A A C T A f
preside over RCTF affairs. She will N V U I I v l
nddroM tho teachers at their open- « M ■
Ing of the convention. , C . . ----------------■--------9
Another feature* speaker will bo 111 j U l A i l l K l I f i i n n  
p n  J. K. VYieMiLDiroctor of Uni- n9M 99n i9M
vcrsitV of British Columbia’s exten- suMMEni
t ! n ; m r ^ hn? ^ ll T .:lr ;  1z
s^ a ttP  !:,n! s  s& jszs tt& s .
s ;t. arsjsnsrss:-discussion will follow. OthcV fac- to having « f f i  b Z i r  “ S  
ulty members of UBC who will latjon ,completed1 that would ro m  
conduct sectional meetings are Dr. this area.
Ian McTngijart Cowan. Dr. 8. A. Programs that would ho received 
Jennings and Mr. .A. B. Loithwaite. would he the CBU originations, In 
OTHER 8FIAKEI(8 Vancouver, nnd they would bo altni.
Provincial archivist, W & Ireland, lar to thorn which are riow nS liabu  
wUl be ptvaent to speak to libra r- to  listeners in tho Oliver and Osovu 
Ians arid social studies teachers. 00s areas, as the result of S  
vAlan Rom yictwleals »- Rfg- lo rta ila tio iM ofbooe tw sta t^*®  
Vsra, director of home economics. These programs in the #outWrn
>' . t.1 i 1 - K - ' f|t ’ t
PENTICTON—Provincial traffic 
engineer has proposed Installation 
of traffic lights at Main land newly 
created Westminster Avenue (High­
way 97) northern exit, and entrance 
to Penticton and at Main and Wade. 
This will double. the number al­
ready In operation In the Peach 
City.
Such installation would control 
flow of traffic through the three 
main business blocks from Eckhardt 
to Westminster.,
Also proposed Is construction of 
a traffic island and pedestrian safe­
ty zone at the junction of Frorit and 
Westminster with Main on, the east 
side.
The government would bear 50 
percent of the cost of such a change­
over. , ,
' .......... r ....  '"V...
TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS
No use to calculate or try,
Or even fcol we're getting 
by, -
With any life that's proved 
untrue,
For folks ore watching 
what wo do.
Our disregard for what Is 
right, ,
May not ps yet be out In
• sight,
But best of deeds or worst 
of 91-lme, - ,





(ARTHUH I t  CLARKE)
. DIAL B6M
t h u r ^ y , o m m  * < m
IT'S TIME FOR A SMART CHANGE 
OVER TO A TRANS-SEASON COAT
“PHAETON FIANNEL*— Water repellent in plain a s
00to n  and chocks. Milium lining. Priced a t ................... Z 4 . 7 J
NEW FALL DRESSES in flannels and taffetas. Sires 11 to 20. 
Priced at ............................................................................ . 6,95  lo 16.95
^izes 18^  IQ 24y . a t ............................................................. 9.95
LADIES OfENULLE HOUSE COATS in a .nice range of pastel 
colors, assorted trtfns. All sizes. Priced from .............. 5.95 to 7.95
BED JACKETS in pastel shades in chenille and snuggledo\yns.
Priced at, each.......................................................... 2.95,3.50 and 3.95
TRQP1CANA DRESSES in a new assortment of Fall j  A O
numbers. Priced at ..........  ................. .......  ................  4 * 7 v
CORSELETTES AND FRONT LACE CORSETS AND SIDE




KAYSER -80 gauge, 15 denier,
Regular 1.85 2 pairs for 8.00
KAY8ER 61 gauge, 15-denier.
Regular 1^0 2 pair for 2JW •
HOLEPROOF 51 gauge, 12 
denier. Regular 1.75. Priced 
at —  2 pair for 3.06
BUTTERFLY 931—Smart side 
Out. 51 gauge, 30 denier—
2 pair for SJ5
LADIES’ ANKLE SOX in all
spun nylons. Angora “snowy 
white” at, pair ____ ...... 1.39
TRQ1FIT COMBED COTTON 
NYLON SCAT SOX with or-, 




36-inch Corduroys in all shades 7 a a
at, yard ........ ...............______  l « 0  #
36-inch Velveteens in all shades |  g A
at, yard ..................... I # v T
36-inch Tootals Dress product, yard .. 1.49 
59-inch Alpine in Navy mid Black *1 A  JT 
ati yard I .Y D
44-inch Cotton Gabardine in navy at
yard ..............
56-inch Teal Gabardine in brown l  AC* 
and green at* yard..... ............. I *Y D
89c
ANGORA—70% ,WOOL 30%
in white, pink, black and blue 
at, pair ...:-------- ----- ------ 1.75
100% WOOL GLOVES in plain 
colors and fancy, designs. Priced 
at, p air...................1.25 to 1.75
REGENT KNIT CARDI­
GANS—Long beeves and 
collar’s in alt wool at 3.95
GRAND’MERE PULL- 
OVERS’* hi Lambs wool—  
guaranteed pre-shrunk in 
all dolors at ........ ....-6,95
S T .! MICHAEL PULL- 
OVERS—-Short sleeve at—  
. 4 3 5
JANTZEN finest British 
yam, Cashmere finish. An­




OTTAWA VALLEY PURE WOOL WHITE BLAN­
KETS with colored border— 64x84, each ......... 13.75
OTTAWA VALLEY ALL WOOL PLAID BLAN-
KET5h-J0 x84 at, each    14.75
AYERS ALL WOOL GREEN BLANKETS A  “FP
— 72x84, each ................................  .......  Y « / | )
WOOL LINED KEd  COMFORTERS —  Assorted
designs at ........^ .‘. ^ 1 ..,......... ......... . ............ 8.75
With satin trim at ...... ................................ 9,^5
O U R  BOYS
EAR MUFFS in aissorted plain colors at ..........................89e
HOWDY DOODYS in assorted plain colors a t .........  97*
BOYS’ WOOL TOQUES in all colors a t ....;.. ......... 97*
BOYS’ GAUNTLET GLOVES—Fringe cuffs a t ............. 1,75
JBOYS’ RUBBERIZED MITTS—Lined at, pair............... 65*
BOYS” SATIN LINED CAPS AND WOOL PLAIDS at—
1.75 and 1.95
BOYS’ DRESS GLOVES in'tan at, p a ir .................  ..... 2.75
Jxs, Wti
s
\  '-''kw '
■ \  %
*K
Boys' Smart Fall Footwear
'‘BOYS* LECKIE BOOTS—Black or brown oil ianned. Neo- 
hte soles, sturdily built.
Youths* 11-13#, priced a t ........................ ........... ........ 5,95
Boys’, 1 - 5 # , priced a t ................................................. 6,50
BOYS’ CANADA WEST BLACK BOOTS— Elk leather,
plain or toe cap. Sizes 1 - 5 # , priced a t .......................5.95
Youths’ sizes 11-13#, priced at ................................4,95
BOYS’ BEL-TONE LEATHER OXFORD-Smartly styled 
in wine or black. Strap or moccasin vamp. Sizes 1 - 5 # ,
Neolite sole, Priced a t ........................................................5.95
BOYS’ CHERRYTONE OXFORD—Moccasin vamp. Fancy 
stitching and foxing. Sizes 1 -5 # , priced a t ....................4.95
CHILDREN'S WEAK
FAKX SHOWING '
GIRLS? “LADYBIRD” INTERLOCK SKIRTS— 
Lovely Utile* sklrta that’ ate a ’sure winner, 
Hard-wearing, easily laundered,'.dainty in wear, i 
Elastic wolti with shoulder straps. Sizes 1 n r
1, 2, 3 In red nnd grey a t ....  I «a 3
BOY8T “LADYBIRD” INTEBEgjCK JACK 
SHIRT—Fleece lined. Snap" fastener in yellow,
fawn, rod check, Sixes 4; a 8 at .!Ui.......... ' ! »
CHILDREN'S CORD LONGS-Shou|der straps. 
Lined, very smart for .dress up pensions. In 
brown, red, green. Sizes 8-7, Boys and s  n r
Girls: at ....
BOYS’ WHITE, HEAVY COTTON SWEATERS 
—fleece-llnod, with ;hoekey 1 player1 design- on 
front, Sixes 2;Q. Also in blue and yellow at 145 
CHILDREN’S ALL WOOL SLEEVELESS 
SWEATERS—Vrneclf In solfds grid patterns. 
Grey, red, navy, solids, brown, gtcen, navy
pattcmdeslgn. Sizes 2 to OX at .......... 2.05
INFANTS’ PURE WOOL 2-PCE. BETS-Coat, 
leggings and bonnet Or beret In white and
blue at ....................................... ;..................7i«
CHILDREN’S "LADYBIRD” DRESSING 
GOWNS—Chinchilla and nylon mix. Warm and 
cosy with silk cord trim. In shades of bluo
and red. Sizes 2 to OX a t ... .......................040
Sizes 7 to 14 at ..... ........... ................ 043
FUMERTON'S HAT BAR
FASHION 




gnd colors to 
match youy 
Foil wardrobe.
*  1 , }  i  *
In a range of 
prices from— y 
243 to 843
TEEN AGER in corduroy and velvets with
Suill trim a t ......................... 2.95 and 3.49UEDES In colors with fringe trims at 3.49WOOL SKATING CAPS with pony toil
tassel tat .................................................  2.49
Wool tonques a t ........... ...................... 2.95
\
DEPARTM
. " W h e r e  G a s h
n’s
;n t  s t o r e









l̂ fa’iV v' U i h i * * ) i/’
i f e H i l A 11..?Vj >i nf\
i
iw w w Q c ip w m  m t h b  x b w w ja  coO w sa. P A O B fW .
b m b r o k n c t
PH O N E NUMBBKS
COURIER COURTESY
Police ------------  Dial 3300
H osp ita l_______ d w  4000
Fite H an---------- 1 Dial 115
balance ..........   Dial 115
m e d ic a l  d ir e c t o r?
SERVICE
If m b i t  to MalMt •  (teeter
Rial ttZ t
d r u g  s t o r e s  o pen
SUNDAY 
s 4D0 to &30 pjn.
WEDNESDAY 
VJX) to 8.00 P40.
OSOYOOB CUSTOMS BOUR8: 
iflWnadlan and American Customs 
J7 24-hour service.
POSITION WASTED FOUND
EXPERIENCED PAINTER AND FOUND ON WATER ST. PAIR 
truck driver desires work. Phone ladles (loves. Owner claim at 
TOM- ?l-3c Courier place. - 21-ttf
b o o k k e e p in g ! " a c c o u n t in o , ’
monthly financial statements, office *vc»D |l
routine, accurate typing, Permaa
FOR SALE 
(Miscellaneous) Births
ent or part-time position desired by AT
exnerienced vnun? lnriv. tuferpnen; Okanagan Mission. Phone 6557.experienced young lady. Reference*.'
Phone 77M. 18-Uc 22-lc




The Southern Okanagan Historic* 
al Society, asked by the department
P E ^ IC n tW —Strong «comna™dal(«, that 0k . d ir e c to r
_  of Penticton and District Peachy Festival Association be in- TAYLOR: Born to Mr and Mrs. andW oticton, which have been
1 POWER* m e t a l  hacksaw . crcas?d from the present 14 to-at least 30 was made by retiring James Jiobtrt ^Taylor, Qlenmore landscaped by the fatter this sum* 
Hydraulic lilt, 14“ Blades, y, h.p. president Tommy Walker at the group’s annual meeting. •«
SURPLUS EQUIPMENT 
I 200 AMP. PORTABLE WEL­
DER. Miller AC. Complete with 
cables.
1 LATHE. 14” swing. Sliding Bed 
with 22” swing in gap, 8-ft. centres. 
Complete with chuck and usual 
tools.
Larger directorate urged 
at peach festival meeting
MILLER: Bpm to Mr. and Mrs. 
Jonathan Miller. R R, 4, October 18,
a son. -
.. HUNTER: Bom to Mr. and Mrs. 
; John Hunter. Kelowna. October 18, 
0 daughter.
WE WISH TO EXPRESS OUR sin*
22,ic  electric mdtor driven
1 DOUBLE END FLOOR STAND Mr. Walker had other sugges- ors come to Penticton.
our recent bereavement of our dear
FURNiSHPn MriTFi Anartmcniw g r in d e r  Rntl hearina l h.n Uons: Plac€ aU “ J**** of social Vote of thanks to the Board of 20, a daughter, 
cere thanks and appreciation to our win^i- activities in the hands of the wo- Trade pras proposed by Glen
many friends who were so kind In i»i8 phim!f?(n-fPP y Carlson Mo- e le ^ ic  nwtor. Takes u p to  men's auxiliary—lay plans before Lawrence for their work in pub-
* tel Phune 2993‘ w hFg. pne^M  «mp whMl and the end pf iw  next year's lishlng and distribuUng folders.
—  several 1 wheels included. WiU festival—Improve public relations— This year's piy-ade, stated Roy
dying in the number 
e color! of many
feature events of Penticton’s main floats. He expressed pleasure at 
summer show. the number of surrounding com*
“We adopted a stringent budget munities taking part, 
this year and I believe it is a good As a Rotarlan; Maurice Finnerty 
1Q . thing we did,’\dedared Mr. Walker, said the Industrial exhibition was 
“we are happy to show a profit the most successful yet from the
R<̂ . P ci obcr 20, * ®9n- mer, and which it is expected will
KAM: Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Al- be opened as picnic parks next year, 
bert Frank Kam, Rutland, October has responded.
to the 'doctors! n u rs e f^ d  sS fT S  S w ^ g e . ^ S S r e D S a a r a .  1033 ^ A l^ i r g o S ^ n d lu o ^  W red 'for ^ve consideration to a pageant, us- Hay. was satisf ..
S” " vua ' ing local talent, to be one of the of entries and thS S K l * HOflpita1' Mr8‘ °* 7 Harvey Ave. Phone 2833 or 2156. Quick Sale! 
—Mrs. J. N. Johnson and Clifford. 22*3c
COMING EVENTS
VERNON MACHINE SHOP & 
FOUNDRY CO. LTD 
3002 34th Street. Phone 2616 
Vernon, B.C.
U U D K I E I
C a lendar 
o f E ve n ts
RUMMAGE SALE SPONSORED by 361 Armstrong
the T/)BP Rntnritnv. Vnv»tnh»i> A nnn, . .22
22-Ip BOARD AND ROOM IN Christian 
home near Armstrong. Home cook­
ed meals. Nice place for retired
couple., Mrs. W. W. Patten, phone ______ _______________________
22*3p gttrnev BANr.B w it h  MA.mn which I believe would have been point of view of number of particl




Mrs. Jadwiga Behnich, provincial
at Z20 pun. at the Scout Hall. strong on main highway, electricity. wood and caal 8rates’ hot water ^ ^ ^ V e ^ o r o m  fo r^ M  of Sl JAMB0REE A SUCCESS . owna this week, aIter attending a
;______________ _________ 22~3c plumbing. 635.00 month. W. W. coil, range is in new condition, snowea a net prom for i»»4 oi gi, Ralph Robinson recommended Y-Teen members’ convention in
THE WOMEN’S ORDER o e  t h e  Patten, Phone 361L Armstrong. • $75.00. Phone 7681. 20-8C    ,  _ that the square dance jamboree Penticton last Saturday.
Royai S e  airnual barear and 22-3P I I  should be under jurisdiction of the Mrs. Bennich, who met with Y-
y  -  Purp ’--anm,al - a r ----------------------- ’------------------ -- PROPERTY FOR SALE dance. P; th<5 sponsors in the Okanagan Val
From a list of names sent into 
Victoria, those chosen are Kickan* 
innp Point, Pyramid Point, and 
Soorlmpt The first is from the 
deep water small salmon which 
come up into the cfeeks along 
Okanagan Lake to spawn in the fall, 
and which the. Indians; used to 
smoke in quantities; the second 
from the pyramidal forms left after 
road work was linlshed; and the 
third, the name of an Indian chief 
in the early days of the Okanagan.
her husband and the older child, 
she finally managed to escape to 
Western Germany and had there a 
variety of jobs.
Mrs. Bennich's responsibilities in
J63’ ®£°u! „H,“U’ ^ tu rday , Decem: THREE ROOM FURNISHED SUITE _ ______________________________ __ _____  .
b «  « h  «  * »  pm . » « * >  FOR SALE—BEAUTIFUL l.k ch o r. M q *  « *  2.,00 » i.h  ,p.rticl; ^  i„_ A ^ u « .
the Montreal YWCA included Tra- 
«* m .eU„g-which »  precldeO To-' X l " ' " , ^nm r Iw hnnnMr, n»cli4an» Movnr * . . .  ... v *v ' “  Club, AdvlSOf, NCWCOmerS Club,
IM i celonm is puhlWwd^by Tha K d FASSA CLUB RlDdMAGE^aie business couple. Oscar Matson. pants coming from Alberta and Born in Poland, she graduated 1“iif l1'
r, as •  sendee to, the com- —Scout Hall, Saturday, October 23, 1874 Ethel St- 20-3Tp beach> 2y  miies from Kelow- Mayor Matson expressed pleasure many points throughout the Pacific from the University of Cracow, Po-
Wilty in an effort to ellminato 2.00 p.m. 19-3T-C FURNISHED BED-SITTING ROOM na postoffice. Apply Gordon d . at ^  number of organizations rep- Nothwest. land, having majored in modern
pplng of meeting dates., TOF~Oim Fir n r  t h e  e a st e r n  wlth kitchen facilities. Ladies or Herbert, owner, 1684 Ethel St.. Kel- MfS- 3uan Puddy lauded members languages—English, German and**•“  UHUiat u i  i n t ,  £Abr£HN Rdo _, i . . . ._ nwnn. n  p  M.dn ljiiue League, k jwarns, mons, iiusi- 0f  y,e women’s nnviiinrv for their French.
crowning A year later she was granted a
Friday, October 22 S^ntlemen. 542 Buckland Avenue, owna. B.C. 22-4c ^ tRe ° L ^ .  ^om«n;s auxiliary
Okanagan Scout leaders and ° ;ar' n.eiowna cnapier iNO.03,saie fll-T-tfe --------------------- ----------:-------- -----  5,?*? a , Preiessionai womens efforts in making the
L-IVu!"■ DOO Of work, home cooking and after- __________ __________ ax 1 wc 4-ROOM HOUSE FOR SALE ON Club, Women's AuxUiary - - -
S S ’s S w T S ll .  SplakCT. F8"?  v ^ ne ^ A 0i ! ? e m L j^  LARGE DUPLEX F0R St. Paul Street. Apply 536 Leon,viniaw - Wednesday, December 8, at 2.00 pjn. rent, with sawdust burning furnace.
2 *̂̂ 5c Has 26-foot living room, oak floors.
to the ___ _
Canadian Legion, Canadian Can- event* 
22-lp cer Society, Penticton City Band,
Rotary, Jaycees, Elks, Pythian Sis-Finlay
, Saturday, October 23 ^  ^ ------- electric tank ̂ 2 ACRES LAND. LARGE FIVE- ters. Board of Trade. Jiinior Hos
i t  ^ nnHal Kelowna Kinsmen TOT ATTCL1CANCIUJRCH Bazaar ^  month Phonb 6726 20^3c room modern home, with 3-room pitai Auxiliary, Future Farmers ofV-Conccrt, October 23 and 25, will be held at the Parish Hall on *nontn- rnqne , a k»c . . . .  ■ -  -
Wednesday, November 24th.Empress Theatre.
Sunday, October 24 
Kcowna Thistles vs Kelowna 
Hotspurs, soccer, City Park.
Monday, October 25 
Kincttcs, 8.00 p.m.
Klwassas, at 8^0 p.m. --------- :-------------
Kamloops Eks vs. Kelowna Pac- D U D C n M  A T 
kere, 9.00 p.m. Memorial Arena. *
Tuesday, October 26 
BNABC, at Health Unit 
Wednesday, October 27
suite in basement. Cooler and stor- Canada, BCFGA, Peach City* Prom- 
ROOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE ?ge F°om' 9 arage’ shed and chic* enaders, Kinsmen, Penticton Fish
________ -___________  19' 13c at reasonable rate in a small, quiet ke" kousf ’ S<̂ Pe y°ang f^ait tr.e.e? and Game Club, United Commercial
LEGION HALL CATERING TO home tor young working girl who berries. For information, dial Travellers, Gyros. •
wedding receptions, banquets, etc. would like to enjoy the privileges <00°' /<Kic Six directors were elected Jo the
Phone D. Millns. 4313 or 4117, of home. 731 Coronation. Phone association, replacing those whose
- Bnan ------  i  AircoimDi- nnMV term has expired. The six are:
five Mervin Allan,
29-tfc 8982, 22-2Tc LAKESHORE HO E
- - . .  " 1    '■  1 - ——— ---------  Attractive bungalow built i  i  ll , James Campbell, the Kelowna General Hospital. He later her Ph..
1 FURNISHED, 2 ROOM CABIN— years on lakeshore property 75’x Maurice Finnerty, William Flet- had lived on Mission road for some During the war years she lived a
Wood, lights and water supplied. 310’. Ten mbiutes from Kelowna cher, James Henry, and Ralph Rob- years. retired and rural life in a remote
— Apply Openshaw’s Cabins, behind post office on paved road. Safe inson. Mr, Taguchi was bom in Japan country place with her two young
A Hathaway’s Store. No calls on Sat- sandy beach, bungalow has large It was decided to ask BCFGA. to 70 years ago. He came to Canada children, growing vegetables, chick-
ceremony a colorful and successful Vassar College scholarship and went
to the United States under the Pol- 
ish-American student exchange 
plan. There she received her Bach­
elor of Arts degree and a fellow­
ship to continue her studies at the 
University of London, England. Af­
ter a year in Londoh, specializing in 
the Elizabethan period and the mod* 
era English novel,-Mrs. Bennich re­
turned to Poland, re-entered thet 
' Genzaburo Taguchi, who came to University of Cracow, where she' 
Kelowna in 1931, died Tuesday at took her Master of Arts degree and
shop and Educational Classes De­
partment She recently completed 
her Master of Social Work degree, 
Mrs. Behnich will initiate the 
study of work with under-12 boys 




NEW IN TOWN? BOUGHT 
house? Building? Need someone to urday.
_ .. _ , build cabinets or counters I spe- -------
Canadian Club meeting. Speak- ciali2e in them. Don Gray. 1139 COMFORTABLE 
er. Ross Munro, on “A Canadian EUfcj ...........................
ANTIQUES
We pay cash for antique 
furniture and decorative 





20-3c living room 27’xl3’ with 7’ stone appoint a member.to the director- and settled in Vancouver in 1924, en and rabbits.
ACCOMMODA-
newspaperman looks at Gan 
ada." »
Annual Aquatic and Regatta “OLD” AT 40, 50, 60.
fireplace, mahogany mantle and ship after Mr. Campbell had sug- coming to Kelowna in 1931 to farm, 
large plate glass window 5x10’ over- gested the move be made "If we are prayers will be said in Buddhist
When the war ended, having lost
S t Phone 2211, evenings 4284. ™ N  at low w|ntej rates. Propane looking lake. Dining space 9’x9\ going to follow the theme of Peach toSSt H eto s tr iv e d  by




bathroom with “Twyford- ped- with a greater agricultural display, four grandchiidren of Kelowna; 
l basin. “Save a step” kitchen I beUeve the growers should be on twf> b?others and on„ si8ter inmeeting, Health Unit hall, 8.00 new pep quick. Feel years young- 3 ROOM SELF-CONTAINED SUITE finished in knotted pine with this body,” he declaredp.m.
Thursday, October 28
Lions, Royal Anne, at 6,00 p.m. 
Vernon Canadians vs. Kelowna 
Packers, Memorial Arena. 8.00 
p.m.
Sunday, October 31
Vernon vs. Kelowna Thistles, 
soccer, City Park.
Tuesday, November 2 
Kamloops Elks vs. Kelowna 
Packers, Memorial Arena, 8.00 
p.m.
Wednesday, November 10
Annual Firemen's Ball, Royal 
Anne Hotel, commencing at 
10.00 p.m.
Wednesday, November 24
two brothers and one 
Japan also survive.
E l  J ’T ' ? -  presldf ‘ ^ ' r r. r  JS -S  ru n em  service will be held M -
only 60c. Al, druggists. 22-1, S S  S S t f Z i ' S S P p Z S .  ^
SEE! FOR RENT—FIVE-ROOM HOUSE automatic btower furnace and wash theme would interest and encour-. IkuhP officikting Buria! will be in
The Coutt’s Personal Greeting Card with furnace. Powers Creek, West- tub?. Porches—Large 7’xl3’ covered age farmers to take part.” Kelowna Cemetery with Day Fu-
books. For appointment phone Mrs. bank. Phone Westbank 5566. porch facing lake, also small porch FINANCIAL STATEMENT . neral Service in charge of ar-
7-x F „?pghes’ 6501 or W’ R  Trench 19-tfc Breakdown of the financial state- rangements.Ltd. 3131. 20-2T-C -------- -— -------------- —---------—  feet* Property has lovely gar- menL _ d b Mr walker —_______________
FULLY FURNISHED SLEEPING den with fruit and willow trees, at ?be ^ o ta ^ *  Tn rh S l*  M rv r iv r
rooms in Bernard Lodge, weekly or lawns and flowerbeds. This home R’vhihitinn the largest «inoie MEETING MONDAYmnnthlv Ragunuihla rntne Tlhnni. has n maernifinont' vianr frnm n,.nv,. Exhibition WSS the largest Single Nevt regular meeting Of CityBINGO SUPPLIES for sale or rent. 
BINGO HEADQUARTERS 
615 W. Pender, Vancouver 
MA 1855 CE 8769
monthly. Reasonable rates. Phone has a magnificent view from every n r n f u ^ “V .  ® £  Next regular meeting09ia OT_«n- — ;.W ____profit maker. Share to the festival r „ „ n4.n will t»lr» niawb-s
19-8c
2215. 37-tfc’ window. Owner would consider
----------- ——:—:---------------------- — city home in part payment.
WANTED TO RENT Write to box 2476. Kelowna Cour- 
. • i ' ier,
Council will take place Monday. In
4- OR 5-ROOM HOUSE FOR
^ o l \ 980-9̂ ., Midway profR Z aS. view of the fact the mayor and i^uu*- $2,648.30, while ottier events that ŵo aidermen were attending the 
20-tff pr,oved successful financially were: annual meeting of the Union of
crowning cere-. B a  Municipaiities in Victoria^ this 
week, no meeting was held last
talent show and 
mony. $290.33; dances, $106.37; carBUSINESS PERSONAL middTe-age“ cou ,̂ no children: be-
______________:_______________ tween hospital arid Okanagan Mis- £a  hea‘* ^  Basement, south of |T b7 RB? «ru<5A Monday.
Canadian Club meeting. Speak- LAKEVIEW CAFE -  OPPOSITE sion. Chris Kolijn, R.R. 4. Phone mo? '
er. Colonel D. C. S lSsoT  on GyrP/^ k f r ^ e n  daily, irn ^  11 8122 before 5.00 p.iri.' 20-3p Also d«plex for sale‘ Pkone
European affairs. * • p.m.1 ‘'Supei*’ Shhkes” and “Double ------------ - ---- ------------------- -------ncr
CLASSIFIED ADVOITISING 
BATFS
Burgers” best - in the west! WANTED
(Miscellaneous)
. , _4, , , STORAGE SPECIALISTS! ________
f  per word per Insertion, minimum Entrust your valuables to our care. WANTED
15 words. China -  Furniture - A n t iq u e s -% discount for 3 or more Inser­
tions without change.
figure skates, 
etc. All demothed and .treated with 8334. 
care. Dial 2928 for further inform-
LADIES 
Size 7 or 8. Phone 
20-tff
' — -----—  ta , ui i tv&a iu l m uu  ——----  ■ — - ■  ---------— ;— , nT iO T M non
harged advertisements—add 10* aUoIL D> CHAl’MAN & CO. LTD. TOP MARKET PRICES PAID FOR B U S I N E S S
for each billing.
EBH-DISPLAY ON CLASSIFIED 
PAGE 1
ADO per column inch. '
*  DISPLAY
1.00 per column inch.
!ELP WANTED
$157.88; square dancing, $304.56.
In the debit column were such 
items-as variety show $183.10; agri-
_________ cultural show $718.59; parade, $656-
• MODERN, NEW 2 BEDROOM -W Queens $978.86; publicity $1,- 
•home. Oak floors throughout, full 227.23; floats $171.57; entertainment 
. .basement, oil heating. Eve\ything $289.58; management $1,583.07.
- first class. .Located on 1879 Maple Reporting iov the agricultural 
WHITE St. Apply 567 Lawrence Ave. committee on behalf of H..y£. Mon-
95-T-tfc tagu, Mr. Campbell recommended
-----— ■ that the committee should consist
of at least four persons to handle 
the immense amount of detail. He 
thought a greater fruit display and 
more hobbies should be encouraged 
and referred to the crowded quar-
Industrial




Situated close to lake in south end of town. Contains 26J4 
foot living room with heatelator fireplace, kitchen and dinette 
with bar arrangement, two bedrooms, bathroom and utility 
room. The lot is fenced and has fruit trees and lots of 
perennials, v
This is a very bright home in spotless condition and offered 
for—  :'
$7600.00 —  TERMS $2000«0a DOWN
Charles D. Gaddes Real Estate
288 Bernard Avenue Dial 3227
ANTED — HOUSEKEEPER TO 
cp in. Phone 2204. 21-3c
ANTED — COOK OR HOUSE 
IPER.
305 Lawrence Ave, Kelowna. scrap iron, steel, brass, copper, lead, OPPORTUNITIES
62-T-tfn-c etc- Honest grading. Prompt pay- ______  1
- --------- - — ———— tnent made. Atlas Iron and Metals titoivtmp rpin?MunTtcp rv -
FOR THE BEST IN PORTRAIT Ltd., 250 Prior St., Vancouver, B.C.&nd Commercial nhotosNiDhY de« Phnn^ PAniflo mr? q ness, 3 houses 24x80, sawdust bur- ters while the Rotary
.-3 tfC ner furnaces,, hot w a#r heated. Exhibition w^s allotted all the main
^ F B “ - - - - ■ Good yearly income. 2. houses floor space.
presently planted to Chrysanthe- Mr. Finnerty, speaking for the
___ _____    —  mums also bulbs planted for spring Rotary Club, explained that their
CLIP — AND SAVE 50* 1M7 FORD 2 DOOR SEDAN. First crop. Property has 6 ^  acres of exhibition was part of the Peach
Return this ad with $1.60 for 2-year clqss condition, Good rubber, heater, land, 2 acres in fruit, new 3Q’x30’ Festival and was assigned to that
subscription CANADA BOULTRY- defroster. Rhone 6466, 1905 Car- chicken house, modem 6-room portion of the building.*
MAN, the magazine for turkey ruthers- ' 22-lp houSe. Jbccellent buy, reason for Midway report, given bv Wilf
growers, egg producers,- breeders, ..PiCK-Up-~- -------
POPE’S PHOTO STUDIO, dial 2883, P A R S  A N D  T R T T P T tS  
631 Harvey Ave. 37-T-tfc A W U  X K U U JA b
Deluxe $15 00Q with SuTherlan^d. recommended a^drasticueiuxe g00d terms. For further informa-Sleep In or out. Phone Regllla[  $1-50 two years._Offer cabi radio and heater> new palnt on J J J S  8003 or contact C I ^  curtailment of “flat” games where 
21-3p 8 ^ 4  Uto^d^Ume only. CANADA condition. $1050.00. Would con- bis R R No 2 Kelowna * chances m winning Were perhaps
POULTRYMAN, Buckingham, sider trade. Phone'4144 after 6.0ft ’ R- 2> Kelowna'
. 20-tiCIEFUL TYPISTS ARE IN good South Burnaby, B.C. 
emand in the Packinghouses, etc.
______________ ____ ______2Z-ic as Rttle as one In 5,opo. “Hundreds
21-2c ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS down of dollars were taken from the
people and we had trouble," he de-
oteSaV V pi'nB  "an d 'b S J te p to l “ CYCU: W  W M ,  iM,  f OBD TON IN GOOD con- S ,d,.*£“  ^ e a 7  3 S S - ' * * * * *  i ta ,  M l
- - c s  given during next live ^  °"d- ar° rt’ ^  .Cnn- juidn. $300.00. Phone 7681. 20-6c ^Itauid there should be an improvement in
M-tfc $250 BUYS 1941 INTERNATIONAL carbonic soda fountain, soft Ice rldes- especially for the youngsters, tm uc $^00 u u i i  i»4i iwitKWa riONAii cream machine, deep freeze. Reach- Reporting for the Royal party,
^niVftCr yA„Trl Cif ,n S  in R'Cezer, Pfoparie Gas*range, soft Mr. Fletcher felt selection of cloth-
onths. Monday and Thursday 
yenlngs. Next class starts Monday, 
ovember 8. Fees only $10.00 per 
ith Enroll Immediately and, a 
i  will bo kept for you Herbert 




PLASTERING, STUCCOING, Con- recent motor overhaul new paint z-wiauio vrw’rwige, sou r ; “ T Z . r ^ , r r ' ' T
crete work Free estimating. I Will- it 91 on drlnk cooler, seats 54. For further ing. accessories, and selection of
man dial 71TO Vl-tfo ' ° J S !  information and complete list of chaperones should be the rcsponsl-
___’ ___ _ ’ ___________ 7 Uo days* evenings. 20-tfc equipment phone 6088. Rental con- blllty of the women’s auxiliary and_____________________________ equipment phone 6088. Rental con
PLASTER. STUCCO AND CON- DOUBLE YOUR MOTOR LIFE sldcred to reliable party,
crate work. John Fenwick. Dial with anti-friction Bardahl. Im proves______ _________  '
7?fl4 or wrltq to Okanogan Mis- compression, power, pick up. -
sion. FREE estimates. 67-tfc 76-tfc TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS
FOR QUICK RESULTSSAW FILING, GUMMING, RE- FOR THAT BETTER GUARAN*____________________________
CUTTING; planer knives, scissors, TEED USED CAR sen Victory c u r A n  p n v r u A M / u ?  
chainsaws, etc, sharpened. Lawn Motors Ltd. Pendozi at Leon, Phone M W /iJr  Cit H i A L n A N u L
mower service. E. A. Leslie. 2915 3207. • tfc —:--------------------------- — --------
South Pentiozl. 69-tfc ---------------- -----------------------------





that prospective queen and princess 
20-3p candidates and their parents should
------  be fully informed of the time they
must give to participate in the 
yearly event. He thanked Mrs. N. 
G. Kincaid for her splendid co-op­
eration as chaperone.
BETTER PUBLICITY 
“At least 90 percent of festival 
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j 11 See the Army ,
Recruiting Team
FOR TRADE-320 ACRES best mix
farming in Alberta. Cross fenced, 75^ 11̂  radius of”Penticton,"’'l ’ W. 
rc-crpssed fence. 158 acres cultl- Swingle said, as head of advertising 
vated on good road, 3 miles west of and publicity, “and I feel we have 
Galahad and Viking Highway, two falien doWiv badly in not obtain*
RED DACHSHUND BITCH, FOUR miles from highway to tho west, 7 ing the free publicity In this area
months, best blood lines of cast and miles from n largo strip coal mine, ^ a t  radio and press are able to
— . ««.---- nKnn 22-lp provincial electric power up to the give ujj»
• liviivu,, am mi- r»Tfr>'TMTrnSit HFAtpti w it h 'JoU* ?^v5°i EdwInA. Stromc, R.R. No. j nck petley suggested that the
jQhnxon'* Filing *  K°lw n "' n m ‘  m4D' ^  tourh . bn-
reau could work In closer co-ordjn-
«6. tV l n o
S • A - w - S 
SowfUIng, gumming, recutting west. Phonq 8Q89. 
Chain saws sharpened, Lawn
gSS?r  bl°wW. floor board oil pump
Jbw , phonq 3731, 704 C anton  und pipes. $50. Phone 6309 605 FOR TRADE 1 0/10 ACRES OF ' h''"
' , . ______' ? ^ c, Elliott Ave. 22-lp prunes and cherries, 4 large roomed vfifn*
BASEMENT EXCAVATIONS and TWO LADIES’ BICYCLES NEWLY t°US? at«ccacd-dltchlnfi—Wo sncdnllze with ma- 1 , . ^ NEWLY Located on Taylor road 150’ from
Chlnery fbr eve^r Job. D. Chapman 720?  or*SST̂ ^2?55$“ b erJcn  ^ 10:m,n«lca -.walk to
find po. Ltd.. Kelowna; Phone 2028. iv ”nlnirx U 5 mSR  l c,h°o1 nad ^ urc„h-„  ,Edwln A-M-tfc cvcn nga‘ 20*3c Strome, R.R. No. 2, Kelowna, B.C.
LADIES! WHITE FIGURE SKATES W wo 0740, 22-lc




HOUSE w m i^ia -  LARGE o r  ^size^-M O O  Phono^irwi ^ 2 0 tff  ----------------—small. Wlrlngror electric heating, q--$5-W- Phono 0334. 20-tff k t q T j C E q
etc. Call In or phone tonnes Hard* CCM BICYCLES, also RALEIGHS.__________ _
wan* and Electric 2025. Evening* Complete stock of part* and nccct- 
*3*0. 06-tfo sorles pad good repair service. Cyc-
- wiopp rt t ■" jD N rs i i S n  iiiiBWT. Ilft$ come to Campbell’s! Dial 2107
tK I §&  S 5 S S :  ’  -
non! Ave. 5<Mfc BICYCLE SHOP-
NOTICE 
Estate ot DAVID GILMOUR 
STIELL, Deceased.
NOTICE IS hereby given that all 
creditors and others.having plalms 
or demands against tho Estate'of 
tho said David Gilmour Stlcll, ro-TENDEHS INVITED
Ro: I-ot B — D.L. 118, Rian 1630, tircdi into o( Kelowna, in the Prov
CAMPBELL’S S 3 PT ngJ7 ,nncJuLm^™ ™ ‘nee of British Columbia, who died
45-tfe arc Invited frpn\ farmers on tbo 22nd day of June, 1054, aro
-------  and others for tho leaslnfj^of Jhis required to send full particulars of
at tho
MOTOR REPAIR "SERVICE-Comi J S S '  ^  ]“nd f°r cropplnB pur'  *he‘r claims, duly verified, to the
pleto maintenance service. Electric* S ^B u rn o  A v^  ' Ph ^ 7-°’ « • '•  »«* '«* -••«»*—* ««•* ____- undersigned Executor nt Yorkshire
al .contractors. Industrial- Electric,
S a S  This lot Is Bltuatcd duo cost ncrosa Z
tlio road from tho Winfield Com- West Ponder Street, Van*
Armouries
l  1 1  ‘  ,
Tuesday, 26 Oct., 
9Nov.t 23Noyl, 7 Dec.
’ 10 a.m. fo 6  p.ib.
couvcr, B.C, on or before the 15th250 Lawrence Avenue, dlyl 3758. J170 REMINGTON. NEW, with sling, munlty Hall. da_ of NovembeP 1BM after wh|ch
• 02-tfc recoil pad and leather case; Weaver Lessee must agree to vacate at « t h X l T i w E ™ S i S l n 2 « !
—  -------- ~*— — ,— 1------------r— k v  scope (2}4*»). Will sell cheap! abort qotlcp that portion of the wUlPtocccd
L O S T  Phono 3023 or 649 Burno Avo. land required ter the bulldjng of a J®
20-tff Junior High School as and when
«*-**— such project is definitely decided {la?£ °* which
I. OF» upon; bqt lot WlR most probably hot * j* - r  - --------  - DATED, the 24th day ot Septem­
ber, 1954.
IX)ST IN THE V1CN1TX of Law*Mnfl, anA raiu  rt.-tw .rt, d e a l e r s  in  a l l  t y p e s w  W4n,„, UMg ......... ..
S  u»«d equipment; mill, mine end bo needed until 1957. 
* logging supplies; new end used Address tenders to-r 
Ph6ne 3OT9 wire rope; pip®\ and fittings; chain.
'V , W ? ’ Steel plate and shape*. Atlas Iron 
----- and Metals Ltd., 230 Prior S t, Vah*
Efficient, effective and really economical - -
,  , ,  ' ' ' ,  ’ ■ ■ ■ ’ , ' t
W ant Ads are as “newsy” as the front page and your key to Action and 
Profit I If you’re a buyer . . .  a seller, or a swapper, you’re sure to agree 
that a’llttle W ant Ad does a whale of a big job Jn getting results. Say “hello” 




day*, S21$ «v*nlng*. >
/  ill, „ li. !
TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS
-.  iwftir oatwrne '> agattumw ' ‘
M‘.r<
couvcr, B.C. Phone PAciflc 8357.
, \ u  ' r r
E. W. BARTON, YORKSHIRE & CANADIAN
Secretary-Treasurer, TRUST LIMITED. Executor*.
School District No. 23 (Kelowna), FILLMORE, V1AYMAN & BORNE, 
599 Harvey Avenue. Solicitor*.








We are celebrating our FOURTH ANNIVERSARY with this big sale event! Check the SUPER 
values on both these pages and on the flier delivered to your home. And remember. . .  buying 
in quantity saves you money. The more you buy, the more you save!
\ , v *
From California, top quality at the lowest price in year. 2  ibs. 1 9 c
SOHRIST ORANGES Sunkist—Family size, loaded with juice . _ . . _ . 45*
SWEET POTATOES
G R A P E FR U IT
Washed, fancy quality, all baking size . . . . . 2  it» . 2 9 c
Florida Pinks, large size 3 fo r 29c
C R AN B ER R IES Tops with .any game lb. 29c
G R A P ES  Local Concords, fine for eating or jelly .  -  _ .  .  _ bask. 89c
FRESH D A TES They make fine eating, 1 lb. pkg. . . . „ . . . .
L A Y E R  FIGS 6 oz. pkg. . . . . .  _ _ . .
P EA R S Bartletts, fancy quality . . . . . .  _ ..............
P U M P K IN S Small sizes i  . . . . lb. 4c
P O T A T O E S
ii
Nq. 1 Dry Belt Gems, guaranteed, 50 lb. bag . . _ . . .
BRUSSELS SPROUTS Firm green heads 2 Ibs. 43c
t
FRESH C O RN The famous Chilliwack Corn, large cobs _ _ _ doz. 49c
S PIN AC H  Fresh daily. Try this with Super-Valu fresh eggs J .  .  .  lb. 25C
Crisp and crunchy, fresh daily 2lbs.15c
Sweet and mild . - - . - - . .
O N IO N S No. 1 cooking, 5 lb. bag m m Vm m
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Also 10 New Specialty Loaves Including Rye, Wholewheat, Egg, Carroway -  All Fresh Daily.
j s — s a i l
ALL PRICES 
EFFECTIVE 
Friday -  Saturday, 
OCTOBER 22  -  23
M, j I ‘ < I W >* * 1
The flierf ' '
delivered to 
your home has 
more Super Values!
i f  iVtii *''ii. |>M| iVi. m '
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TUUR90AY. OCTOBER U. THE KELOWNA COURIER P\GE SEVEN
SUPERVAIU^
f f j *
prices in every department in K
m
BLADE BEEF ROAST Grade "A" Red Brand . . ‘ 39
sgg*! FRESH SPARE RIBS At a special low price it-4 1
Made especially for Super-Vatu, . - 
with your 5c coupon . . ... - - - M X
V e a l  l i  2 > ( u u h  m  P r i c e !
■ ' . 6 ft? ■ ; ; . •
P o h k  U  3 > o u m  m  P n i c e . !
V E A L  RO ASTS Shoulder, best quality
V E A L  STEAKS Shoulder,.w ell trimmed
V E A L  STEW Well trimmed
B EEF LIV ER
RABBITS Grain-fed, fully prepared
B O ILIN G  FO W L Fully prepared
1 ^ 1
A ’
I ,*l I h  1
r, OBSESSaSSTBAS
\ ll
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Chock both pages
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lb. 49c I FRESH P O R K  PICNICS m m lb. 29c
lb. 53c SM O K ED  PICNICS lb. 35c
lb. 27c P R EM IU M  H A M S  Fully cooked, half of whole lb. 63c
W IENERS i. of 20 . . » .
BE SURE OF
ASK  FOR FULL PARTICULARS AT OUR M EAT DEPARTMENT
S & * 3  ■ II )
' ^ ' I ] l 1 1 ‘ * I i
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ALL PRICES EFFECTIVE
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British Columbia fishermen tenA. 
ed.514 whales in 1983, of 77 more 
than the year before.
The first steamboat seen on the 
S t  Lawrence River was built bar 
John Jfiolsam at Montreal In 1808.
PAGE EIGHT KBLOWNAOOURIER
B O Y D
DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
COZABT A BOTP SHOWS, 
LIMITED
THUR - FRI. - SAT. 
October 2 1 - 2 2 - 2 3
"SABRE JET"
AIR DRAMA IN COLOR 
With Robert Stack, Coleen Gray, 
Richard Arlan and Jolla Bishop.
Roaring with dramatic fury of 
air born heroes, who fight against 
unbelievable odds and the wo­
men who watch and wait for 
their return. A story of the boys 
who flew Jet planes in combat 
in Korea. Actually filmed on the 
spot in beautiful color.'No studio 
rehearsal.
MON. — TUE.




With Ruth Roman, Edmond O'­
Brien.
From behind the Bamboo Cur­
tain of Communist China came 
the most powerful exposure by 
Motion Pictures In 25 years. A 
true story of people trapped in 
the most desperate and fascinat­
ing city on earth.
SHOWS START 7 p.m. 
STANDARD TIME.




At Our Snack Bar
•  Mot, Golden-Brown 'Potato 
Chips.
•  Hot Battered Pop Corn.
•  Fresh Roasted Peanuts In the 
sheU.
•  Selected Hamburger* from 
selected masts, with all the 
trimmings.
•  All the other hot and cold 
refreshments.
Canada far behind in penal 
reform and rehabilitation 
of inmates, says Laycock
"Canada is far behind England and the Scandinavian countries 
ol Europe in penal reform and rehabilitation-of inmates,” said Dr. 
S. R. Laycock, speaking at the regular luncheon meeting of the 
Kelowna Rotary club Tuesday noon at the Royal Anne Hotel.
Dr. Laycock serves as chairman of the penal institution com­
mittee for the Saskatchewan government as well as serving on a 
Royal Commission on Penal Reform in that province. He has 
just completed a trip through the Scandinavian countries and Eng­
land where he studied different aspects of their penal institutions.
."The general impression of penal “Three times as many prisoners are 
Institutions In Europe today is a put behind bars in Canada than in
relaxed atmosphere. From warden, 
correction officer down to the so­
cial worker, this atmosphere re­
minds one of a good doctor and 
nurse team,’* ha said.
HUMAN RELATIONS
The general relaxed atmosphere 
of the penal institutions is brought 
about by the study of human rela­
tions by the staff.
Denmark is a prize example of 
human relations in the rehabilita­
tion of former prisoners. There, 
the prisoners are corrected rather 
than punished for their misdemean­
ors.
In England, D. Laycock found in 
a pre-delinquent school, the staff 
establishes .a mutual trust with in­
mates so that work towards rehabil­
itation can be realized.
Character development among the 
inmates is*, also stressed by penal 
institutes in Scandinavian countries.
This goes to an extent such as sup­
plying inmates with rboms instead 
of cells in this country.
Most of the institutions in < the 
Scandlnavial countries are kept 
small with from 150 to 200 prison­
ers. This compares with Jackson 
prison in Michigan where 7,000 
prisoners are kept 
PRISONERS GRANTED PASSES
The attitude towards prisoners is 
vastly different than in Canada, Dr.
Laycock said. “The general pub­
lic's attitude is that imprisonment 
is a social defence and a treatment .
and feel that after a time the in- . j f 10™
mate will come out a better citizen educational needs:
the Scandinavian countries. The 
courts in these countries supply 
proper probation facilities for the 
prisoners.’”
A great many prisoners do not 
have to be kept behind walls, high 
fences and barred windows. This 
usually tends to make a hardened 
criminal out of an inmate. Dr. 
Laycock advocated the open prison 
system for Canada.
LACK O FIDLENESS
General impression of the penal 
institutions of Scandinavian coun­
tries as well as England, was the 
lack of idleness among the inmates.
In most prisons a trade is taught 
the inmates by trained instructors. 
After a prisoner has served his sen­
tence, he has a worthwhile trade 
to  work at on the outside.
Dr. Laycock also said the number 
of staff ratio to inmates is very 
high as compared to most prisons 
In Canada and the United States.
In summing up Dr. Laycock said 
that the countries he visited want 
to rehabilitate the criminal rather 
than make hardened criminals in 
their prisons.
■earch in the sciences, and creative 
work was suggested. These chil­
dren must be stimulated to do crea­
tive work and need to* work an 
their own.
Specially qualified, well-adjusted 
teachers are a necessity tor all these 
types, maintained Dr. Laycock.
In his speech he upheld the ne­
cessity of active Parent-Teacher 
Associations.
“Schools can’t  be better than the 
public opinion they rest ‘ on,” he 
pointed out “In a broad way the 
public determines the curriculum 
teaching methods, quality of teach­
ers and the school buildings them­
selves.’”
“The P-TA should be a place 
where parents and teachers discuss 
and study what schools are for, 
what Is getting done, what education 
means, what children are like, how 
to develop them, curriculum, dis­
cipline and teaching methods. The 
P-TA should not interfere In the 
administration of the schools, nor- 
should it be merely a ladies' aid to 
the principal,” averred Dr. Lay­
cock.
“The objectives for all children 
are the same—to develop each child 
to the full limits-of his capacities— 
the means are different,” he / con­
cluded.
Trevor Pickering was chairman, 
of the meeting. Fred Marriage, 
principal of the Kelowna Elementry 
Schools, introduced the speaker,- 
yrho is an active force in the edu­
cational field in Saskatoon, a well- 
known speaker and _ author. He 
served for 20 years as professor of 
educational psychology at the Uni­
versity of Saskatchewan and more 
recently has been consulting psy­







than when he went in to serve 
time.”
In trying to reform the inmate, 
passes and leaves are general 
among the Scandinavian countries. 
These are usually given to the sen­
ior inmates of the open prisons. The 
passes and special treatment is also 
designed to give the inmate pre­
parole experience.
Instead of keeping prisoners pent 
up tor a length of time, keeping sill 
news from the outside world away
Retarded: these children can be 
integrated into the school life, al­
though they must be taught in spe­
cial classes. Their educational 
needs are extremely practical—in 
mathematics, they must learn to 
make change; they must learn to 
read, particularly signs; learn to 
write at. most a friendly letter. 
There needs to be a tremendous em­
phasis on health habits, citizenship, 
arts and crafts, and pre-vocational 
training. These children need much
from hfin, the inmates in European review; they don’t  see the signifi- 
prisons are allowed newspapers and cance of things quickly, and all ex­
radios. planations must be crystal clear.
In most countries, prisoners are They do not organize material well, 
tapered off to semi-inclosed model so it must be organized for them.
prisons where they ,enjoy more free­
dom. If they escape from a semi- 
enclosed jail they are sent to a 
walled prison for the rest of their 
term.
They do not transfer learning easily 
from one subject to another.
NEED TRAINING 
Severely retarded: These children 
used to be considered “non-edu-
"Canada is also far behind in pro- cable,” and were not accepted by
bation laws,” Dr. Laycock said.
REEKIE INSURANCE AGENCIES
253 Lawrence Ave. Phone 2346
Attention All Members
BOARD OF TRADE
The General meeting galled for October 27th has been post­
poned one month to avoid in flic tio n  with other meetings. 
Date and details o l this Board's meeting in November will 
be publicized later.







lU V n. - PEL - 8AT. (this week)
the schools. It was for this reason 
that such societies as the one in 
Kelowna were formed. They do 
need training, in health and social 
habits, simple tasks about -the home. 
The curriculum will -be quite dif­
ferent-eating, drinking, chewing, 
dressing, keeping tidy, and sd on. 
Every child must learn those things, 
but the average child learns them 
much faster.
Such children need a great deal 
of repetition. Their attention span 
is short so they must be taught a 
little at a time. They must be kept 
to a routine; and shown how to do 
things, not just told. They qhould 
, be given help only when needed, 
and praise is very necessary when 
deserved.
GIFTED CHILDREN
Gifted children also need a dif­
ferent curriculum, not more of the 
same. “Gifted children are our 
greatest natural resource,” said Dr. 
Laycock. They must be given what 
will function in their lives. The 
curriculum must be enriched for 
quality of leadership and satisfac­
tion in i t  Acceleration must .be 
moderate, for social maladjustment 
will occur if the children are moved 
1 too far from their age group. Spe­
cial classes seem to be necessary 
under thei present circumstances.
Broadening of the curriculum by 
such general and far-reaching top­




McGavin Bakeries (Kelowna) 
Ltd., is the •first large business 
house in Kelowna to give 100 per 
cent support to the Community 
Chest by contributing through the 
payroll deduction plan. Several 
smaller businesses, however, also 
contributed 100 per cent to the Red 
Feather drive. _
In a statement to The Courier, 
Reg Foote, campaign manager of 
the Coixununity Chest, said:
"We hope more firms will adopt 
the method used by McGavin’s. Ke­
lowna is a proud city and has every 
right to be. It has much to be 
thankful for, including parks, me­
morial, arena, organizations for 
youth and handicapped and the 
fact that the citizens have seldom, 
if ever, failed when asked to sup-, 
port a worthy cause.
"Perhaps you have given already. 
If so, did you give as much as you 
should have when you consider 
that you are giving for sixteen ser- 
‘vices?
"Please consider carefully what 
it means if the objective is net 
reached. Services will be curtailed 
for arthritis, the blind and- many 
others. If you can give more, please 
contact the canvasser, call at the 
Community Chest Headquarters in 
the Community Health Centre or 
telephone 3967.”
The Kelowna Book 
and Gift Shop
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CARTOON -  NEWS
1561 Pendozi Street
•  Th e  d a n g e r o u s  s k ie s
Air Commodore Clouston
•  I FLEW FOR THE FUHRER
Heinz Knoke
•  THE DANCING BEES
Karl von Frisch
•  THE WHITE A THE GOLD
.Thomas B. Costain
•  LIFE IS WORTH LIVING
Fulton J. Sheen
Good Books are True Friends 
—Bacon
Another Famous • 
Players Service— 
For yonr convenience 
Book Tickets on sale 
a t yonr favorite 
Drag Store.
3 DAYS—Thun., Fri., Sat.
28th, 29th, 30th 
Nightly 7 and 0.05 
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Romance action. The most dan­
gerous scenes «vejr filmed,
NEWS —  CARTOON
Trustees are 
disappointed
Grave disappointment concerning 
the apathy of the voting public in 
Kelowna was voiced in a recent 
report to attendance area meetings 
of School District 23. Report was 
made up by trustees.
Said the report: “On the 17th of 
July a referendum for the expendi­
ture of $25IUXX) for these purposes 
(building of new schools and school 
additions) was approved by the 
qualified voters: by an affirmative 
vote of over 68 per cent, Plans are 
being developed for the erection of 
the Westbank Elementary and the 
addition to the Kelowna Junior 
High to commence as soon as pos­
sible while the other two projects 
(Lakeview Heights school and ad­
dition to George Pringle High) 
will probably be proceeded with 
next summer. •_
"In connection with the referen­
dum vote the trustees were great­
ly disappointed in the very, small 
turn out of the voters to the polls. 
In the rural area there were 3,330 
qualified voters but ortly 239 turn­
ed out to vote. In view of the dem­
ocratic principle Involved and the 
great amount of time and effort 
devoted by your unpaid Trustees 
to the cftusekof educatic v of your 
children this indifference and fail­
ure on the part of the ratepayers 
was heart-breaking. The same dif­
ference and failure has been noted 
in respect to our attendance area 
meetings.
"Both the department of educa­
tion and your trustees wish to make 
'th e  democratic principle of control 
In education work, but If the par­
ents 'and ratepayers, will not co-
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1954
operate, democracy in education help stimulate and maintain greater * 
wUl break down. The trustees ask interest and co-operation on the i 
that all those present make it their part of the parents and rate Dave r s ! 
business throughout the year to in general.”
CLEARANCE SALE
of Discontinued Line of
G LA S S  A N D  P A N E L  DO ORS
This is your opportunity to obtain
Top quality Coast Fir Doors at 
greatly reduced prices.
K ELO W N A  BUILDERS S U P P LY  LT D .
“SERVICE IS OUR FIRST THOUGHT”
1054 Ellis St. (Just north of the Station) Phone 2016
F A L L  A N D  W IN TER  JA C K ET S  
FO R  M EN  A N D  B O YS
PACIFIC TRAIL JACKETS
Plain Colors and Two Tones
Men's Size . . .  . . .  . 14.95 
Youths', 13 to 20 . . . . 11.95 
Boys', 6 to 12 . . . . .. . 9.95
PACIFIC TRAIL JACKETS
With Quilted Lining
New colors and styles.
Warm and Comfortable.
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IT’S THE”STADIUM' 
FOR GOOD LOOKS 
AND LONG WEAR.
-Hera's Pacific Trail's Finger-tip 
length surcoat «f-)he finest 24- 
ounce melton cloth with Arldex 
finish. Fully lined with long 
wearing rayon twill. Snug 
knitted cuffs. Your choice 
of tlx smart color 
combinations.
Here’s the most popular re­
versible today. 24-ox. Wool 
Melton on one side end 
smooth setin fin ish  on the 
6ther. Contresting breld trim 
on sleeves end slesh pockets. 




Dark Croen Ronl Blue
Killy Green Soorlot Size*
34 to 46
STADIUM COATS for MEN
Sizes 36 to 46
$14.95
SPECIAL PURCHASE
B O Y S '
S U R C 0 A T S
With Warm Quilted Lining
Colors: Blue Grey —  Wine
A Wonderful 
Buy at . . .  .
V, . I 10.95
-NU ,e * ‘A.
I k
M  F I K I
i l l  ! ■  I  I t  I v  l a v  + 0
^ E O J ^ M E U K L E ^ T D r
Q U A L IT Y  M E R C H A N D IS E  F O R  O VER M  Y E A R S
Dial 2143 Corner Bernard Avenue and Wafer Strert
• I * i
SECOND SECTION T H E  K ELO W N A  C O U R IER THURSDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1954
A CLAM “A” NKWCT ATKS
• PUBLISHED MONDAYS AND THURSDAYS
at MfO Water Street, K ekm i^ B ^  CMad*. by 
« Tt»* Kelowna Courier U nited
* . r .  i t e t o a  falltaker. -*
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER ̂ PUBLISHED IN THE 
INTEREST OF THE CENTRAL OKANAGAN.
Subscription rates: Kelowna $UOO * « 3reeK Canadai PAA. » 4
. foreign 99JO. Authorized as second elan mail by the
Post' Office Department,» Ottawa.
AVERAGE NET PAID ABC CIRCULAHON SIX MONTHS ENDING MARCH 3 I -3 .M I
v- s
S \Jô~■ X i H X
Trade union congress alarmed 
over growing jobless problem; 
gov't charged with patronage
W
Notable anniversary
United Nation* Day on October 24, anniver-, 
tary of the date its charter came into force in 
1945, affords a chance for stocktaking. I
What with the coM war and the fighting ware 
since the end of the Second World War, perhaps 
the most significant fact Is that the United Nations 
still is in being.
It is still a forum for the nations, even if the 
delegates divide into blocs when they get there. 
True, the Indo-China fighting was stopped by a 
conference in Geneva, and when a crisis arises 
like the failure of the European Defence Com­
munity project negotiations arc started again by 
foreign ministers making the rounds of the vari­
ous capitals.
But the value of the United Nations is sum­
med up by General Romulo of the Philippines, 
one of the most colorful personalities at tpe UN 
in recent years, in this fashion:
“Kill the United Nations and you kill the 
last organization where the two sides in the world 
maintain a daily diplomatic and political contact
Year of winds . ' •
The weekend Just passed, as far 
as I was concerned, was notable 
because there was hardly a breath 
of wind. In this regard, it seems 
to me. It stood out from other 
week-ends of the past few months. 
I did-not think that Kelowna waswhich in itself is a force for peace. Kill the „„
V oted Nations and you Wow up a dam that has , T w . S r !!*?•
already prevented four local ware from spreading J S  h w  peopiereaiiy t h S t ln d  be.
—Korea, Indonesia, Kashmir and Patestino— 
and could do the same in the future.
wind lhas blown a lot this year and 
almost every day.
For that matter, it seems to have
Kill the United Nations and you convince S w o ?  w in d M ^ tX  cyclop
(By Canadian Press)
w  4 . . . . The problem of Canadian unemployment, with the emphasis
o fta tie / We are^t^here to ^ S  on Britishl Columbia, Was tackled in Vancouver as a fighting trade
whether we like a book of that I union congress held its annual convention,
kind. We are not here to say Delegates representing a B.C. labor force of 50,000, elected
whether we think it would be a | 0fficcre> charged the Social Credit government with political patron­
age and proposed that the provincial government take over opera­
tion of the B.C. Electric transit company,
President James Barton, who was re-elected to a third term, 
said the “greatest challenge” facing organized labor today is the 
problem of assuring full employment for Canadian workers.
good tiling if books like that were 
never written. You are here trying 
a criminal charge."
‘Where should we be If the llter-
the millions now receiving from it medicine, milk hurricanes, typhoons, considering
ami plows that there IS no hope for the hungry bother mentioning. Take that one 
«nA except perhaps in commtinism. Kill HurricarieHazel. for instance. Well,
the Untied Nattohs, and you increase tremend­
ously the chance* that man will one day: wipe 
himself off the face of the earth.”t
; That, may seem an extreme view. But Can­
ada’s external affairs minister Pearson told the 
new session of the UN general assembly:
‘ “As 1 see it, one of. the most vital of our pur­
poses at the Uflited Nations is to keep^open and w ^ tT t ;is. but i  wonder ir the 
to develop riuae cham*!, of comnjunlcatiom to  ' S S  u a £
Sides are willing, they may be used for Concilia- ybifh prompt the weatherman? Is ations, the jury found the publish- 
tlon and eventual agreement” ............ .... . .
you take * it; I want nio part of it, 
thank you.-
■ My , ipother Jn-law started me 
trankiiig last evening. She asked 
why these violent wind disturb­
ances were named after women. 
You hear about Hurricane Carol 
sn^Jiurirlcane Edna and Hurricane 
Hazel hut you never here of Hur­
ricane peorge, oT Bill. or William. 
1 'do- pot know - much about the 
'■ ''.o f a h tu x ic a n e ,  why or
haved, but how they did not speak 
and how they did not behave?" '
When, if ever, has a judge put 
the whole authority of the law be­
hind a literary ideal? The remark 
has long been a commonplace to 
writers and critics, but now Mr. 
Justice Stable has said it: ‘"The 
function of the novel is not merely 
to entertain contemporaries; it 
stands as a record or a picture of 
the'society when it was written."
Closing in on the nub of the argu­
ment, he asked: “Is the act of sex­
ual passion sheer filth?” And- he 
answered himself by asserting it to 
be a “medieval” idea that “sex is 
sin; that the whole thing is dirty; 
that it was a mistake from begin­
ning to end."
Essence of the verdict was that 
some New Yorkers today . might 
talk and act and think like the 
characters in the story. Therefore,
Everyone can echo those words—“may it be
soon.”
The pedestrians><tofe
M ost of the emphasis oh roaoN^afety cam­
paigns in recent months has been on thq respon­
sibility of the driven. There is an equally great 
responsibility for their; own safety, which fills  on 
the pedestrian. . . . ............
When motorists have obeyed the law they 
rightly expect that the pedestrians will. When 
some unthinking person dashes in front of them 
he is endangering his own life and limb and that 
of innocent bystanders who might be struck by a  
car swerving to avoid the darting pedestrian. It 
may seem to be smart, but the same pedestrian is 
quick to howl about the rude boor of a motorist 
who tries to beat the lights.
The jaywalker may save a minute or two by 
not going to the ihtetsectioh to cfoss. Hb may 
also never cross another street. A t best hti is a 
traffic hazard and responsible for slowing down 
traffic.
it that ,hurricanes have an explo­
sive nature ^ d  when they get 
angfyKlre inclined to toss things 
arbund? ils  it .that they are less 
predictable thah other storms? I
— ...■ — . winder."
: .'But to -get back to winds. I re- 
' member In Ontario when there was
a - good windstorm we used to go 
;v : ‘ ■ out' to i  point putting out into Lake
Kefowni motorists ara showing maritod to -
ptoyethent to  their traffic betovtor when it comes
to letting pedestrians cross at ah intersection. It shoreline. i  cpuld sit there for 
T7 - ; . . • . , . hdiu^'just witching.: You couldn’t
behooves the walker to re tu rn  the courtesy by ta lk e r  think, the.notee was so 
moving briskly. Too many pedestrians show an  weeks ago the b.w. and i
toctostlon to  ram to r indolently ns though they _  ________________
Owned the Street. Some— fortunately only a few for not .appreciating the good wea- next year, has the racket entire!
. . .  * r  . . . . . . .  * *  A X a  t o m  a  A  a  a  a t o h  t o n  M  # #  f i V A I H n  . 0  A  V S V &  m a n  ^  A  . a .  a  a■ ____  _ tfter; we wanted a big storm so we
prevent a car could witch: the' breakers roll In.
BUt the Bacific lived up to its name 
and did us 'd irt .
I  remember how we worked our
the ttod, kraping .0  the right, ptobntty, to the ^ chtot 'S |nf e in ^  
hope of getting a ride, rather than keeping to work from tree to tree between
ing firm was not guilty of a crime 
in publishing the book.
No legal action respecting books 
for a century past has been so in. 
dsive and will 'be as far-reaching 




The moviegoer or bus rider who 
is' annoyed by the popcorn eaters 
need not despair. Relief is on the 
way.
Cornell university’s agricultural 
department has experimented ex­
tensively in trying to develop a 
noiseless popcorn. Now it is an­
nounced that success has been 
achieved at last. A hybrid seed, to 
be ready for commercial planting
“rely
His statement brought a reply 
from labor minister Wicks who 
>said the government was cracking 
down on part time jobs held by 
civil servants .and overtime work 
permits tor industry. 
“CONSTRUCTIVE- PROPOSALS 
Mr. Wicks asked delegates to 
draft “constructive’’ proposals to 
prevent' union members taking 
part-time jobs. He said the major 
responsibility for offsetting unem­
ployment was the federal govern­
ment’s which, he said, should be 
considering "at least three” Trans- 
Canada highways.
A policy of “one man, one job" 
is in force lor British Columbia 
civil servants, he said.
Mr. Barton, in his keynote ad­
dress, said “we in organized labor 
are—and must be—dedicated to the 
proposition that In our 
democracy every able-bodied man 
and woman is  entitled to full em­
ployment at decent wages.”
‘CToday we are faced with the un­
easy prospect that ahead of us lies 
the grave danger of serious unem­
ployment in the coming winter.
“Last winter the unemployment 
problem approached the crisis 
which came dangerously close to 
the unhappy situation we faced 
during the depression.”
POLITICAL PATRONAGE 
The political patronage charge 
came from Ed O’Conor, secretary 
of B.C. Government Employees As­
sociation and was promptly denied 
by Premier Bennett 
Mr. O’Connor said the govern­




State Deputy James V. Hughes of 
Vancouver recently addressed a 
special meeting of the Father Pen- 
dozi Council of the Knights of Col­
umbus in the Parish Hall,
He reviewed the affairs of the 
order on the supreme council level 
and then on the state level.
“It is high time wexreallzed the 
full power of our order.” he said, 
as he covered the highlights of su­
preme .knight Luke Hart’s address 
Canadian to the annual supreme convention, 
which report covered the major ad- • 
vances of the order during the 
past year and gave a glowing ac­
count of progress.
Turning to the state level, Mr. 
Hughes mentioned some of the proj. 
ects the state officers had in mind 
and opined that “we should be 
Stronger and larger in this province 
than we are.” He concluded that 
there was not enough done in local 
councils, as a rule, to keep the 
members interested.
“We must not rest at any time 
on the laurels of the past,” he said, 
exhorting the officers and leaders 
to a greater effort to attract the 
proper calibre of men to the order 
and to keeping them.
An interesting question and an- 
vants, refused to follow the pat- swer period followed. Grand knight
— would appear to deliberately 
moving.as long as possible.,
On our highways many pedestrians walk along
eliminated from the kernel, accord­
ing to thq announcement 
Most popcorn for the market now 
is raised in Indiana, Kentucky, Il­
linois, Iowa and Nebraska. It is 
large-kemeled, with a tough seed 
coat, and it matures so' slowly that 
Borne other northern states have
tern of collective bargaining pre' 
scribed for o ther; unions and em­
ployers by the labor relations act.
The union secretary charged the 
patronage case involved Works 
Minister Gaglardi and Lands Min­
ister Sommers—“That on the .writ­
ten instruction of the works min­
ister, a man was taken out of a job 
and a supporter of the lands min­
ister put in.”
The T U t is the provincial arm 
of the Trade and Labor Congress 
of Canada, the country’s largest
George Vetter and Bert Chichester 
thanked the state deputy on be­
half of the council.
toeieft and totogoiM m ififi lra tto to th ^ iia y  Utooraatoratton. , .
look out: .for themselves. ; • You often hear of winds so strong Cornell adopted the same means I viM ^residratY irtor MHdgley m-
' r W f e n t  n Mttte nf rife road te n code fo r 10 aboli8h noise 88 ri»e Shoe mantl- temational rarpenters’, nfpresenta-Cooittesy.as X .eoaft OI w e rcaa  is, w G® io r  thesfe Jfe".t0 Td^ f a c t u r e r s  used years ago, when they tlve from Virtoria, and R. K. Ger-
. lit MilinAR Irfi tuSt. lean agaillSt them. I never enft nihtwr hiwtll fftr ih« n l. . . . . . .
was
in-
pedestriaifeas weU.as luvwwow. **“ fateted them'thqwgh. i  was always
^iser} for the mall On foot is more likely to suffer afraid they yrouid stop suddenly 
a r r a n t  • and. let me gd and I preferred themost frotnau accident.
It does pay to advertise
A survey of reader interest for a weekly news­
paper made in an Ontario town revealed some 
highly valuable facts for all would-be advertisers.
In organising the questionnaire, the survey- 
makers report they had one big question in their 
minds. That was whether the weekly paper was 
being read for its news, or for its advertising, or 
both.
The result of the survey, when fully tabu­
lated, proved that 95 percept of the readers 
read both ads and news.- Farther detailed 
proof of advertising readership was given in 
answers to the question: “Do you watch saks 
and bargains?” An affirmative “Yes” was given 
to this question by 94 percent of the women and
73 percent of the men. Of the women 82 percent 
also said they watched for announcements of 
new merchandise such as new dresses and suits, 
particularly in the spring and fall seasons. And
hone of them could resist the appeal of the close- kind than ini^the early days, 
out and special reduction sales.
shelter of a -tree.’
> TV6 never aebn.a windstorm here 
like those and Okanagan Lake at 
its Worst is a millpond to Lake On­
tario when it really kicks up its 
heels: ,
Wind at one time was1 the friend 
asrwell as the enemy of man. He 
used the wind. Now, apparently, 
he ignores it when he can. .
It is peculiar that, with all the 
advances of modern science, the 
winds are doing less work for man­
 t . The 
farm windmill is almost a thing of 
the past, the electric pump , having
Well, if figures don’t lie—and they seldom do taken over the job of pumping wa. realized that peace has returned at
tI__ _ . .  . fnni ter from the well. Even in Holland, ia8tto, ^  Canadian scene. Of course
there IS truth m this advertising Story. U t the so-called land of windmills, the there still Will be an excess of con-
is fully satisfied windmill is now only a tourist at- versatlon at the wrong times, but
3 nr* nnmneti ^  ls something that no university
substituted soft rubber heels for the 
hard leather ones that clicked on 
every floor. The research was aim­
ed at finding an early maturing 
corn, of high expandibility, with a 
seed coat so soft that it cannot make 
any audible cracking.
The new popcorn is so tender that 
it is guaranteed noiseless, as well 
as being easier on the teeth. Given 
the same heat, butter and salt, eat­
ers-won’t  be able to tell its taste 
from that of other popcorns. But 
all non-eaters in the vicinity will I Canadian factories shipped 71,733 
gain happy relief from the crunch- bathtubs in the first half of 1954, 
ing and snapping din that moviego-1 up six percent from 1953. 
ers know so welL .
Now, if someone would invent a 
container and. paper that can’t  pos-1 
sibly .rustle and rattle it will be |
vin, who went unchallenged into 
his third term as secretary-treas­
urer.
KELOWNA M4N NAMED
Members of the seven-man re­
gional executive council are:
Percy Rayment, of Victoria; Stan 
Wilcox, Vancouver; Bob Beddome, 
New Westminster; Pat O’Neill, 
Prince Rupert; Bryan Cooney, Ke­
lowna; Mark Miller, Kimberley, 
and Peter Vogt, QuesneL
BENVOULIN — The McMillan 
Circle of the Benvoulin United 
Church met at the home of Mr., and 
Mrs. George Reid. Ten members 
were present. Members have start­
ed to prepare a parcel for Korea. 
Mrs. Mallett outlined the program 
for the initiation service of the 
Explorer and CGIT girls to be held
Friday night at 7,30.• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Smith have re­
cently moved into Mrs. Alex Reid’s 
place.
Canada's most easterly point is 
'Cape Spear near St. John’s in New­
foundland.
TREES -  TREES
Topping, Limbing or 
Complete Removal 
CALL PAUL SMITH 
at 6098
• 20-4p
course • for the merchant who ** *“*v traction and the waters are pumped
with the results of his business—and \ye have yet over the dykes by electricity, 
to meet more than one to this c ta s-th eso  ptoto- W S '
ent facts may have little appeal: He is, however, much that it uses its energy loafihg




likely to be in a, very small minority,
pority in the selling'game Will always be on the oLdestruction. 
opposite—and we suspect—more prosperous side 
of the merchandising fence.
its heels to commit some new act
•eri
No cause for alarm
Some public attention has been drawn to the 
fact that the rate of illegitimate births in Canada 
is now about four percent; , and the figure may 
prompt stem critics to reflect and to say that this 
is n time of loose morals and declining standards.
In fact the statistics on this subject are not 
especially discreditable to Canada or to the pres­
ent generation. The rate of illegitimacy in this 
country in 1931*35 was 3,6 percent. In 1945 it 
touched 4.5.
 ̂ There arc no 19th century records for Canada 
but in England and Wales in 1881 births to un­
wed mothers were 4.8 in every hundred. In suc­
ceeding decades the rate declined very slightly. 
Another highly civilized Western European coun­
try, and probably not one that would be guessed 
by most people, showed a rate of 15.5 in quite 
recent years.
Maybe we should harness its en- 
ir to curtail its pranks, 
ut, seriously, it is something of 
a shame that we are finding fewer 
and fewer uses for wind power and 
a t the very time it is most plenti­
ful. And consider the sources of 
wind and wind-power. Take elec­
tion times. There’s enough wind 
wasted at election time in any town 
to supply light and power to the 
town for a month, if it could bo 
harnessed.
These day; in history
October 21—Trafalgar Day, 1805, 
the day when Nelson declared to 
his men that England expects no 
more and . no less of Englishmen 
than that they do their duty. And 
his men did just that. On this day 
light came more abundantly to the 
world as Edison invented the in­
candescent lamp in 1879. Tele­
graphic communication between 
England and Australia began 1872.
October 22nd—This day is remem­
bered for these events: Revocation 
of the Edict of Nates, 1685; first 
parachute descent from balloon, 
1707; eleven hundred bombers at­
tacked Hamm, Munster, Brunswick 
and Hanover, 1044; Moslems rebel­
led in Kashmir against Hindu Ma
School District No. 23 (Kelowna)
N IG H T  S C H O O L CLASSES
The following courses are offered f6r adults who wish 




During the past few years there 
has been considerable comment 
about obscene books. All who are „ uollll>„
, And so, taking the available evidence into concerned, therefore, for the free- harajah in favor of Pakistan, 1047,
thor* io ran ni>ed fa r hend^ihnkinir All 4om of literature to portray and October 23—Opening of allied of-nccount, there Is no need toe ncatl-snaiung. All comment upon'actual human life fensivo in Egypt, 1042; First Parlla-.
illegitimate births, or nearly all, indicate unhappl- today will be glad that a recent ment of Great Britain, 1707; "John
mniarlincttYionf that R n r t e t u  w o u l d  c a s c  of obscene libel in Britain Doe” and “Richard Roe” officially.ness and social maladjustment tnat society wouia 0 verdict of not guilty
like to A freet. But the present rate in Canada is by a jury of nine men and three 
not high when comparisons aw made either with S t o w i n ^ e ^
earlier times or other countries. lafactlon, ,and not alone because
, they lay down a legal definition o!
.— ;--------- - --  ' ■ ■ '' obscenity..
prudery that droveThus the _
Courteous driving is safe driving-. H E S f H K s
— ™ •  <*y - M  — IV. BUT — > — 2  S X T t S ? ——  —
What clinches the mat­
ter Is that the Judge even went so
Courteous driving is automaticaly safe driv­
ing. People who will step aside to, let another 
go ahead through a doorway, will not give an inch 
to another car on a crowded highway. Many 
drivers have two personalities—unfortunately, the 
best one is often left at home when d motorist
1* 1 ‘H Vr , 11 ,
takes his car out of the garage. Nic<5 people can 
change into tightening monsters when they get 
behind the wlieel of an automobile. #
It would seem that in every situation behind 
the wheel of d car, the polite individual considers 
it a privilege to atop aside for others to pass.
 what comes
naturally, In any other jphase of day-to-day activ- frequent 
ity, seems too big an effort once a driver steps g  ^  Sock m question
into his car,
If the following suggestions are observed there
a very crude work," meaning de­
void of high artistic qualities.
The book was published In New
abolished In Great Britain, 1852; 
Congress of Indio decided not to 
support Britain In the war, 1030; 
Sarah Bernhardt born, 1045; Louis 
Riel born on this day in 1844—was 
fated to lead a rebellion in Canada 
and was hanged in Regina.
October 24—Benefit of clergy 
taken from murderers in England 
1513; The term “King of Grcot Brl 
tain’ first' adopted, 1004; German 
High Seas Fleet put to sen for fifth 
pnd last time, 1015; Zinoviev letter 
published, 1924; South African flag 
agreed to, 1927; Milan raided both 
day and night, 1942.







and Welding W. H. Creese
Industrial First Aid Fred Gore
F.Hadfield 
Mrs. F. Iddins 









GEORGE PRINGLE HIGH SCHOOL (WESTBANK)






RUTLAND IR.-SR. HIGH SCHOOL
Woodwork J. M. Laustrup 7.50
Sewing Mrs. J. Johnson ' 7.50
Basic English G. C. Bissell / 5,00
The following Recreation Classes are offered in co­
operation with the Community Recreation Programme, 
Department of Education.
KELOWNA SR. HIGH SCHOOL 
Art Group Mrs
Ladies' Choir Mrs,








The Nelson River in Manitoba 
wub discovered in 1012 by Sir
will be less accident,, txcaura cotnteow driving U H S S T £ S S  ”°m' d “
safe driving.
Yield’the right of way to other drivers, and 
to pedestrians. (
Share the road by driving in the proper lane. 
Allow plenty of clearance when passing. 
Always signal what you ore going to do.
Round. The draw the A-
Give the motorist at a busy inwreection 
Drivers when out of their : care will tender the break—stop to let him through, 
niceties so necessary to good fellowship and good Courtesy is contagious. Think of others when duaPwouid
citizenship. Thom things tie  done automatically driving and be safe, b« aliva touay.’
fined a local library ono 
publishers did
book, were duly charged and elect, 
cd a Jury trial, which took placa 
during June this year.
Mr. Justice Stable told the Jury 
that the essence of tho charge was
that the book tended “to deprave ary, la believed the first white 
and corrupt” readers today. He to reach Hudson Bay over land in 
admitted that the novel was "obvl* 1670-71.
Hungary, behind tho Iron Cur­
tain, has some of tho world’s big­
gest deposits of bauxite, used in 
production of aluminum.
Charles Alba net, Jesuit mission.
to man
ously and admittedly absorbed with 
sex.” He polnhtyt but that unless One of tho world’s largest har­
bors, the Buy of Rio do Janeiro, la 











M. W. Rose 












GEORGE PRINGLE HIGH SCHOOL (WESTBANK) 
Men’s Recreation Class B. Jcnncns '
i  A
5.00
. Classes will commence with an organization meeting to be held 
on Tuesday; October 26th, at 7.80 p.m. in tho Kelowna Sr. High 
School,
The courses comprise approximately 20 sessions of 2 hours 
duration, and fees as indicated above are payable In advance. 
Fees are not refundable.
Classes will be held in the High School In the three area* in­
dicated commencing at 7.30 o’clock P.M. ■
' Golf Classes In Kelowna Junior High School, 1706 lUchter 
St, 1 j \
More detailed information may be obtained from the Principals 
of the several schools.
DY ORDER OF TnE HOARD
K  W. BARTON, Secretary-Treasurer.
Oci.10, 193*.
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fyt
iH scale exercise at
Travelling to Gknemma Range near Vernon last Saturday, all 
squadrons of the. BCD’s took part in extensive infantry attack tac­
tics which continued alt Saturday night and until noon on Sunday.
Com manded by Major J. H. V. Wilson, M.C., of P&nticton, 
members of squadrons from Penticton, Kelowna and Vernon ac­
quired valuable experience in the field.




BENVOULIN—& W. Barton, sec­
retary of School District No. 23. 
presented the annual report of 
school trustees to Benvoulin resi­
dents here Monday night
The report outlined school costs, 
teachers' salaries; capital projects 
planned, sources of revenue and 
school district assets.
Benvoulin residents were inter* 
ested to hear that the. addition to 
the Kelowna Junior High School 
will get underway as soon as pos­
sible.
Work done on the Benvoulin 
school this year included a 42-inch 
wire fence on two sides of the 
school grounds; a'baseball backstop 
was constructed, and one classroom 
floor was covered with three-ply 
and battleship linoleum. In addi­
tion the black boards were repair­
ed and furnace and chimney clean­
ed.
Some discussion took place op 
bus transportation and the shortage 
of teachers.
It was also suggested a cotton­
wood tree be removed* from the 
school grounds.
H. V. Burt was re-elected repre­
sentative to the school board (or 
the Benvoulin school district for the 
current year.
Yours very truly,
W. H. WH1TELEY. 
Sec.-Treas. B.C. Conference 
Lay Association,
The United Church of Canada.
Two youths, 16 and 17 years of 
age, were fined $5 and costs for 
carrying firearms without a fire­
arms licence by judge of the juv­
enile court ,
The world's largest dam is. Fort 
Peck, which has a volume of 128.- 
000,000 cubic yards.
Sgimental training officer prepared e exerelse ip all its aspects. Ma­jor Wilson thanked everyone for 
working so well together and said 
snuch had been learned which 
wjquld he of great value during the 
present-fall and winter' training 
pwiod. ,
Excellent meals were provided 
by  S g t Sawtcki of Vernon.' L t J. 
H.Haycs and Cpl. R. Blackwood, of 
Kilownn, set up a regimental aid 
‘ to.,take care of any casualties, 
afternoon a very tired, 
qr group of warriors 
xelr homes, satisfied
» t  
Sunday t 
dirty Hut habby1 
returned to thei n ea




« ■ Mr. and Mrs, .Donald White hav,e
OYAMA-Tho death occurred in aw»y with thfeir two children 
‘ ‘ Octet*r 1< of Commander on •. holiday, motoring
Okanagan M ission 
wom en's group 
to improve hall
OKANAGAN M IS S IO N  — A 
ladies’ auxiliary to the Okanagan 
Mission Community Hall Associa­
tion was termed at an enthusiastic 
meeting held Monday at the home 
of Mrs. H. E. Farris.
Object of the group is to assist 
the Community Hall executive to ’ 
make the Community Hall the 
centre of recreation and life in the 
district for everyone of every age 
group. -
Plans were discussed ter several - 
projects, the first of which is to be 
a clean-up patnt-up campaign to 
make the hall a more- attractive 
place.
With this object in mind, a bee 
will be held otv Thursday (tonight) 
at 7.00 p.m. to clean the inside of 
the kitchen and hall. Anyone who 
can help is asked to. come equipped 
with mops, -scrub-brushes, etc.
Donations of money pr material 
will be gratefully accepted by’‘any 
member of the committee.
Officers elected/ were: president, 
Mrs. H. T. Meddins; secretary-treas­
urer, Mrs. H. E. Farris; committee, 
Mrs. W. E. Raikes, Mrs. D. W. H 
Hall, Mfrs. P. Allen, Mrs, Q. Coe, 
Mrs. E. A. Blacke and Miss Mary 
Bull,
Mrs. J. H. Needham is to act as 
representative of the auxiliary at 
the executive meetings, of the Com­
munity, Hall Association. Meetings 
vjfill be held once a month and 
everyone is osked to glVe th&ir. 
support and assistance.• • ■ ■ ■
St. Andrew's Church Guild held 
a sale'of home cooking at, the O.L. 
Jones’ store on Saturdoy. They
made over $42.• • •
The badminton season will start 
next Sunday, October 24, at, the 
Okanogan Mission Community Hall; 
Play will commence at 7.3Q, p.nv 7
,Mr. ftAd Mrs.' D. V. Dunlop,' from 
Duncan, Vancouver Island, «c* 
cbmphnled by their daughter, jMuss 
Jill rDuhlop, are (staying with' Mr. 
and Mrs. H. C. Dunlop a t present
’ .fctotman Stoddart, B.N. (ire* 
* tth e  « * rw  $3. y  / 
er Swddarthnd been in 
fur some U m eandon  
morning Mrs. Stoddart 
wgs driving him to  tho doctor in 
“ . When, about two and « half
home, he coUapaedi 
dub to  h hem- 
IMIRK.,,,.'■ '
It, Joteteg t S  ^ p r a i  
in  w blchho 
Tare, retiring
j i
« v y a t« b
m
t t r :«nd
lines* in Latvia!
fet
Mrs. (tenth Seeberge^ the 
Doctor Seeberge. Comte
to Vancouver and Portland, Oregon, • » •
;< Mr. Tom Hyslop, from New West­
minster, was o guest over the long 
week-end at the home of Mir, ah'd 
Mrs. t .  B. Uptoh. , '
Mr, and Mrs. F. I. Crowley have 
returned to their home at the Mta-' 
aton, after being away for a month, 
Visiting i their son, Mr. Desmorid 
Cfrowdey and family, In Calgary, 
in Saskatchewan, they stayed with 
their daughter Mip, Norval Bick, 
at Maple Creek. ' 1
• • * ,  ,
Mr. Gifford and Kenneth Thom­
son held h Shooting party Saturday 
afternoon to celebrate tne 
of the pheasant season.
■v ! A -
i opening
f i F V t e - J ?  J jjf  ®
m «
1 ■ ' i . - i '  > ■ ' . ' ! <  . .  ■ 1  /  i ■
his w ite, (tenia., a
'm
a rtrix& ughter. 




------------- ~ , ™ ---- ---  un, „ v „ .  -  ' Vancouver. Oct 17th
Using regulations imposed in wartime, the regiment moved Kelowna Courier, 
into a concealed harbqr area, with all vehicles and equipment, late Dear sir,—Please accept our 
Saturday night thanks for the fine publicity you
After O pening the regiment to their elicitedI pmjtiom. Major S E ta S S . citf-^we
Wilson imposed a strict operational blackout at 2300 hours. No certainly do appreciate your co-op. 
lights or fires were permitted and the night silence was broken only eration. 
by the challenge of the sentries.
Each squadron was responsible 
for its own sector and provided this 
With'listening posts, sentries and 
night' patrols. Those hot on sentry 
qnty were rolled in blankets snatch- 
te g  a  few moments' sleep before 
taking their turn at sentry duty.
-The enemy consisted of a squad­
ron of cadets from the Vernon area 
who were believed to be quite 
strong in numbers and who were 
occupying a’ position some 1,500 
yards away. The cadets, were un- 
d fr command of L t O. Schnare,
O/C I. Weir and Sergeants B. Pratt 
and Robinson, all of Vernon.
( During the early hours of the 
morning a patrol of enemy cadets 
succeeded in infiltrating the main 
area defended by the BCD's. Much 
confusion was etarted by exploding, 
thunder Hashes and blank cart­
ridges.andthe enemy was success­
fu l in escaping with very valuable 
information back to their own lines.
To discover the enemy position and 
strength Major Wilson organized 
bight ̂ patrols for this purpose.; ,
When the position was known, a 
. strong fighting patrol was dis­
patched before daylight to attack 
the enemy position with instruc­
tions to disrupt his patrols.and cap­
ture prisoners. This fighting patrol 
was led by WO 2 O’Connell, of Pen­
ticton, who skilfully led his patrol 
right into the enemy camp. Follow­
ing a sharp flurry of shots and 
thunder flashes the patrol returned 
to their own lines and reported 
their mission accomplished. Early 
in the . morning a full scale attack 
was launched on the enemy ^yho 
was defending an important cross-' 
roads.
Aa Major Wilson was regimental 
commander for the exercise, VC” 
squadron was commanded during 
the battle by Lieut. T. Hodgkipson, 
of Kelowna. “B” squadron was led 
by Sgt F. Coe and "A” squadron 
by Sgt W, Newell,, of Vernon.- •
, Taking advantage of all cover,
'C” squadron succeeded in reaching 
their objective, which was a posi­
tion commanding the crossroads 
and from which they brought down 
accurate fire right on schedule.
"A" Squadron ran into stiff en­
emy rifle fire and machine gun 
posts and were pinned down during 
most of their advance.
*B" squadron succeeded in out­
flanking the enemy position and 
reached the crossroads taking the 
enemy by surprise from the rear.
When the exercise was completed 
all ranks, including the enemy, as­
sembled to hear Major D. H. Weir, 
as chief umpire, give his critique.
As this was the first full scale in­
fantry exercise undertaken by the 
BCD’s, Major Weir was high in his 
praise for everyone who had taken 
p a r t .Much was learned of infantry 
< tactics, use of ground and the rea­
son te r fire and movement in at­
tacking, or defending a position.
Signals and'communications were 
under the direction of S /Sgt R.
Mathie of the West Coast Signals 
troop attached, to the BCD’s in Kel­
owna. His troop set up command 
communication and umpires wire­
less nets.
A. Mow, of Kelowna, thei
Arthur
. rests in city court recently by Ma­
gistrate Alex Marshall after he 
pleaded gtilUy oh a thnrge of being 
intoxicated iq a public place-
Alexander Goraon was sentenced 
to two months imprisonment by Ma­
gistrate Alex Marshall in city court 
last w*ek oq a Charge of false pre- 
teQce& and Intent to defraud.
f c k M s !  W e i!
Want new Pep and Vim?
T H U R S D A Y , O C T O B E R  2 1, 19M
w r a s tM i___ ,
vire, vitality, 
traa you, ‘ 
ttry " 
•equal
hdalm .huM hW w tai ra*w  
y OttaM Tool* Ifcblrt*. StutpUM 
ton. n ay  m m  lor v*H  nmfitamM-
TRY, COURIER CLAfi 
FOR QUICK RESULl
’  ^  y f  3  > ■ > '  f  y ' v 1 - - r - - - . ,  =  -  -  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -  -  -  ,
J fip /s; rfctrolcum Products output has. been siitetantially increased with the official opening 
of the $ million fluid catalytic refinery of Standard Oil Company of British Columbia Lim- 
itbd. in .^rthlBurnaby, which has a designed processing capacity of 11,000 barrels of Alberta crude 
oU.per.operitingday. At official'opening, mammoth plant was put ‘‘oft, stream’:’ by Premier W. 
Av.C. Betteett;!(centre), and more tham 1,000,guests were welcoraed by Ralph D. Baker . (right) 
president’n ^  ^manajring director of Standard.of B.C.Tand T. S. Peterson, San Francisob, Presi- 
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Q U A L I T Y
S o r tie  l ik e  p e a c h e s ,  s o m e  lik e  p e a r s ,  o r  p lu n k s, o r  
c h e r r ie s .  T h e y 'r e  a l l  d e l ic io u s ,  w h e n  t h e y 'r e  
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nunlly from Kelowna moved into 
teelf n«w horn* last weak, former* 
iwd by Rev. and Mri Cyrilown«
lark.
THE MALKIN'S FAMILY OF FINE FOOQS 
Gnned yRSetebleii - Canned! Jam* - Marmalade - Teat». Coffee 
Fruit Juices - peanut BetterSpfeei - Potlc A fisant - Dried Fruits, t 
flavors, h Canned FishCanned. Cltw» Juices - Tomato .Juice - Jellies
a a
.Mr. and Mira. Arnold Joqei
1 u  /
and
THEKELOWNACXiUBIER PAGETHBEI?
Okanagan Lake will be controlled over ra n g e  Akan expansion 
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program to boost 
aluminum output
VICTORIA—Premier W. A. C. 
Bennett has announced that the 
Aluminum Company of Canada 
will begin Immediately on a $45.- 
000,000 expansion program which 
will increase their aluminum, pro­
duction by 60,000 tons a year.
The expansion will mean the ad­
dition of two new "pot lines”—-the 
1.100-foot lines of electrolytic smel­
ters which* process the bauxite Into 
aluminum—and the employment of . 
nearly 1,000 more men.
This addition doubles the present 
number of “pot lines.”
This new expansion program was 
discussed by the company, the 
premier ana Hon. R. E. Sommers, 
minister of lands and forests, dur­
ing their recent visit to Arvida. 
Quebec.
The expansion program is sev­
eral years ahead of schedule. Or­
iginally, Alcan officials did not 
plan to add the extra production 
units until 1960.
Premier Bennett also said that 
plans for a Jointly-owned Alcan- 
Powell River Company* pulp and 
paper mill at Kitimat are progress­
ing favorably and an inventory of
pr supplies is, being taken at will hear such topics as provincial 
resent tithe. ’ taxation, education costs, highway
-administration, natural gas pipe-
timt 
the
n U i D  Wot
A contract has been awarded to 
the Victoria Machinery Depot, Dal- line construction, establishment of 
las Road, Victoria, in the amount town municipalities, and other mat- 
of $221,369.49, for construction of ters of vital interest locally, pro- 
rSteel Pontoon Hosting Dr^Dock. vinclally and nationally.
Koytenay Lake, B.C. (Nelson. Chamber prMldent g. w , Arnott
IANDS AND BURSTS * believes that “the B.C. body rep- 
Reforestation—Six small planting resents the
UBC course 
opens Nov. 6 
at
Daniel Crowe was fined $10 and 
costa In city court last week for 
being intoxicated in a public place.’
projects—three on the coast and 
three in the interior of the prov­
ince-are progressing satisfactorily. 
The’three coastal projects entail the 
planting of one million 2-year-old 
Douglas fir seedlings and the three 
projects in the Interior will plant 
one-half million Yellow pine seed­
lings.
B.C. chamber 
meets Oct. 129 
at Vancouver
..' Kelowna Board of Trade will be 
represented by secretary T. R. Mill 
at Jb e  3rd annual meeting of the 
B.CT. Chamber of Commerce, to be 
held in Vancouver October 29, 30.
Delegates from the 103 boards of 
trade, or chambers of commerce,
widest possible range
of vocations, professions and busi­
nesses. with policies and resolutions 
having far-reaching importance to 
the Province as a whole.”
Panel discussions will be high­
lighted by important addresses. 
Among those speaking will be: G. 
S. Thorvaldson. Q.C., president, the 
Canadian Chamber of Commerce; 
Dr. G. M. Shrum, University of 
B.C.; Evan S. Jones, deputy-min­
ister of publick works; F. J. Jor­
dan, Washington State Highway 
Commission; C. D. Ovans, general 
secretary, B.C. Teachers* Federa­
tion.
James Ranaham and Charles Rus­
sell were fined $15 and costs each 
for being Intoxicated in a public 
place by Magistrate Alex Marshall 
In city court recently.
, George Walker was fined $25 by 
Magistrate Alex Marshall in city 
court Wednesday for driving a mo­
tor vehicle in. violation of an en­
dorsed driver's licence.'
First lecture in the second Junior 
management course of the School 
of Commerce, University of BriUsh 
Columbia, will be held In Vernon 
On Saturday, November 6.
Registrar W. R. Pepper announc­
ed fool (ho opening has been post­
poned to that date to make possible 
a better attendance of last year's 
students at this exceplonalty busy 
period. .
Finance is the subject of this 
course, which will open on Novem­
ber 6, continue on November 20. 
December 4. and in the New Year.
Vacancies still exist, Mr. Pepper 
said, but applications should he 
made to him Vs soon as possible.
The course Is sponsored by the 
Vernon and Kelowna Boards ot 
Trade and is being held In the Sen­
ior High School. One enrolment 
this year comes from Kamloops, 
. the* remainder from the Vternon 
and Kelowna district No formal 
educational qualifications are need­
ed.
SAND and GRAVEL 
TOP SOIL god FILL DIRT 
BULLDOZING 




A Full Line ot Ptywoofg 
to help yon remodel or 
bolld. %'
Cement— Bricks—  V
Mortar, etc. **
Ask about the Pierson ?■
Sashless Wlndowll
Phone 2066 i
Win. HAUG & SON
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So. 1—The Okanagan Flood-control 
* • Project
A major function of the Water 
rights branch is to make engineer­
ing project studies. These provincial 
survey and research investigations. 
may"be of general significance for' 
the welfare of British Columbia ad 
a-whole, such as snow surveys and 
water-supply forecasts to aid large 
wafer-users in the irrigation and 
hydro-power fields.
On theo ther' hand, survey* jnay 
be made* for a* specific-purpose, 
such as how' best to counteract 
flooding In  an agricultural valley,
; the Okanagan Valley being, a-ease 
in point. - *
. Following* heay_y-floods which re-s 
"' sultef^fojy considerable property 
damaemjn 19Pfl:the jo in t board of 
Engineers. OKandgan Flood Control, 
was established to study and report 
on flooding *in the Okanagan Val- 
. ley. ■ . . . - ■ ■
After a full investigation of the 
problem, the .joint board put for-
spawning beos in tne Canadian sec­
tion of the river would be elimin­
ated. After referring the matter to 
the . international joint commission, 
the objections were partially clear­
ed* j”.
How the people of the Okanagan 
are being assisted in their fight 
against , floods can . be reviewed 
swiftly by referring to the sketch 
of the area affected, and the prog­
ress of the works being 'constructed.
. After completion of the project, 
die river-channel will show a great 
improvement over the original con­
dition. Okanagan Lake, the princi­
pal reservoir for flood storage, will 
pe controlled over a range of four
CONTROL RIVER :S.^
The Skaha Lake control dam. will* • 
provide .a two-foot depth Of storage 
and - will assist in controlling the 
flow of the river, in the event of 
flash floods on the tributary creeks. 
Reconstruction of the Southern Ok­
anagan Lands Project division weir 
ward its recommendations in 1946. will provide control of the level of 
These recommendations covered Vqseaux Bake and the level of the 
reconstruction of the - pkanagan head pond of the main canal.
Lake control dam at Penticton, con- The cost of the project is being 
struction of a -control . dam a t , the borne equally by the federal and 
outlet of Skaha Lake,, reconstruc- provincial governments, 
tion of the Southern Okanagan Flans for the Okanagan Lake con- 
lands project diversion weir, and* trol dam were prepared by the 
extensive river-channel ; improve- public works of Canada. Plans for
wuhJaWK
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pnents between Okanagan Falls and 
Osoyoos Lake, including construc­
tion: of a number of drop structures. 
FISH LADDERS 
When plans .were nearly complet­
ed, objections were raised by fish­
eries interests in the United States 
on the. grounds that the ?a!mon
the Skaha Lake control dam and 
the diversion. weir were prepared 
by the water rights branch, de­
partment of lands and forests.
The construction work is being 
supervised by the provincial de­






Trade executive met in the‘Rutland 
Sawmill office under the chairman-1 i? aI ifi'/ T1k- ‘ '
by the reduction in the member­
ship fee to a flat $2.00 had not oc­
curred, so far, though there was 
still time, and the chairman of the 
membership committee was not on 
hand to submit a full report.
Dealing with correspondence, the 
meeting endorsed a request for sup* 
port for a dental faculty at the 
UBC, received from the B.C. Col­
lege of Dental Sufgeons, and re­
quested* the secretary to write urg­
ing the need for a dentist in Rut- 
latid.
ship of C. D. Bufckland. ^Reports ’iA letter from the Canadian 
werp rfcblved' from .vaflo^xs com- Cl 
rhtitee chklrmen, and plans were 
made* to Bold the ;fi|rst general ijuscussed at length, 
meeting on Wednesday, evening turned down. Sidewalks were dls- 
Nov,. 24. This will bev p vsuppcr cussed, and an effort will be madd 
meeting, ,nnd will be in .the: high later Jhls fall to organise a bee to 
school ̂ cafeteria. . ‘ put some pipro gravel down, on a
; The executive appointed a com- few short stretches that had not 
rnlitee Of three, Ernie Cripps, D. H.
CampheW dnd A. W. Gray ’to look
bisen done during Inst‘year’s bee.
MMis,lkwnit'
1 ;; both-
IJsed la  tverydky kitchen 
iiad'bathtoom  cloanlnfr,
bflgtiti «wc«t tu d  b<>sptt*l
!, , A ‘ | "'Aj 1
MVMii (P wnI  :<
BLEACH
DISINFECTS
after the nrrsngemertll for the an­
nual Remembrance Day fam ed at 
the school, on Nov. l l ’- V,'A !
’A resolution was alsb passed un- 
nhimously requesting 'thb' plrovin- 
clal public • works dctfartrttehi to 
tvldetr the main street. >f “ 
v "
post oitiito a
sawmill' hill. . , , m 
MORE TELEPHONE LIMB : ■
This would involve rhoy|ng, the 
telephone line about 30 feet .cut­
ting down sobiai tree& and widen­
ing the black top. Cost was estim-, 
alert "to be about $4,500, and the 
board would like to seo the money 
provided in the next budget 
R. C, Lucas, In charge of Street 
lighting, reported (hint changes in 
the lights previously1 recommended 
had been carried out Replacement 
of lights was discussed. The tire 
brigade had undertake^' the, work, 
but dtie to the tact that the mem­
bers had been taking a strenuous 
training course for several weeks 
they had been prevented lrom 
making the necessary replacements.
A few were In arrears with their small daughters.. Aa. * ,  ̂ I . i, «4 VFliLv , kit Jh
, A “bean supper1*' was held In thd 
Rnltcd Church b«W»yht on Satur­
day evening last, sponsored by the 
•women’s Federation. Beans, salads 
dnd pumpkin and apple pies were 
the main Items on the menu. A 
Ihrge number of members nttend- 
Afler the supper an Interesting 
on the story of tho bible wasS .to the foil 100 ttjBt.'ot the g roftd aloyranfa, . tfom the flimib» ffif comer to Uib fop'of the ghoWn by Rev, Tinglcy, of theIjlrltish and Foreign Bible Society.
■ U " T n i - n i n n  - - -  r n  ^  un  r  r m i n - l u i i r n i r . m T i
Woman from B.C. , 
Handles fine dogs
j f  CALGARlMf.o d o r  has plenty 1 
of blue blood and beauty It's of In­
tercat to Mrs. Fab Tripp, western 
Canada's only woman professional 
'.''dog''handler,1'" ■
;,The slim, dark-hatred womah 
/'tyav»ls';m0fo:vtl|ian,6tkiW0,'<mUcs, a 
year to dog shows. She Uvea In 
New Westminster, where ahe looks 
after from 50 to 60 dogs, keeps 
house, and takes care of her two
ijM tt
monthly tight payments. It was 
fapoHed, but most of them were 
keeping to their original undartak- 
tlnh to pay $11 per year to main­
tain the m w Hwi.''
Reports were ‘ also received on 
sanitation .(garbaife collection), do- 
mettlc water, apd membershliw.
Ifero for the Alberta Kennel 
d u b ’s show, Mrs. Tripp explained 
foot professional hnndlln,', 'n not 
something one learns overnight, 
a five-year npprcnUce- 
me of the largest kennels 
gland, ■
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Why drive cill the way down town when you can shop right in your own neighborhood 
. . .  Big bargains. .. big savings. . .  Only as far away as your telephone in ygur












GORDON’S MEAT MARKET LTD.
425 Bernard Ave. Dial 2118
HALL BROTHERS LTD. 






1302 St. Paul V(Gibb Grocery) Dial 3020
SOUTH KELOWNA MERCHANTS 
2900 Pendozl St. Dial .2763
Westbank
-MAC’S GROCERY 





(Noton & Simkins)' 
2091 Richter St. (No fresh meats) Dial 3090
Prices effective 
OCTOBER 22, 23 25 
FREE DELIVERY
PEANUT BUTTER Mkm
PORK and BEANS Malkin's, 15 oz. tin, . - 
No. 5 PEASSin's, 15 oz. tin . . . . . .
G.B. CORN Malkin's, 15 oz. tin . . . . . .
CUT GREEN BEAKS Skin s, i5
TOMATOES Sin 's, 20 os, lin ........
PEACHES Malkin's, 15 oz, tin . . . . . . .
ORANGE MARMALADE Malkin's, 24 oz. jar 
RED PLUM JAM Malkin's, 24 oz. jar . 
TOMATO JUICE Malkin's, 48 oz. tin . .
RED
---9 9 c  
8 for 99c 
7 for 99c 
7 for 99c
S, 1 lb. pkg.
Malkin's, Reg. br Fine, 1 lb. pkg.
5 for 89c 
5 for 89c 
3 for 89c 
3 for 89c 
3 for 99c 
- - - -89c
Meat™*
utRH ttUM-nV «§ low PRICES
PORK BUTTS .b 45c
PURE PORK SAUSAGES n f t Mapl°-Uaf'..... 49c
WIENERS Maple Leaf, 1 lb. pkg.........  43c
BEEF MINUTE STEAKS «  69c
SALMON. FILLED  Rupert, 1 lb. pkg.... .......... 55c
'm
ONIONS cciio pitg.......................... 4  ■». 25c
POTATOES K  c e i.. Pvg.....,... 10to 43$
CELERY HEARTS Pkg 25c
PARSNIPS Malko Mac, 20 oz. pkg.   ................. : 18c
C A R ft0 T $ M a lk o  Mac, 20 oz. pkg ..........................  2  for 25c
IRAPEFRUIT Calif. L arge............... . .. 4  for 33 c
IRANGES Malko Mac, 36’B cello ............1..  99c
hoped-for Ju m m m  ** * bride.
MOB FOUR / IB B  KELOWNA COURIER T H U R S D A Y , O C T O B E R  S I, 1954
The Spey River in Scotland fern, 
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* One man who sets around, and 
probably meets mure people than 
anyone outside of the prime minis­
ter, Is sold on the Okanagan Val­
ley 100 percent.
Jack Ammon, a member of the 
"Theatre by Starlight'* who ap­
peared with the Tuesday's produc­
tion of "Romeo and Juliet" in Kel­
owna High School, lived in the Ok­
anagan Valley as a boy, and dur­
ing the past season spent many 
weeks here.
, ’Tve never forgotten the tre­
mendous appeal of the Okanagan." 
he said. “ The whole place exudes 
a romantic quality; Us hills, bench­
es, and lakes are as photogenic as 
a debutant, and some day a film 
producer is going Into this country 
and come out with some of the most 
glorious new atmosphere Western 
pictures for Television that wiU 
start a thousand similar epics.”
- Mr. Ammon Is a former film- 
producer. and for several years was 
a member of the National Film 
Board, before returning to his first 
love, the theatre. He has appeared 
in many films, as well as acting 
with most of the leading Canadian 
repertory companies. He often talks 
before film groups on film produc­
tion, acting and writing, and since 
renewing his acquaintance with the 
Okanagan, always points out the 
possibiliUes of picture production 
here.
Kinette Choir will present annual concert
TRY COURIER CLASSIFIED SI 
FOR QUICK RESULTS
what the yules are; I certainly don't 
went to condemn a re t tor doing 
his Job.
On the other hand it you do have 
regular* rules, I will condemn him. 
I cent in any- way blame the ma­
jority of the players. I can only 
put the responsibility for what I 
call a stinking mess on his shoul­
ders. and I don't'want to do th a t
I hope you'll be able to reassure 
me.
h i M l i l l l
THE MIRACLE 
LUSTRE ENAMEL
Kinette Choir of Kelowna is presently preparing for their 
annual concert to be presented at the Empress Theatre, Saturday, 
October 23, and Monday, October 25. * '
Pictured left to right: front row, Joan Chamberlain, Margaret 
Bishop, Joan Bulman, Marie Cowie, Mrs. Phyllis Hill, choir direc­
tor; Marian Barwick, Blance Moore, Jean Acres and Jean Stewart; 
centre row, Elizabeth Stringer, Mary Gowan, Anne Lawseth, Car­
men Anderson, Murel Scoullar, Phyllis Bruce, Blanche Tait, Helen 
Mervyn; back row, Isabel Lavery, Mina Templer, Wyn Pinfield, 
Gwen Harding, Mildred Ferguson and Phyllis Kitch.
Reverend P. H. Mallett officiates at 
Holford-Wickman afternoon wedding
Rev. P. H. Mallett officiated at the afternoon wedding of 
Alfhild Bertha Wickman and Clare Weaver Holford, which took 
place October 2 in Rutland United Church. The bride is the daugh­
ter of Mr. N. Wickman, of Rutland, while the groom is the son of 
Mr. and Mrs. E. Holford, of Burton, British Columbia.
Given in marriage by her father, ------------------- ;-----------------------—





Dear Sir,—As one who admittedly is no hockey expert, I feel 
the need of information concerning the form of hockey played in 
the OSHL.
•  COSTS USS than other top quality 
Instant coffees. -  much less than 
regular coffee.
•  TAKES USS because it’s 100% pure 
coffee, made from deep-roasted 
beans to  give th a t "Husband- 
pleasin’ heartiness.’’
•  WASTES USS because you make 
Just what you want, piping hot, 
when you want it.
fe a tu r e d  a t
m  i i
ballerina-length gown of lace and f f i l  i n  O  P Y P h / ^ n f l P  
net. Her brief jacket had long V-VJUpiC U A V /lia ilV jC
ndarin . . ■
,-*£ vows at pretty 
church ceremony
S TEA M S H IP  B O O K IN G S 
To England for 1955
SHOULD BE APPLIED FOR DURING THE 
NEXT 45 DAYS
BECAUSE . . . the Steamships open their books for applica­
tions in October and applications are allocated in order as 
received. , . . a
The early applications get the best accommodation.
When an application is confirmed a small deposit will hold it 
until 45 days before sailing date, when balance of fare is due, 
or in case of cancellation your deposit is refunded in full.
Tourist Fares from Montreal and Quebec to England are 
from $155.00 to $190.00 each way after April 11th, 1955.' 
Send your applications to us at once and we will secure it 
for you.
Also write us for new 
1955 TREASURE TOURS FOLDER * 
Just Received.
DRAWEE TRAVEL AGENCY
854 Donsmulr Street Vancouver. B.C.
Ok.
lily-point sleeves and ma
collar,, and her short veil 
from a lace tiara with pearl 
A single strand of pearls was her 
only jewellery, and she carried a 
bouquet of red roses and lily of 
the valley, centred with white, 
gladioli.
Mrs. Fern McKenzie, the bride’s 
attendant, chose a pale blue satin 
and net ballerina-length strapless 
gown with matching cape. Her 
pink gloves matched the headdress 
of pink flowers, and she carried a 
bouquet of pink gladioli with pale 
yellow centres.
BEST MAN
Mr. Ron McKenzie was best man, 
with Mr.. James Rosie and Mrs.
A pretty wedding was carried out 
at First United Church on Friday, 
October 8 when Yvonne Florence 
Pringle was married to-Robert Irish 
at an evening ceremony performed 
by Rev. R. S. Leitch.
The bride was given in marriage 
by her eldest daughter, Ruth, and 
was attended by her other daugh­
ters Juanita and Patricia.
Following the ceremony, a recep­
tion was held at the Royal Anne
Vernon Kitto as ushers. During the Hotel which was attended by a  large
signing of the register Mr. Ernest 
Burnett sang "Through the Years.”
Large baskets of pink and white 
dahlias decorated the church, and 
the pews were tied with white sat­
in ribbon, chrysanthemums tucked 
into the bows.
About 40 guests attended the re­
ception held in the church base­
ment.
The groom’s mother received 
guests clad in a deep rose two-piece 
dress with matching hat and ac­
cessories. Mr. Burnett proposed 
the toast, answered by the groom.
Pink dahlias decorated the bride’s 
table, on which the three-tiered 
cake was centred and flanked by 
white tapers. Mrs, Sylvia Rosie 
and Miss Doreen Minnabarriet pre­
sided at the urns, while Mrs. Chris­
tine Qoodkey and Mrs. Ruth Kitto 
acted as serviteurs.
• Following the reception the bride 
donned a navy blue dress with cor­
sage of gladioli and white accessor­
ies for the two-week honeymoon 
trip by car to Seattle, Portland and 
other southern points.
. They will reside In Lumby, B.C,
TO CASTLEGAR'.  . .'M r.' and 
Mrs, James- F. I Campbell, accom­
panied by Mr and Mrs. T. Ardulni, 
of Kamlops, spent the Thanksgiving 
holiday week-end at Castlegar.
Washing Blankets 
Get You Down?
No moro heavy tugging, rlpjlng and 
wrlnglrvj— no ihrlnklng or pulling 
out of ihopo —  when you wa»fi
number of guests, those from out of 
town including Mrs. McFadyen of 
Edmonton, and Mrs. W. Forest of 
Vancouver, mother and sister of the 
bride.
Mr. and Mrs. Irish left for a short 
honeymoon to be spent in Washing­
ton and Oregon. They will reside in 
Kelowna. •
l Rutland 7th-Day 
Adventists donate
missions
blanket* with ZERO Cold Water 
Soon, Makei them light and lovely, 
^tteni waterl S9c package does 
50 wothinat; 98c tlxa over 100. 
ftRUiompfe, write Dept. I0W, ZERO 




4  n ;
In V i-lb . ond 
lr lb . packages 
oTyourtlor*
i - ii1'
’ , 1 ’A i . n  v  i : ; •  ^ n 1 1 r 1 o t  l ' , .  n  i • a r k i n <:> c o .
Financial and activity reports 
were rendered at a business meet­
ing of the Rutland Seventh-day 
Adventist Church held Saturday.
Church treasurer’s report Indi­
cated that during the past six 
months about $16,000 has been 
donated to home and foreign mls- 
sions.
The Dorcas Welfare Group re­
ported substantial donations of 
food,, clothing and bedding to sev­
eral families located betweeh Lum­
by and Westbank, one shipment to 
Germany and another to India. The 
group also, donated $60 worth of 
disaster kits to the local Red Cross 
and knitted a box of socks and 
mitts for the Rutland Emergency 
Relief. Thirty-two food hampers 
were distributed and about 800 
hours of labor, chiefly housework, 
in homes'where there was sickness, 
were donated by group members.
• -------T".---- ------JL_ ■
Red Feather drive 
aided by dance
Thanks to the Kelowna branch, 
Canadian Legion, and , Derek De 
Graaf and his six-piece orchestra, 
local Community Chest funds were 
boosted to the extent of $02.00 as a 
result of a dance held at the Legion'
hall .Saturday* night.
Despite tho fact there was a hoc­
key game the same evening a good 
, crowd attended. The dance was en­
tirely voluntary, and Red Feather 






This admilftmcni it not publiThtd at 
diipUftd by ih« Liquor Control Board 
or by Goviruratat of Briilth 
Colombia, - .....
As I said, I’m certainly no author­
ity on the subject, so to make clear 
just how little I know I will tell 
you my conception of hockey.
I have always understood that 
Canada’s national sport is a sport, 
in which the main object is to 
knock the puck into the net of the 
opposing team. Half of each team 
is on defence, the other is on the 
offensive, and to get goals the three 
forwards attempt by various passu 
ing plays and rushes to outwit the - 
other team.
Out here I’m confused by the 
game. I’ll grant you it’s the most 
exciting I’ve ever,watched, but its 
also the most frustrating. Hockey 
I’ve seen previodsly is governed by 
a set of rules apparently not used 
here at all. There, if a player de­
cides he’s bored with pushing a 
puck around and decides to inject a 
bit of boxing, wrestling, judo or 
mayhem into the game, he is asked 
to sit out for a few minutes until 
his interest in hockey revives. As 
a matter of fact, there is a man 
who spends most of his time trying 
to thwart these little impulses. Na­
turally he doesn’t catch them all, but 
he certainly does the best he can, 
and he won’t  take much talking 
back about it. That’s what he’s1 
paid for.' » _
NOT CRITICIZING 
I’d like to repeat that I’m not 
trying to criticize the playing here 
one' bit. I’d just like to know what 
the rules are, in order to fully ap­
preciate the game.
There is a man standing, or rush­
ing around down there, but his 
main job seetns to be to get in the 
way of the players when they at­
tempt . to go down the ice. He 
seems to be looking at the players,
, and every once in a while he’ll 
point his finger , at a player who, 
has another player down flat on 
the Ice and is beating his head, 
and make him sit down for a couple 
of minutes for "roughing.” Then 
maybe ,10 or 15 minutes later he’ll 
pick out One, of the boys who are 
highsticking, or tripping or hook­
ing and put him out for another 
two minutes.
But the rest of the time he Just 
floats around ond the players do 
whatever they feel like doing. What 
I want to know is, do the rules say, 
they can do this? If so, why does 
tho ref—If that’s what he Is—every 
once in a while give 'a player a 
penalty when he’s doing just the 
some as everyone else? 
i On the other hand, if the rules
here are the same as everywhere 
else, this is nothing but lousy ref­
ereeing. And lousy refereeing is a 
bad thing for the sport! the players, 
the fans and the league. Certainly 
the ref doesn't seem to be preju­
diced—he lets everyone get away 
with anything; that’s the only point 
I can find in his favor.
After all, hockey players are 
only human. No player is going to 
try to act like a gentleman when 
he’s constantly being hooked, trip­
ped, and so bn by everyone on the 
opposing team with no notice; taken 
of it. Naturally he’ll fight back. 
And since the ref, after looking the 
situation over carefully for a min­
ute or so usually decides to impose 
a five-minute penalty on out-in-the- 
open fighting, the players have to 
be sneaky (but not very sneaky) 
about it. '
REFEREEING HARMFUL
If these things are illegal out 
here, such flagrantly inconsistent 
refereeing harms any and everyone. 
It probably enrages the players to 
be tabbed for something they did 
not do or something everyone else 
is doing. It drives .the fans, who 
usually see all the dirty playing 
that goes on, to hysteria. It makes 
the refs the objects of mass hatred 
and contempt.
As well, while it doesn't change 
the object of the game in the real 
sense, it makes all the players con­
centrate just as much on the other 
players as bn the puck. It appar­
ently gives birth to season-long 
grudges and feuds, not to mention 
sloppy technique. Real hockey fans, 
the kind who don’t go to games to 
practise hog.calling or cow-bell 
ringing, like to see hockey, not a 
series of fight?. They admire good 
skating, good teamwork and brain- 
work, not the wiliest way to hook 
someone and get away with it.
So I would like to know Just
J. HAROLD P0ZER,
DSC., R.Cp
Doctor of Surgical Chiropody
FOOT SPECIALIST
Williams Block 
1564 Fendosl S i 
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Kelowna Branch, Navy League of Canada 




Dancing from 9.30 to 1.00
Dress Optional ^ Tickets $4,00 Couple
Arrangmenta will be Cabaret Style 
Buffet Refreshments
FOR TABLE RESERVATIONS PHONE MRS. PORTER
AT 2017.
to m m y
'■ n - u
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT 
W. R. Trench IijL* WWBb I* * * * * *  A go**  
I ilm iiid  Hardwire*i Realty end Rutlan I
un ttM iftma dTVwMMMNiflOJaaA» w i bo UBiuainw,
Wm. HAUG & SON
1335 Water S t, Kelowna, B.C. Phone 2066
T.T.T.
It’s
T R E N C H 'S V
for the
T O N I  T R I O !
M  i  ^  •
vmy -vj
c a m s  ’
* * * • tO*£*SY-TO-mV£ *
$  SUPSK y
\  nx NORMAL RA/Rf* ytfl**1*
ONLY TONI GIVES tOU * CUSTOM-MADE PERMANENT
W . R . TR EN C H  LT D .
289 Bernard Ave. Dial 3131 (Multiple Phones)
■ , CONFIDENTIALLY YOURS
-by fd d ^U T O  H o j iS b ‘S d i a U / u i—.
MONTREAL—Did you know that there’s wonder­
ful relief from painful corns . . .  right at your 
nearest drug counter? I  mean BLUE-JAY Corn 
Plasters with Phenylium., Phenylium is the first 
really new medication for corns and calluses in over 
seventy years! In actual tests, it went to work 33% 
faster and worked 85% more surely than othor 
leading remedies. You see, Phenylium gets right down under your 
com and helps push it out from underneath. Easy to see why folks 
with problem feet say it’s the best news in years! So eheer'up . . .
!>ay » visit to your favourite drug counter today and “invest" in oot comfort . . .  ask for Blue-Jaya with Phenylium.
If’e Got Everything! I’m talking about KRAFT Y)INNER . . . that 
delicious macaroni and cheese dish that’s prepared 
in only seven minutes. It’s got Jlavor that makes it 
a family favorite. Itfs nutntious na well! You pre­
pare it while the youngsters are setting the table.'
And>it Awes your lood budget costs—because Kraft*
Dinner costs less than five cents a serving! See 
what I  niean—'7 t’a Got Everything"! Serve it to - , 
night as a hot dish with that left-over chicken in’ 
the Trig. Add a green vegetable and some hot bis­
cuits . j. ..and take pride in your family’s enjoy- 1 
ment. Add it to your chopping list this week—and keep it on hand, 
always!
My Refrigerator is never with­
out a jar of
i>
. M I R A C L E  
WHIP SALAD 
D R E S S IN G  
. . . an d  I  
mean never I 
It’s so pood in 
sandwiches for 
the youngsters 
. . to  ta k e  to
«b°0 l.. (''Oh Mum! They were 
wonderluin Miracle Whip is the 
mlad ^dressing inth a lively yet 
delicate flavor., Yes, you’ll taste 
the difference with Miracle Whip! 
We like Miracle Whip bcoauao of 
its luscious texture . . .  it com­
bines th e /’tang” of boiled draw­
ing witb the smoothness of mayon-
So Much To Be Done! , . , So
many chorea to 
keep your hands 
in and out of 
water . . . So 
much housedean-
ing and cooking! 
But you can* bo 
sure of keeping 
your bonds toll 
and pretty with 
G a m p  a n a  * s 
ITALIAN BALM . . .  iho lotion 
mode for 'busy hands! Like my 
mother before mo. I keep a bottle 
handy for use after exposflro to 
work . . . weather , . , water. 
One drop of the proven ingred­
ients ; In Italian Bolin smoothed 
quickly into your akin will pro-v • MHftvvu- uiw jrufi mill *
naiw. Delight your family toqight teot your hands, (Pretty hands 
with a salad—meat, chicken, tbs- are so essential to a woman’s noise
?ed, vcget^lo,^ fruit, jellied—a and _ attractiveness I)
host o f  choicest —and serve it 
with delectable Miracle Whip tor 
Kraftl
n '  i
__r_Wonderful
jhapped, or sore and roughch- 




An Tom Denying Yourself the pleasure of having the very whitest 
wash there ia? If you are, you may havo 
simplo,forgotten tho----- ., wonderful action of
laundry Blue, laundry Blue works dliTerently 
from other washday products, Soaps and deter- 
wnts-regardless of their colour-tnke out 
dirt, Bleach takes out stains, But Laundry 
Blue adds whiteness to your clean, white 
_ clothes. In your rinse water, Laundry Blue 
. . . . .  pecomco millions of tiny particles that weave
through your ’whitei clothes, catching light" like miniature sequins—to
'I
A
tel** Bo Thankful Tor Tho Security and strength of Canada 
flocted among other • things in the atrengtH and „ 
security of Canada Savings Bonds, Year after1 year %wrw
• • ■ ro*
r
»
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Entries and r a t e s  a t
SUCID PW EAPPU 
PINEAPPLE CHUNKS
p in e a p p l e  s p e a r s  





4  (or 65c 
2  for 69c
f) V I
T h is  m e a n s  t h a t
_____a
Every * "< ? ■  SS f f l  be on
s ta n d  b e h in d  »H
§ 3
t r  • ̂ ^ i» g » w ftnteeduncomii‘io'‘auy'
Sh op W« 1ic o n i id « i* ^ 8 d ^ j f r ,P
lv q py5 ••»■-»•-••'
.» Prices effective OCTOBER 22 - 23 - 2 5
S Q U F T™ at0’10 oz. tin ..... 2 , 0 , 2 7 c  1 2 ,ot $ 1 . 5 ?
CORN % £?$?*&* 2  ,o,25c $2.95




V e l v e e t a  o r  C a n a d i a n ,  
1 i b .  p k g .  .  .  .  -
Redeem your coupon at 
Safeway, 16 oz* pkg. 
with c o u p o n ...............
W
SOUP ^e®ctâ ’ ^ mer* 2,o,25c 12fo, $1.39
DOG FO O D J3JK ? 6,„,50c S r E $1.89 
PORK & BEANS 1TLT‘ 4,0, 41c S ^ of $2.45 
SPOR K n ™ ’. &  2 ,o , 89c 6,»,$2.65
A S P A R A G U S E S  2 ,« , 39c 6,0, $1.09
★ MARGARINE R o s e ,  S o lo  o r  Q u a r t e t ,  1 I b .  p k g .  -  -  -
P u r e x  F a c ia l  S o f t ,  8  o z .  r o l l  .  .  -
i: I ’ PEAS 2,o, 31c 12,o, $1.65
S H O R T E N IN G * " "1 lb. pkg. 31c
BREAKFAST GEM  EGGS d„zt'̂ „Lar8ei.. 58c 
SOCKEYE S A IM O N . ? ^  2 ,« , 67c 
KIPPERED SNACKS 4 r ^  ,in '  2,0,19c
A luxury blend in every respect.
T E A  B A G S ,
P k g .  o f  1 2 0
A IR W A Y  C O FFEE
Mild and Mellow ■■■■[, ^
1 I b .  b a g  -  -  - $ 1 . 1 9
2  I b .  b a g  .  .  $ 2 . 3 4
NOB HILL COFFEE
Rich, aromatic flavor;
1 I b .  b a g  -
. ■ • I
2  I b .  b a g  -
EDWARD'S COFFEE
No finer coflee packed. v 
Always fresh . . . Drip or Regular grind.




Pure . . . full-bodied . . . Quick and 
easy to prepare . . .
IT'S GOT HUSBAND 
PLEASIN' HEARTINESS
2  oz»
j a r  -  - - - - -
4  4 1  $ 1 . 3 7
- -^1  






$5000, /N,, PRIZES EVERY WEEK te 
Entry Blank a t the SKYLARK BREAD SECTION
C I/V lA D If- White or Brown.... 9- Q T r
3 l\T L n fx lV  i6,oz. wrapped lo a f ..............  4 fo rv * E »
C I/V I A D I/ WHOLEWHEAT, A Q l r
JlV lL A K IV  16 oz. wrapped loaf ............ . m  for 9 I Vin- V.





16 oz. wrapped lo a f...........
FRUIT CAKE FRUIT 36c





M IXED PEEL “
R A I5 lN Ss« mofpkpguffed'....
KANG SYRUP 2 ,b. tin 
COCONUT ^ g Ftoe:
Da t e s  ^onô ram pittec1. 42c2 lb. pkg
r i lC D b lC C  M ^ h in o , Robinson's, 0 7 1*
v ilC K I I I C d  Red or Green, 6 oz. pkg. .. X*f v
PEANUT B U T T E R 9 5 c
FLOUR ^ ’tc^en Reg. White or








- A |M i  U ,l«  b lnU .hw d and '« *  3 9 f
B O IL IN G  F O W L  «  A K i .
pork loin chops




lb .4 5 b
ib .B 5 c
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R U M P  R O A S T  BEEF a ™ *  A  Red, All Cuts, lb.1
S M O K E D  J O W L S  » i «  ««** lb „ »
F R E SH  C O D  FILLETS Nutritious ........ . . . ,W>. _
B O L O G N A  Sw,<! ................  ,b




ready to serve - -




Hoayy w ith health
Vfi'.r JYf.V/’ilK:/ art
Sugar Sweet, 
Florida Rmk - .
>. r  ■. 2 k .2 3 f
phoice, Juicy 9  QC.»
Black Rlbler? .......................................  Albs, v J b
B R U S SE L S  S P R O U T S  w& S t l  2 l t o 4 5 c
G R A P E S
Choice Okanagan,
C A R R O T S
A p p l e s
Smooth and cris^ ............ ...................... lb.
Extra Fancy McIntosh ... ........................... lb.' . ‘ ' 1 ' " I 1 - ' - '
6 c
1 0 c
A * i v z « i i  ....................
B R O C C O L I Taste tempting............................... A lbs.el3C
TURNIPS . Solid, tosly Joo Blch ..............................Ib. 6c
S P IN A C H  Garden fresh .......................lb, 1 8 c
a.. ,i; (■ „r
r '.'ivn
A l l  p u i j i o s e  G e m s  . 1 0 k 4 3 l!
r*» i »
‘\
, ,  r .
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What's doing 
in sport
Friday, October 22 




Kelowna—«ame time 9.00 pm .; 
Penticton at Vernon.
Sunday, October 24
Soccer: -Kelowna Hotspur* v*. 
Kelowna1 Thistles, City Park, game 
time, 2210 p m ; Kamloops at Arm* 
strong; Vernon at Penticton.
Two local soccer clubs meet Sunday
Since the end of the war British 
Columbia’s factory output has in­
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Kelowna Soccer Clubs’ two entries in the Okanagan Soccer Kamloops Tranquilles here last Sunday face the hot-and-cold
Leagu*, the Thistles and Hotspurs play Sunday afternoon at the Thistles who took a 7-0 defeat at the hands of the Penticton Club
City Oval. in Penticton last Sunday.
The Hotspurs (above) fresh from an 11-0 victory over the
EACH
Smooth fir handle. Tine firmly attached. The easy , way 
to clean up those autumn leaves.
M c & M c
Hardware -  Furniture -  Appliances 
PHONE 2044
Plans moving ahead for construction 
of all-weather swimming pool in city
































Doors hove double 
ball bearing rollers 
for smooth gliding. 
Built with lustrous 
special finish heavy 
extruded alumi­
num. Choice of 
frosted or fluted 
glass.
Plans for construction of an indoor swimming pool in Kelowna 
came one step closer to realization Monday evening when a meet­
ing of local service club representatives was held in the committee 
room of City Hall.
Estimated cost of the proposed pool was set at $60,000. It 
was decided to make an effort to obtain $30,000 by public dona­
tions and the remainder from the city, local service clubs, Aquatic 
and the school board.
It was suggested the pool be situated between the high school Last opportunity for local youngsters to register for minor 
and the Kelowna Lawn Tennis Club or between the arena and the hockey this season is Saturday between 1.00 and 5.00 p.m. at the 
curling rink. arena,, it was disclosed Tuesday night at an executive meeting of
Aid. Dick Parkinson, chairman thought there should be a minimum Kelowna and District Minor Hockey Association in the arena 
of the meeting, said if the civic of 500 seats and that there would memorial room. '
S e r f 6 L*or.them wit^ a 30- A spokesman for the organization to stage two minor hockey jambor- 
interfere with present parking foot ceiling. He also suggested the vesterdav stated more than 210 hoc- eec this season The first one 
facilities adjacent to the curling objective be not less than $60,000, w n laversh iveT eeister^d  forth^e ees thls season< The first one’ 
rink or the arena. The proposed upon which the gathering agreed. f0%,VominK season L a ?  Reason 
structure would be immediately ASCERTAIN COSTS
east o f th e  curling rink -on  an “One of the first things we should J S s m lheT in o rT o ck ey seU in8 
area which at present is not used do is write where there are pools iQ minor hockey setup.
f6r  parking. and find out just what the main- . It was decided to give all regis-
----  tered minor hockey players a
chance to make their respective all- 
star clubs. Ip the past the execu­
tive chose whb they felt would do 
well on the representative squads.
And then it was left up to the
Atianac Auto Uudy Tuesday night 
topped the men’s commercial five 
pin bowling league. They scored 
3,311 to pick up high team grand 
toial and B. Koyanagi bowled 748 
for individual high three.
M. Tamagl. of KYBA, rolled a 343 
game to score high single game 
and S.M.S. collected 1,256 points for 
team high game.
MEN S COMMERCIAL 
Five Pin
RUTLAND CUBS (2)—M. Koga 
677. S. Koga 554, B. Kitaura 703, J. 
Kitaura 538, M. K. Koga 610. 1,913, 
1.130, 959—3,102.
SMS (2)—J. Lomax 734, B. Blair 
641, T. Welder 541. R. Richards 539, 
W. Schmidt 559. 1,256. 1,092, 894— 
3,242.
CNR (4)—L. Hilton 374, R. Tay­
lor 527, S. MacDonald 449, B. Wal­
dron 300, R. Kelly 710, B. Runzer 
585. 954. 874, 1,117—2,945.
KELOWNA SHOE RE-NU—R. 
Merriam 591, J. Ritch 455, G. Mor­
ris 612, H. Schell 434, L. Would 562. 
896, 785, 1,024-2.705.
KELOWNA MACHINE—B. Slater 
509, G. Casey 610, L. Fittcrer 413, M. 
McIntyre 350, E. Kowal 397. 926, 
928, 974—2.828.
ADANAC AUTO BODY (4) -T . 
Rabone 625, R. Turner 692, A. An­
derson 548, B. Koyanagi 748, E. 
Turner' 698. 1,106, 1,079, 1,126—
3,311.
KYBA (3)—T. Tanemura 595, T. 
Tamagi 569, M. Tamagi 729, T. Suz­
uki 584, S. Tahara 620. 1,114, 1,029, 
904—3,047.
OCCIDENTAL FRUIT <1)—J. 
Lahm 662, J. Roberts 622, A. Hris- 
chuk 573, D. Roberts 505, C. Porco
T H U R S D A Y , O C T O B E R  * 1 . 1951
543, 819. U08, 1.167-3.034. ;
OAK BARBERS (4)—D. Balch - 
725. H. LeVasser 569. R, GIU 650, P. ? 
Gcnis 724, N. Kepes 616. 1.084, 1,100,1 
1,100-3.284. }
POST OFFICE—J. Minchen 517, | 
Runzer 511. Franks 516. Pryor 360,: 
Lynn 420. 914. 967. 822—2.703. f
u ii . - iw m m .- u — i i - r n r r  n  I r r r  - ............  ... ..............................
3
How. is your stock of window en* 1 
vclopes, letterheads, printed! 
cheques, statements? 4
We will be pleased to print them,! 
Dial 2802, The Kelowna Courier,]
CLEARANCE SALE *
PUBLIC AUCTION
We are Instructed by Mr. Sam 
Abramenko to sell by Auction 
at his farm 4 miles East of 
Armstrong on Mountain Rd. on
Monday, 1st November, 1954
- at 12.30, sharp
29 REGISTERED 
HEREFORD CATTLE
Full line of farm Implements 
including John Deere Tractor, 
Mower, Cultivators, Rake, Trac­
tor Trailer, Beam Scales, etc., and
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE
Terms of Sale Cash.
It is reported that all Canadian 
Hereford* are eligible for export 
to the United States, this should 
prove an opportunity for buyers 
to get some of these good cattle. 
Mr. Abramenko’s Bulls have 
been consistent winners at lead­
ing Bull sales.
CATALOGUES on request to




TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS - 
FOR QUICK RESULTS ?
Dr. George Athans pointed out tenance costs would be,” remarked 
the pool should be 75 by 30 feet Alderman Dick Parkinson, chair- 
and would include a three-metre man of the meeting, 
diving board necessitating a ceiling He was of the opinion the city 
30 feet high. couldn’t  be expected to put up a
Alderman Ernie Winter ^  •stated bylaw because the ratepayers are And then it was left up to the ^ "m  ^ eSdW a t  730 im  
vrould to be c o u n te d  with .  * 00,000 S S w S Sthe chlorinating equipment w l  t   onfronte  it  ~ a ' $2 ,  
be the principal cost. He also said domestic water intake bylaw at the 
he thought-it would cost roughly December civic elections.
$10,000 annually for maintenance. The service olub* representatives, 
Idea of the pool being situated enthusiastic about the idea of get- 
on either of the suggested sites is ting a pool, were asked to report 
that'it could be looked after by the back to their respective organiza- 
engineers employed in the adjacent tiqns and get their feelings on the 
building. Heating of water and matter and then present them at the 
dressing rooms could also be facili- next meeting, which will be held 
tated through the heat systems in at the earliest convenient date, 
the high school or arena.
BENEFIT STUDENTS
all registered players show just 
what they have.
First cijance to vie for a berth on 
the bantam and pee wee teams wil 
be this Saturday morning. Juven­
iles and midgets don their skates 
for a practice Tuesday night in 
memorial arena.
Executive Tuesday evening agreed
Hoc­
key Preview Night,” is scheduled 
for December 11. A second jam­
boree will be held later in the sea­
son.
Purpose of the minor hockey 
nights is to show the parents just 
how their youngsters are doing and 
to raise funds for minor hockey.
League schedule will be drawn 
up at the annual general meeting, 
which is to be held in memorial 
„ _____„ All in­
terested in the development of a 
strong minor hockey organization 
are urged to attend.
The Kelowna and District Mem­
orial Arena commissioners will 
again give the Minor Hockey Lea­
gue a generous portion of playing 
time. As soon as teams are formed, 
it is anticipated available ice times 
will be announced by the arena 
management.
G o in g  to
Vancouver Island?
Go f a s t - G o
BLACK BALL
LEAVE HORSESHOE BAY FOR NANAIMO
Daily: 8 a.m., 12 n., 4 p.m., 8 p.m., 12 m.
Fre« connecting but service from downtown Vancouver City to 
Horteihoe Bay In Weet Vancouver
Dr. D. A. Clarke, director of the 
South Okanagan Health Unit, was 
of the opinion it would be highly 
beneficial to the students if the 
pool were built near the high 
school. He said it could be used 
by PT* teachers in swim classes.
Dr. Athans said: “There is great 
interest in i t  It has been talked 
about but nothing has ever been 
done. Why not get at it now, espe­
cially after the successful Regatta 
a ' we had this year?
*  “I've been around swimming
■ pools for years ahd I know it is one of the greatest assets a com- _ munity can have. 1955 is the year. 
I  We wouldn't encounter any more
'T h e  Kelowna K id "
Our Herb hits
Herb “The Kelowna Kid’’ Capozzi, 230-pound left tackle for 
the Montreal Alouettes, this year’s Big Four leaders, has again hit 
the headlines. In a recent issue of the Montreal Star a topline story 
on the sports page written by scribe Lloyd McGowan, features our 
Herb? The following is an excerpt from the article:
Herbert Capozzi, 230-pound left football and lacrosse and rowed.
Fits any 4 ^ ’ or 5’ standard tub. 









Make your Job more economical 
by doing your Job more econo­
mical, by doing It easier and 
faster.
Beaver —  Sldl Mall 
Portable and Bench Power 
Tools.,
See the new
De-Walt RMdial Aim Saw






He played' football more seriously 
at little Vancouver College, then at 
UBC.
Brothers Joe, Herb and Tom 
Capozzi were tackles. “It just 
seemed that when a Capozzi turned
tackle for the ’ Alouettes, likes to
-----------  —„ ------  tell a story on himself—and fre-
difficulties now than if we left it quently does. One of his lavorites
for 10 or 15 years." concerns Doug Walker, his coach.
WATER TOWN When Walker learned that Herb
Jim Panton, district recreational spoke five different languages, he Q
director, stated that “Kelowna Is a S ’ V  *.ab°ut ’ • th“t! If out for the team he automatically
water town and I think it would be b f s so smart why doesn’t he know became a tackle." Herb said 
advantageous to have a swimming bis plays!” +nnI_ _ 4nK ... n_
pool." . . Not only does Capozzi know his „ , 7, ® 1°® a“  co™*
Dr. Athans told the club repre- Plays very well now. but he’s one ?,an^ . in Calgary _and played _with
Isentatives that a construction com­pany was in, Kelowna last year looking oyer the possibilities of 
erecting a swimming pqol. He said 
the firm estimated the cost of build-
because I couldn’t  make the team.” 
His college coach was Greg Kabat 
of Winnipeg fame.
Yes, Herb Capozzi likes Montreal 
but you suspect his favorite city 
is little Kelowna, BC, his idea of 
paradise.
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF KELOWNA
T A X P A Y E R S
Save 10%  Penalty by Paying Your 
City Taxes on or Before Thursday, 
October 21st, 1954.
Please present Tax Notice when paying taxes. Property 
owners who have made prepayment of taxes are specially 
reminded to make sure their 1954 taxes are paid in full, as 
the L0% Penalty is added to any unpaid* amount.
D. B. HERBERT, Collector.
19-5c
p ,
of the best informed young men 
playing football for pleasure and, 
of course, for pay 
BROADCASTS OVERSEAS 
When not projecting himself intoltognXOllW00? r r r a- tbeotoerTê 7bacSfeld:T;8U”;r
U »L S o w E w r E f  It* ™ ? . J®ctbig Canada abroad,"
Kelowna Sawm ill
KELOWNA and WESTBANK- ,
“Everything for Building**
Head Office * 1390 EUis St 







the facilities of the Canadian 
Broadcasting Company's Interna­
tional Service.
Herb is director of the Italian 
branch and la the final authority on 
programs transmitted to Italy, 
Switzerland and Trieste.
anything Canadians," Herb said. 
“Why, we cut an excellent record 
of Canadian Bird edits recently. 
.The loon is terrific."
Just to prove it, Herb played part 
of the record. The loon certainly 
the ’one we
\
that makes Good beer
Tito Itotl obtainable hope,,, more rich barley malt 
«*p*rl«nced brewmasters •« * and of course, 
clear non-alttaline water from sparkling mountain 
streams* Tbese are the Ingredients: tbat make
t  ̂ PRIICETOII BEERS
tbefitrarile that they are. Next time you want a pleas*
, lng,i«laxIngrefre«bmemafikforeltherpaleand light 
H1G11 LIFE or mellow, flullbodied ROYAL EXPORT.
' ruMito uewtii n. tn,niuiTM,K.i
O w drtm w  bave Anil aideertifioaUaHUI ar« a t
---- ^ ...... ■!' 1 - 1 .-..r ..- r  ..-  ..
$60,000 and $80,0000, The company 
officials stated it would be approxi­
mately half that amount for an out­
door pool.
B. This way, It could be built cheap­ly ahd then at a later date, when funds might be more plentiful, it 
could be covered.
Dr. Athans remarked that many 
people have offered services and 
money for the proposed project He 
said one individual indicated a do­
nation of $500 and another offered 
$500 worth of cement Jim Panton OI we recora Tne 
also stated a local resident had said eounTd bctter than 
he would be willing to give $500 S d  to Imow ^  
to aid construction of the pool. U ,
‘The more seats we mn v%«if in ^ he received o letter from,
J |  the better," said Dr Athans * He 0ll. I!?1!,an ln the French Lesion _ —:----- :-----....88 a ur‘ AtnBn8< .He who hod served at Dlen Blen Phu.
He had heard some of the programs 
and was Intrigued by Canada. He 
made a request for a portable radio 
>0 he could listen to more.
Capozzi branched Into blg-tlme 
football and radio-work from tho 
University of British Columbia, 
where he earned his degree in ojrta 
and commerce. He won a Rotary 
scholarship at the University of It­
aly and studied the history of Ital­
ian arts and philosophy.
It .was there that he learned to 
apeftk Italian fluently although his 
parents had come to Western Can­
ada from Italy In 1911. In connec­
tion with tho scholarship ho visited 
°f the countries of Europe, 
picking,, up the languages os he 
1 went.along,'. '■■■■"’. i / ..
Now the CBC’s International Ser­
vice speak* to 10 different coun­
tries and Herb has some practical 
knowledge ofpimcUcallynH the 
limifuages aUhough he'H teU you. 
^  fluent In tmly Engllsh, French
B rajL  PREFERS KELOWNA
 ̂ CapozzLdon't say you have never heard of 
Kelowna, British Columbia, In the 
Okanagan Valley which he calla 
"The Canadian VtneyanLM 
It was there he startoii to play
the Stampeders. Then the CBC op­
portunity came his way.
When he moved to Montreal he 
didn't intend to play football. Dave 
Tomlinson recommended him to the 
Alouettes who made him. an offer 
he couldn’t afford to ignOre.
Herb says that playing with stars 
like Tex Coulter and Jim Staton has 
helped him greatly, Coach Walker 
says he is d much better tackle 
now than he was last season. Herb 
Is 29.
He gets a thrill out of football onVYIML lallU ilU AilvOlvi ' i **'* O'**” ** MW4H "UV “ « WVVU1UI WIf
"The program consists of almost Saturdays, not during the week at
______ I t  « * .  t  > .  / t v i l t a  1 1 a  m i l l m  4 L a 4  U adrills. He calls that drudgery.. He 
docsn’jt think he would play if the 
pay wasn't so good. He is amazed 
at the wonderful team spirit of the 
“old pros" on Alouettes.
On the coast he played only Am­
erican football and Bays that it is 
tougher than the Canadian game 
. . because thcrea so much more 
blocking to do."
On graduation from UBC he had 
an offer to piny for the Now York 




Kelowna Lawn Bowling Club] 
1 Sunday and Monday staged their < 
club finals. <
Tho'finals of the mixed triples! 
|were played Sunday and were' 
,won by Don Whitham (skip) ns-t 
slated by C. Hubbard and Miss 1 
iNnncy Sutton.
Mrs. E. Moryson and Mrs. Ada 
'Malle won tho ladles' doubles, 1 
|which wore played Monday.
, Dennis Webster defeated C. , 
iMalle to capture the singles 1 
1 championship.
1 Annual general meeting of the1 
lawn bowling club Is slated for* 
November 29, nt 730 p.m. in the 
,club house. Election of officers, 
,1s on tho agenda, and nil mem- 
ibers are urged to attend. R e-, 
ifreshmenta wil be served by tho 1 
> ladles.
R E A L S A V IN G S  O N  F LO O R  S A M P LES
PRICED T O  C LE A R
One Only Save $60.00
Frigldairc—11 cubic feet of storage/space. Full width freezer 
holds 42 lbs. of frozen food, new qulckubc Ice trays, meat 
tender, twin crlspcrs, shelves on door, egg dispenser, meter- 
miser unit with 5 year warranty. Never out of the store, 
Regular selling $369.95. A a a a  a s
To clear at ........... .......  ... ............. ............. . *pOV7*V3
$31,00 Down — Balance in 36 Monthly Payments.
One Only Save $60.00
Frigldairc 9.1 cubic foot, push button defrost model, across tho 
top freezer, crisper, shelves on door, meter-miser unit With 
live year warranty. Never off tho floor. A 9 A A D C
Regular selling—$369.05. To ctear a t   *PmWY*Y3
$31 down balance In 36 monthly payments,
One Only Save $50.00
0.1 cubic foot standard Frigldairc, with across the top freezer 
•, holding 30 lbs. Of frozen food, pnntry door with shelves and 
“  CKK server. Never been oft the floor, Gloaming ( a q a  a n  
new. Regular $339.05. Clearing a t ........... ............  qLC O V .TJ
Only One 
Save $40.00
Frigldairc 7,6 cubic foot 
refrigerator, across tho top 
freezer, meter-miser, five 




Only One Save $50.00
Phlico model 840, fully automatic. 
Here is ono only nt a price less 
, Ilian an ordinary refrigerator. 
Zero degree freezer, shelves on 
door, iivo year warranty. Regu­
lar $420,93 to A G T iV lIC
clear n t ...  ....
• 938.00 down balance In 
36 monthly payment*.
One Only Save $150
Philco freezetv 12 cubic feet of 
frozen storage. Safe, sure, easy 
to get at in your own home. 
Bllghtly marked, nothing to harm 
Its usefulness, Regular $409,75.
irocr ...... $349.95
No down payment on thla 
Freezer, Pay in .36, Instalments.
T  EATON Cm m  c  A  ^  a  n  a  w
Dial 2012
N A D A LIMITED
Stores Ifourst 9-5 Monday to Friday, '
Wednesday 12 noon, Sat. open to ,9  p.m. *
THIRD
SECTION
1 ' *v V * •* S





OYAMA—The regular meeting of 
Branch 189, Canadian Legion, Oy. 
*ma, was held in the club rooms on 
.Wednesday, October 13. at which 
jldplans for the social evening on 
^November 12 were made.
Plans for the sale of popples and 
the Remembrance Day service were 
completed. A resolution urging the 
Dominion Command to conduct a 
nation-wide membership campaign 
was approved, to be presented at 
the next meeting of the North Ok­
anagan gone.




Sales ~*m Service —  SonDti
LA . NO AXES
Deetielnx wUl near be located 






by DES OSWELL, District Scoutmaster
TEN SECONDS *TO SEVEN ,
He took off his coat, straightened 
his neckerchief, and held his .wrist 
up to read the time. It was ten 
seconds to seven o’clock. He wish­
ed that he had five or ten minutes 
more. Ought to have left home a 
little earlier, he thought Ten sec­
onds to go: He checked' to see if 
his whole patrol had arrived. Bill 
is missing.
Nine seconds to go: All before 
meeting games have stopped. Pat­
rols are in Patrol Comers getting 
ready for the meeting.
Eight seconds to go: The Patrol
Scout Hall. It is hoped that Held 
Commissioner Jack Scrivener will 
be In attendancc to show some col­
ored slides on Scouting and Cub­
bing In British Columbia. There 
are also a lot of district activities. 
GLENNORE REPORTS 
Allan MSler was recently ac­
cepted into the Glenmore Cub 
Pepk. It is hlce to see him follow­
ing the footsteps of his brothers, 
Lyle and Garry. I was also pleased 
to learn that Jimmy Robertson was 
invested into the Pack,
NEW IDEAS
Sometimes we get a little stale in
Leaders, please wear your full uni­
form.'
Good Scouting and Good Cub­
bing, - ________
8ENSHULE SIESTA 
The notion that the Mexican is 
lazy because' be takes a strata is 
nonsense. He’s sensible. We'd 
wager a good deal that there are 
few Mexicans with ulcers and psy­
choses. —Nanton (Alta.) News.
W SU , otvw uw j l"  6— • — — OO CUUlBS — ---
gets a quick check for smartness our choice of stories within our
in uniform. Pack and Troop meetings. If youii uu v iu i  JrovK au a  A iu vy  »»»vvw***»* ••
SeVen seconds to go: Bill has ar- want something" new' and different 
rived, on the run. His uniform is ^  some of the tales in a book call- 
sloppy, it is quickly corrected. e(j “Wigwam Stories” by Mary 
Six seconds to go: Attendance Catherine Jud. Some of the stories 
checked in Patrol Leaders’ record are suited for Cubs and some for
book.
Three seconds to go: It’s taking 
too long to get organized tonight 
Patrol must arrive earlier. So must
Two seconds to go: Remind Jim 
to stop talking out of turn. We lost 
ten points because of him last week.
One second to go: Patrol is ready. 
Boy what a tush!
No seconds to go: Troop Leader’s 
whistle has started the meeting. My 
Patrol should really win some 
points tonight. We are ready and 
Prepared.
I wonder how many Patrol Lead­
ers have the "Ten seconds to seven” 
'  thoughts rim through their heads
During his visit to the 1st Canadian Infantry Brigade in Germany, the minister of national before each meeting, if yoa do and 
defence,'Hon. Ralph Campney, visited Canadian school children in their new schools. Here, he ’w trof to
checks the work of Darleen Swan, Calgary, and Patricia Butts, Ottawa, under the watchful eye-of get your 0wn patrol organized to- 
Miss Catherine MacKenzie, Of Toronto, their teacher. **«
Scouts.
though.
They are all worthwhile.
EXTRA
would it Wp yoo
RIGHT NOW?
This lath* dm* of the month 
when Ull* containbunches. 
Oar own experience l« that 
the postUtbn occasionally 
brings a few too many . .  
but theta lost isn’t  ooongh la 
tha pay anvalope to  cover 
every MIL If yoo ere In the 
same fix, th en .. .  how would 
you ilka so get yoota cleared 
away? Well, yoa can—with a 
choice
many people can borrow op 
to $1300. Payment plans, 
m  to 24 aooth* glvo yoa 
time togas back on year feet -
VAnf fewitlto ] |  BfOtfftM DA*r a  w r v e w  • s a a s r a s s t v  .  w w
cease year toasts covered by 
a life-insurance policy, that 
corayoanrx ooe prany ex­
tra. Bat that’s aot the only
Sloe yoo g tt to Niagara for. :yoo compare, yoa’ll find, 
that oa many amounts oat 
rates era lower, A Niagara 
loan is •  dean-cot way of 
looking after too many Mil* 
insteadofi 
d n x l f i l . ^ . ____
S& Rbff.r-M dSi
loorcalL




eether at least five minutes before
the troop meeting starts. It will REMINDER • - • • ■
improve your Patrol and your Don’t forget the visit of executive 
ooints. Try it fellows. It really commissioner of Canada, Mr. Fin- 
WOrks. lay, on Friday; October 22, 8.00 pjn.
THE SCOOTER’S COUNCIL at the Kelowna Scout Hall. All
The Council will hold its first group committee members, parents 
meeting of the season on Wednes- and other interested citizens, as 
day, October 20, at the Kelowna well as all the leaders are Invited.
School District No. 23
\
(Kelowna)
Take notice that the Annual Meeting!; oi qualified voters 




















Thursday, Oct. 21 
Monday, O ct 25 
Wednesday, O ct 










Thursday, Nov. 4 
Friday, Nov. 5
Monday, Nov. 8 
. Wednesday, Nov. 10
ALL MEETINGS WILL COMMENCE AT ,
8 O’CLOCK P.M.
• ■
By Authority of the “Public SchooIs Acf * -
E. W. BARTON, SecrctaryrTreasureL \ . 
SCHOOL DISTRICT No.’23;(KELOWNA)
Vernon’s tax collector George 
Boer reported to city council that 
96.96 per cent of the 1954 levy had 
The challenge of millions throughout the world pleading for been paidi by the ,  S e t t e r  30 
the truth that makes men free must not go unheeded by those who ^ J ^ e aS ethe3re1ported percent- 
enjoy today the immeasurable blessings which have come from age ^  below that of last year’s 
the open Bible, declared Rev. J. A. Raymond Tingley, Vancouver, 97.37 per cent, 
secretary for the province of the British and Foreign Bible Society, J * ™ * £ £ £ ? ■
speaking on Sunday night at a weU attended city-wide rally in  improvlme^ of 72.09 per 
the ;Grace Baptist Church. cent.
SitoDly amazing, said the speaker woman of the society, and now For comparison purposes, dead- 
is the storv of the Bible Society conducting her bible depot in this line percentage on current levy m 
which has published over’610 mil- city. 1952 was 93.83 per cent. Mr; Boers
| v uon copiet of the Scriptures in 825 The secretary declared that there report, also: showed one improved 
1 r  languages for the people of 90 coun- yet remain more than 1500 langu- property had been sold at a tax sale 
t r i e * - M i  average of 10,000 copies ages and dialects into which no this year, the city being declared 
every day during the past 150 years, part of the Bible has been publish- the purchaser.
Mr Tinbiov Stated that during «L and millions throughout the “ This looks like a very nice per- 
w » r* th i?  society has pro- world speaking languages in which centage collected,” c o m m e n te d  
S d  S u r e !  r K W e  some part of the Bible has been Mayor A. q, Wilde. “In fact, I 
hlirfd in 2fr languages selUng th^n  translated, are yet without a copy think that Aid. Jack Monk, chair- 
I K e d x U i  of toeir coft, haf riven the scriptures This he said, ipre- man *  the finance committee 
fJe£coSraTof th e b w  testament to sents the Christian chiu-ch wrth, a shbuld make SOme remarks.” 
S freS ceP ersonnel and to aU i m - ^ aUi n.ge unprecedented m its Aid. Monk congratulated the citi-
S ^ S S f t o S S S r  iong history that of making avail- ^ ns 0f Vernon.for the promptmigrants w v-aiwuu. „hl»» for everv-man m his own ___ . _and
would
’ \  ■'.••v
m
ugrama  v-mmuc. - able for every- an in his o n navment of their 1954 taxes




I A G A R A
Dill 2811 
101 Radio Bldg. 
Kelowna, B.C.
I
i  l   ff r , . m  is i ss. l  t s,  l , 
usually far below the cost of them wiU Christian people be faithful 
production, and to make free gifts Christ and keep faith with the 
of the scriptures in cases of need. many who have given their lives. 
The society, he continued, isjpre- t0 open the Bible for mankind, 
senting ^Bibles to school chiloren, ^  feature of the rally was the 
and through its colporteurs is tek- ghowing ol an outstanding motion 
ing them to the people in «««£ picture, "The Living Word,’’ which 
homes, especially In the remote and p0rtrayff the transforming power of 
isolated areas of the province. the Bible in the life of people es- 
He paid tribute to the wonderful pecially the aborigines of Australia 
work being done by the local col- and the moire backward people of 
porteur, David JDeGroot who has the South West Pacific. . ■ ’* 
just returned from central B.C., and The roily was conducted by the 
by Miss Eby, formerly a bible president of the Kelowna. Branch
of the Bible society. Major W
mwemising
is MEWS,
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF KELOWNA
A  Timely Reminder!
ARE YOUR CITY TAXES PA ID ?
Don’t forget— October 21st b the deadline* After this 
date a 10% Penalty win be added to all unpaid taxes.
D. B. HERBERT, Collector.
* 10-5c
OYAMA—The monthly meeting 
- ,  w  of the Kalamalka Women’s Institute
^  ?h> . wag be}d jp the Oyama Memorial 
Fitch; and was attended Hall at which Mrs. James Graham
number from all of the Protestant WQ3 welcomed as a new member.
J S S W it t t i'S S S S tsident*' The retiring secretoryi A* rahi aa tho CoB<it to be pga
Wingblodo w oselected vice-prer sbipnientof blankets made, 
slilent and Misa E S. Eby' was re- Plans for a sale of home cooking ■ 
elecfod I r r a S r S  Mr.? Tingley in the packing houses, for the em- 
thanked the people of Kelowna for Payees, during recess^ were com- 
their .increasing support of the so- pleted and the first of these sales 
dety In. its world wide work, and was held today. t „
the benedlcUon was pronounced by The next meeting of the KWI 
the' minister of the entertaining will be the annual meeting,, which 
church. Rev. J. B. Komalewskl. will be held On Wednesday, No- 
Mr. Tingley preached on Sunday vember 10 and all members are 
morning at Evangel Tabernacle and asked to note the change in day, 
in the evening at the Salvation from Thursday to Wednesday. 
Army Citadel On" Friday evening 
he held a,rally at Wcstbank and on 
Saturday at Rutland. Rallies were 
also held at Winfield on Monday
CANADA SAVINGS BONDS ai*;
Cuhzble a t ANYTIME, at ANY Bank la  C raate 




E. It F. DODD, RtprmntoUve, 147® w ar 
IK  k 'd u v fe , Sn-Atm , MJL 4, b b m m , I t a i  7434.




VERNON-The Red Cross Society 
collected 600 pints In their two-day 
clinic held here.
Figures on the number rejected 
w ill not bo released for a month, 
Dut they accepted 600 dohors.
Seventeen reserve soldiers went 
down in a body. There' are ap­
proximately 50 reserve floldfera in 
the city.
A mechanic was heard to Bay that 
opt of 50 employees in his shop,
"Eager Heart," an allegorical play 
on the NaUvity, will be presented * .“ g j  hclw S k « 5  who
by the students of the Kelowna of hla co worItcrs wno
Junior High school under the dlrep- .®®g***t rrnma,. to „et
Uon of Mis* Joyce Cummings ^  the nhl^-
December 14, 15and 18. . ° A t l ^
Mrs. Isabel P itt was re-elected as J ij?  out. ' '
co-ordinator of the teacher com- last cUnlc 1,050 turned out.
evening and at Oyama on Tuesday. 
The secretary Is making his annual 
Visit to the Okanagan, and . reports 
ah increasing ’support on: the part 
of all of the churches which ore 
becoming more aware of the essen­
tial nature of the Bible'society In 
their missionary work throughout 





People buy this newspaper for news o f the World, the 
country and our community in particular. Our readers 
are also interested in news about food, clothes, 
entertainment, automobiles, furniture and all o f the 
necessities and luxuries that have to do with daily living.
Through .advertising in this paper you can give our 
readers the up-to-date news about your merchandise 
and services. Each one of your advertisements can be 
& newspaper within a newspaper.
Of course you should know all about the circulation o f 
the newspaper that is'carrying the news of your 
business. How many people buy the paper? Where 
are they located? How was the circulation obtained? 
To give you this information and many other facts 
that you need and have a right to know when you 
buy advertising space, this newspaper is a member 
of the Audit Btireau of Circulations.
Established in 1914, the Bureau is a cooperative, 
nonprofit' association of 3,575 advertisers, advertising . 
agencies and publishers. Its purpose is  to  furnish 
advertisers with verified reports on the circulation of 
its publisher members. .
At regular in tem ls  one o f the Bureau’s  
large staff of experienced auditors malms a 
thorough inspection and audit of our circu­
lation records, just as the bank examiner 
make? a check o f your bank’s records; Tha 
information thus obtained is published in  
official A.B.C. feports. When you buy Apace 
in th is newspaper our A.B.C. report' tells 
you just what, in circulation values, you got 
for your advertising investment.
i , t  i
Thli nawipapsr It a  mambar of iha 
'Audit Burtpu’o f  OrculotfiMii.
1 •  ■ 1 , ‘  ■). • 1 i 1
Advsrtliari ora Invltad to otk 
" for o  copy of our lotait A 8 .C  raport
mltt*es that have been mgal^ted 
to take charge of the various phases 
of Uie amblUoua production. ' ; 
ig has hegun 
fftitffltfflti hi 
production, 
itkgral part o 
rill be under
No
» » » ..• je and u T
number of atudrm s ave turned out ltoal
PVBUO IS BOSS 
democratic responsible gdV*
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Coatin  s b   a lirge «nwnej»t»tOUawaahould have tho 
* * * * ‘ * least difficulty, in event of a con­
flict 6f iinldnlnfeirwrtii.»nd Um|»rib|-
\
e,(>-
S M . 8 *
f th e  
the 'd g K i
•  He lntereata In determining that 
Ion public 1* still bow,
—Gananaquo (O nt) Reporter.
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with woRdarful new fast-acttnq DI&YiASti
■Mwim* IB B  ItitO W N A  C0DK1BR
M R K IR  H O U S I JU )U 5
hfcMiutc into large bowl, % 





ActWt Pry' f e
I sugar;
Hefrchinann’s
.... - ica«.  JLct Wand
Pt minutes,TflKW  stir well.
Scald 1 c. mOk and stir in 5 tbs. 
granulated sugar, 2'/, ups.iah ; 
cool to fadcewann. Add to yeast 
fatetwo and stir in J4 c. luke­
warm water. Beat in 3 c  once* 
rif ted bread tou r; beat well. Brat 
fa 4 tbs. melted shortening. Work 
fa 3 c. raore once-sifted bread 
flour. Knead until smooth and 
elastic; Place in greased bowl 
and brush top with melted butter 
or shortening. Cover and set in 
wann place, free from di aught. 
Let Tise until doubled in bulk. 
Punch down dough in bowl,
■ laasafts!
iroll out to M»* thick­
ness. Cut info rounds with 3* 
Cutter; brush with melted butter 
or, shortening. Crease rounds 
"deeply with dull tide of knife, a 
httfa to one side of centre: fold 
larger half over smaller half and 
press along fold, Place, touching 
etch other, on greased pans. 
Greari&tOpa. “  '
charges
against reserve hunters
VERNON—Charges have been laid by RCMP against 12 
honters found on the Okanagan Indian Reserve No. 1 without 
permits. ,
The charges allege that the hunters involved were trespassihg. 
They will be heard before District Magistrate Frank Smith,
■ ■ ■ this i ■ P S




I just Sit there, con- 
vetAnuy iost in thought and Imag- 
, myself dll sorts of bizarre 
itlohii One I  like to think about 
Bering a woman my sect, get­
ting up and revealing myself to 
have both legs amputated at the 
knee!
Courtesy generally seems to be 
in a state of almost complete de­
cline. ■ ■■■..
ittUI Is the bleak and God-foc- 
saken era in which women push
open doors fo r Aril. 1 > ’ *
Why. only ether ntfht we had 
some friends ill for dihnef and an 
awful thing happened. One of the 
men, in an abandoned outburst of 
gentlemanlinesa, unrivalled since 
little. Lord Faunteroy, stepped 
around behind one of the ladies to 
push her chair into the back of*hfef* 
knees, like they do in costume- 
piece movies. The lady wheeled an 
him suspiciously under the Impres­
sion. apparently, that he was up to 
no good.
until
Cover and let rise 
bulk. Bake in.doubled in . ______
not <nren,400* , about 15 minutes.
• No niore spoiled cakes of 
old-style yeastfThis new 
Fleiscliinanh’sbftY Yeast 
keeps ffesh ttyour pantry! 
[And it’s fast-acting. One 
envelope eqnals one cake of 
fmh ytast in any recipe.
Get &
W h a t  Y o u  
G e t  F o r  
O n ly
J V e t r  H S E  
A w  
P r i c e
WHITE
NO\Vl'Western Canada’s 
Finest rubber base paint 
—Satin-Latex . Monaseal 
— is available in iOO 
superlative colprs. With 
Satin-Latex Monaseal it 
takes only a few hours to 
bring fresh, new beauty 
to walls and ceiling. 
Satin - Latex Monaseal 
flows on smoothly, dries 
in just 20 minutes. You 
can start and stop any­
time, and touch up spots 
later without streaks or 
patches. .•: - - *
Ask your nearest General 
F*afnt dealer to show you 
th e  100 wonderful 
shades. , He’ll explain' 
how easily Satin-Latex 
Monaseal can give you 
the most delightful color 
combinations in your 
home— at lowest c o s t -  






Saturday and Sunday, large RC­
MP petrols. Game Warden Alan 
Trilby and Indian Department of- 
‘ flciali, were out in strength on the 
. reserve.
They checked cars dnd hunters 
and found 12 nimrods abroad on the 
range without the necessary papers. 
In a number of instances, hunters 
checked displayed considerable hos­
tility.
PERMIT FEE
This year, the band council of 
the reserve decided to impose a 
$10 permit fee lor hunters wishing 
to use the band range. Especially 
popular for pheasants around Goose 
and Wye lakes, and for ducks on 
its numerous sloughs,, the range has 
attracted scores of opening day hun­
ters for years.-
In former years, a permit to hunt 
the band range cost $5.
Game Warden Frisby reported a 
“very co-operative attitude" among 
hunters generally. He said that after 
all ;JRiy checking op Saturday and 
^Sunday, he found hunter with 
Ijan untagged pheasant, and no cases 
of molesting the recently released 
chukar partridge, were reported.
1 According to Frisby, most of the 
•pheasant hunters he checked had 
'their limits both -days. Generally 
'speaking however, hunters;; (par­
ticularly around Okanagan Lake) 
•found the sport poor. The David- 
.son range ahd VID ditch areas, fam­
ous for theif large numbers of birds, 
produced a very small crop this
COCK PHEASANTS '
There, is d vast nurtiber of cock 
pheasants in the area which have 
not yet gained .their full colors and 
hunters miy be letting them fly 
on the assumption that' they are 
hens.
There appear to be some good 
; coveys of Hungarian partridge in 
: the Vernon area, but by Sunday 
most of them were too wild to hunt 
satisfactorily,' refusing to hold for 
the dog.
Reserve duck hunters found the 
shooting good, but the returns (so 
far as mallard were concerned) 
slight. Of many 12 bird limits taken, 
few contained the legally allowed 
eight mallard. Most of the duck-ap­
peared to be of the local variety; 
the big Northerns have yet to come 
in.
A few Canada geese were report­
ed on Swan Lake, but no hunters 
succeeded in bagging any of them.
CHfYALRF DEAD
A remarkable thing happened on 
the bus last bight. A fellow got 
up knd gavd a woman a seat He 
«Jol «•; you please about i t  
Got right up and said, “Would you 
like to Sit down, madam?" The wo­
man poled a little, but she'sat down 
right quick before the poor sap 
could change his mind.
I think It Was 1820 or maybe the
hangover from the* days when men 
were men and. women liked it that 
way.
■ When this fellow got up last
■ * ■ w ■ ■
South Kebwna
SOUTH KELOWNA—Mrs. Frits 
Verkcrk held a tea party and 
shower for Mrs. Theo van Rooden, 
who arrived from Holland in Aug­
ust and was married in Kelqwna.
The party was attended by twelve 
ladies who presented the bride with 
gifts for her new home. ,
At Thanksgiving, Bill • Duyve- 
waatdt visited his wife Belinda, 
who is staying with her parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Claude H. Taylor for the 
next few months while her husband 
is attending a course at UBC. V • • •
Also home for the Thanksgiving 
week-end was Miss Isabel Hewlett, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
Hewlett.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Claude If. Taylor 
last week visited the Cariboo to 
take photographs. Mr. Taylor also 
photographed the salmon run at 
Adams River last week-end.• • *
Mr. and Mrs. W. Zimmer and 
family have now moved into their 
new home on the former Bladen 
property.
. • • a
John Striling attended the bull 
sales at Williams Lake and Is visit­
ing friends in Hanceville.• • ■ •
Mrs. Ruth Stirling and Mrs. Leon- ~~ ------- ..... .uvuv.. oiu was
ora Taylor represented South Kel- invited to dinner at the hoipe of one
night the man nc^t to me gave a 
little snort that l  interpreted at 
derision, but the old-fashioned ges­
ture appealed to me strongly and 
1 felt' like shedding a silent tear 
for courtesy, a dean departed friend. 
I might have been tempted to get 
up, myself, had I  not fought my 
Way earlier to 'a  window seat, over 
the bodies of several‘elderly ladles.
- u— • - As a nutter of fact, as Uttle as
spring of $7 whep l  last saw this eight years ago I did get up in a 
remnant of the age of chivalry, this street car and offer a! lady my seat
Science Shrinks P iles  
New Way W ithout Surgery












all kinds of stories exp! 
transfer of their her
“time-machines" from one 
another. • ■>
Despite the availability o flh ls  
highly- technical-advice, unwary 
citizens . irx- B.C. still have .time 
troubles In their own province. 
Witness the'ease of the Cancer So­
ciety executive secretary, who ar­
rived in Cranbrook last week to 
address some meetings in that area. 
On arrival, Mr McDonald
owna P-TA at the district council 
meeting held in the Kelowna Junior 
High School on Tuesday. The 
South Kelowna p-TA expects to 
hold, its first meeting of the 1954- 
55 season earl^- in November.
Dr. Cecil Hewlett accompanied 
by his wife, Catherine, is visiting 
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. .E. 
Hewlett.
of the society’s provincial directors 
before the meeting. On being call­
ed for pt an agreed time and being 
caught “napping," mortification Set 
in, until all parties laughingly real­
ized that Cranbrook is on mountain 
time, one hour in advance of Van­
couver time.
Mr. McDonald was particularly 
impressed" by the lovely Winder- 
mere valley which at-this time of 
the year id in its glory displaying- A 
mantle of colors varying from deepi- 
est green through inimitable shades
DECENT HUNTERS
It only takes a minute to ask the _ _ . _____  , „
farmer for permission to hunt on of .yelldw and gold to deep russet/ * madam, and stop looking at 
his land. It takes only common Nelson’s loss is definitely Vic- way because it ain’t'gonna 
M"'w toria’s gain, as a result of q recent n0 pood- We aren’t  mimunri
Canadian Pacific Telegraphs staff 
change. ' Harold (Nap) , Lupton,
CPR agetit at Nelsoh since! 1942 has 
been appointed agent at Victoria.
sense .and a sense of decency to re­
spect his property once permission 
has been granted.
The Nova Scotia provincial mu­
seum at Halifax, founded in 1868, 
started from collections begun by 
the Mechanics Institutes in 1882.
I  remember the circumstances very 
welb
This lady had a face hand-carved 
from an elephant tusk and-she’d 
been staring at me with eyes cold 
as agates. I finally couldn't stand 
it any more. I got up and mumbled 
something. This was exactly what 
the. woman wanted. “Oh, no, really,
I couldn’t think of It"  the said. It 
was her round all thff way. We 
both knew ft. . . .  That’s the 
trouble these days .with , dredging f 
up any dimly-remembered flotsam 
of gallantry. You never know1 If the 
womftq is going to lower her eyes 
demurely and accept your token 
of esteem or whether she’s going 
to bust out laughing-at you.
It really is appalling how public 
transportation has . become the * 
battle-ground for the struggle be­
tween sexes and the final, bloody 
murder of courtesy, as grandmoth­
ers used to know it. (Grandmothers 
nowadays comes equipped with a 
sharp-pointed umbrella, will give 
you four yards head start and still 
beat you in a sprint to the last seat 
in the bus.)
The ladies who stands looking 
down on the men with their hood­
ed, hating eyes, must wonder what 
goes on in the brain of the male 
animal. .
I  think a lot of men must figure 
it this way: ‘Well, they' asked for 
equality and now they, got it. If 
these babes are going to* Invade my 
world, compete with' me for my 
job, they’ve got to. compete with 
me for the seat on’thejbus, as well. ’ 
I am just as tired .-a*, you dire,
me (hat 
do you
o g .  r ’t  en and women 
here. We afje,all cofhmutefa.togeth­
er and may the best man win.” ' . .
On the inside, however, he is 
as gooey as a ' toasted "marshmal*
Toronto, O nt. (Special) *- 
For the first time science His 
found a  new healing substance with 
tha aswpiahing ability to shrink 
hemofrboltU and to stop bleeding— 
without surgery.
In On* hemorrhoid case after 
another, “very striking improve­
ment" was reported and verified by 
doctors’ observations.
Fifa wHoyted promptly. And.
While gently relieving pain, 'actual 
reduction or retraction (shrinking) 
took' place.
And most amazing of ail—this 
improvement was maintained in 
eased where doctors’ observations 
were oouttnbed over a period of 
many months!,
In fact, hiults were so thorough 
that rafferert were able to make such 
astonishing', statements as “Piles 
have cease# fa be a probleml" And
among these sufferers were a very 
wide variety of hemorrhoid condi- 
tions, some of 10 to 20 years’ 
standing.
All this, without the use of OAT* 
coties, anesthetics or astringents of 
any kind. The secret fa a new 
healing substance (Bio-Dyne) — 
the discovery of a world-famous 
research institution. Already, Bio- 
Dyne is in wide use for healing 
injured tissue on all parts of the 
body.
Now this new healing substance 
is offered in ointment form for 
hemorrhoids under the name 
Preparation H *  The price is only 
$1.10 a tube including an applicator. 
The name to ask for is Preparation 
H—at all drug stores. And genieju- 
ber —if not entirely satisfied — 




One cup convinces.;.here’s a
In Nelson, Mr. Lupton wad active a\V too , aware that an
in many community groups but par- ?nn£r V9- l&. ur^ n^ knighthood
The Victoria merry-go-round
lS L 2 ^
THE KELOWNA SAWMOL Sk
1390 Ellis Sf. . Kelowna, B.C. Dial Phone 3411
s '* . -  Dealers for .General. Paint Corporation *
Products
< K h | H >  MONAMEL-X —  MONAdLO
' > m o n a m e l  —  m o n a se a l  .;, -
By JAMES K. NESBITT 
VICTORIA—The case of lotteries 
—for charity arid Attorpey-Gerieral 
Bonner, poor man, is an intriguing 
one, but it’s hardly a new turn 
with governments. . •
Governments always, when oh 
the spot, seek to let on to the pub­
lic that an opinion that created 
.some storm is not the opinion of 
the government, but of the cabinet 
minister concerned.
This, of course, ‘ is. nonsense; a 
. cabinet' minister, when he speaks 
on a public question, speaks for 
the .government. He can have no 
private opinions oh public matters, 
unle& he specifically says it’s a 
private opinion.
For instance, Fteniler BGnnett, 
speakiiig of liquor, said th&t he 
would vote against liqiior by the 
glahs in his home town of Kelowna, 
but he also said that if a majority 
of the people voted for it he would 
see that they got it.
About legalizing these lotteries 
for Chanty, it seems incredible that 
Mr. Bonner would tell an Ottawa ln .wymtlful 
committee that B. C. favors theta 
wlthbut^ first consulting the Prem­
ier, even if he didn’t take the mat­
ter; to a. cabinet meeting.
The opposition of many - of the 
clergy Jo lotteries for charity is 
sotaewhat bewildering, too. Most 
.Chdrches are largely- financed by
° ^ ? zaars~  OYAMA-Gustave Joachi 
w_nL8 a_ raf“ ^ lf.it isn’t n lottery? Joachlhi, While
Kenzie Ross of Vancouver gave a 
luncheon for Lieut-govemor D. L. 
MacLaren of New Brunswick and 
that among the guests was Lieut- 
governor Clarence Wallace of Brit­
ish Colutabla. .
This started tongties wagging 
that Mr. Ross could \Vell be the 
next Lieut-govemor of B.C. Mr. 
Wallace’s ,terta will be up this time 
next year, and it’s hardly likely he 
could be persuaded to accept an­
other.. flvC-year term, much as the 
government and the people would 
like it that way. No Lieut.-govem- 
or in our history has ever had two 
terms. In recent years only Midas 
could have afforded it.
Mr. Ross, though hot widely 
known, except in Vancouver’s ex­
clusive business aqd high-society 
circles, Is a rich man (bridges, steel, 
paints, sand and-gravel, cattle ran­
ches, shipbuilding), a perfect host, 
one who loves British Columbia 
and has its Interests dose to his 
heart; he’d be graciously a t  home 
in b^putiful Government House, 
and he’d make his guests feel at 
home, too. He was born in Scotland 
63 years ago.,
ticularly in the local Cancer So­
ciety Unit of whidi hfe was presi­
dent for six years. As a provincial 
director of the society Mr. Luptoh’s 
valuable services will not be lost 
but will be transferred to the Vic­
toria area.
Arginase, th e , enzyne which has 
been , highly, touted in some circles 
as a useful weapon against cancer, 
is now the 'centre of a heated con­
troversy aS a  result of a new report 
from the University of California in 
Berkley.
Dr. David M. Greenberg and Dr. 
E. Norberg Sassenroth, both of the 
departmebt of physiological chemis­
try in the University’s Meddical 
School, concluded after many 
months of research that high po­
tency Arginase has no significant 
effect on cancer.
;The California team did not ob­
serve any persistent cancer-stop-
to flower once more!
• If you fever look closfely in a bus 
at a man who is reading a- news- ; 
paper held up in front of his face 
ybti niay bfe surprised tor tio’tfi that 
his eyes do not move. The secret 
is that he is not reading, at all, but 
just hiding back there..
Men without newspapers have to 
resort to m'ore cuhning devices: I, 
myself, find it most effective to 
profess an almost mbrbid Interest 
in looking out of the Window or, If 
under the" full’ gaze of some inward- 
burning female, to try to-look as if 
I have an old war disability that
ping effects on tumors, by continued 
injection 6f daily doses of; hi^h p0
m,
Mrs.
w h is k y ’s  
t ru e  f la v o u r
B.C. Conservative leader Dfeane WedhesdaV Ofrt'Inlnuenn ahva kfa Ml*’
B
Put Seagram’* S f  to the water 
teat- Water, plain or sparkling, reveals a 
Whisky’s true, natural flavour 
end bouquet




rsm m c E  rm r.̂ ...
Finlayson says his Conservative 
party is goitig all out on a' mem­
bership drive. One must admire 
young Mr. Finlayson’d enthusiasm 
ahd optimism.' but one would bet 
at this moment that tills member­
ship drive will get absolutely no­
where. .Surely no-one in •his right 
mind would join a party .that’s fal­
ling apart* However, wo' Wish Mr. 
Finlayson well. Even non-Conserv- 
atives hate to see a once-great par­
ty disappearing.
There Was a note in the pa1 
the other day that Mr. Frank
Winfiekl
WINFIELD—A Thanksgiving ser­
vice'whs ..ohserved In the United 
Church last . Sunday at 2.30 p.m., 
with Rev. P, H. Mallfett In the pul­
pit,
A Thanksgiving anthem was sung 
by the choir with Mrs. J. Kladscn 
a t the organ.
The church was nicely decorated 
with flowers,* fru it and autumn 
leaves by Mr, Ashman and helpers.
Films will be shewn at the next 
service oh Sunday, October 24, at 
230 p.m, ■1




.. .... , swallowed a
small stick of wood which became 
lodged in the throat. Following ex­
amination in Vernldn Mrs. Joachim 
took Gustave to Vancouver where 
the stick will, be'removed.
. > • *  *
Miss Jean Norman spent the 
Thanksgiving week-end with her 
parents, Mr.-and Mrs. Luke Norman! « •  •
Bill Gallacher spent; two weeks 
with his patents, Mr. and Mrs. Chcs. 
Gallacher, before going to Prince 
Rupert wherd he Is employed by 
the Columbia i Cellulose Company,
’ ” • ,4|, • f
F. W. Alllngham fa spending two 
weeks with hid parents, “
Mrs. William AUinghom.
and
Miss Lorn* Taylor and Miss Joan 
Petereder spent the Thanksgiving 
week-end with,their respective pnr- 
dnta. They were accompanied by 
Mr*. Jones of Vancouver, with 
whom they motored to the Okan­
agan, returning. to Vancouver on 
Monday. '
•  * •
The member* of S t Mary’s W.A. 
aro reminded that the summer re- 
f*®* will Ond wlth the next mcct- 
ing. Which will be held on Thura.
After Being a patient ih Kelowna November 4.
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Mrs. H. Redccopp bad the mlsfor- 
!u!fa,?” S^wday tosuffer a severe
tency Arginase in mice with dif­
ferent types of cancer.
CIGARETTES VS. CANCER
Latest reports on the “cigarette 
versus lung cancer" battle is 0 re­
port that a French doctor state* 
that cigarette smoking may be ,an 
irritant 'to some cases of lung can­
cer but it probably, isn’t the real 
cause. Dr. Raoul Kourilsky of 
Paris, president of the International 
Society of clinical" pathology. told 
the French-speaking Doctors As­
sociation of Canada that ataoking' 
should not be regarded &s a sole 
factor In cancer but simply da an 
irritant aotlng on the real and Un­
known cause. Could be such re­
ports are the cause for the fact that 
cigarette sales are agate clitabihg 
in British Columbia. Latest jdpOrfa 
in B.C. show cigarette sales iti 
taany cases higher than the. cbiye- 
spondlng flgute a year ago.
Reports from all unlfa of the can­
cer" society which have, seen the 
new film “Live Wltltout Kear,*’ in­
dicate that public reception of this 
brand lieW film is good. People In 
the outlying areas have expressed 
their pleasure at se&ing the prov­
ince’s new Cancer Institute at first 
hand and are particularly strong in 
their endorsatlon of the simple 
manner In which the various radla* 
tlon treatments, are described in 
the film. ,
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Q. Dods cancer bccur m6rd fre­
quently among married or unmar­
ried women? h
A. No geheral statement, fa pos­
sible. A single woman may be 
more liable to have cancer or the. 
breadt than a married women who 
nurses hef children. However, can­
cer of thd cervix (Outlet of the 
womb) Is found more frequently lit 
married Wotaeh who have botne 
children. • '
Q. ArO Ml tumor* cdtfafer?
A, No. Tumors ore of two kinds 
—benign ahd usually harmless, add 
malignant or cancer.
Q. How, can we tell If a , growth 
Is cancor? ,■ ‘
A- By ekdmining d staall portion 
of the suspected tfasUfe dnoer the 
microsCops. •
C ,*. N A D A ' A C I ii f r 1
C. ! C. A R f T If
Csnfetbuiys finest quality Otan^hhe.
TrCat yourself to better tea . . .  Canterbury.
It’s the finest quality orange pekoe-*-not a 
. ., blendjo  ̂ordinary, teas. Ydur .first cup will tell 
you ;thCTe’gKid«Wfth(»!\ Notice Canterbury’̂  
rich amber color — really, heart-warming . 
aroma. And that flavor! Vigordua-^-extfU fuW  ' 
Notice the bright refresiurieftt it bflngs — 
the way it picks you tip. You’ll a g ree ... : 
“Canterbury—that’s my cup of tehl”.
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Everyone’s invited to come and visit the brand-new 
Imperial Esso Agency and join in the big opening- 
day celebration! There will be favours for the ladies 
• ..g ifts  for the children. .  .and  a big lucky draw 
with valuable prizes! Come along...bring the family 
. . .  invite your friends. . .  inspect the new plant and 
all its modern equipment!
This new Imperial Esso Agency is designed to provide 
the whole district with the finest and most up-to-date 
service. The range of Imperial Esso Products' available ’ 
will include every fuel and lubrication need fof farmand 
home. Your friendly, experienced Imperial Oil Agent is 
ready to advise you on fuels or lubricants...and give you 
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The above pictur^shows the exterior view of the modem 
plant of Imperial Oil Company which will be officially opened on 
Saturday at 2.30 o’clock. In the distance can be seen the huge
storage tanks, while on the right is the large warehouse where 
other products, handled* by the company are stored.
Public invited to inspect Imperial's 
new plant on
.R oy Pollard, Kelowna agent for Imperial Oil Ltd., and officials 
ot the company will be hosts next Saturday at the opening of their 
new $25,000 agency on Clement Ave. The event, which includes 
open house through the day and official ceremonies at 2.30 p.m., 
marks the expansion of Imperial’s operations in Kelowna where the 
company has maintained an agency for the past 44 years.
All residents of the Kelowna area are invited to attend 4he 
open-house and inspect the new warehouse and other plant facili­
ties. It is expected that among those attending the opening cere- 
momes will be His Worship Mayor J. J. Ladd and Imperial Oil 
officials including A. A. Turner, B.C. marketing division manager; 
G. L. Miles, B.C. sales manager; R. T. Leah, district manager for- 
the interior; Ernest Butler, Kelowna resident manager and others. 
F. Roy Duggan, B.C. operations manager also is expfected to be 
present. Mr. Duggan grew up in Kelowna, and. started with Im­
perial as a tank wagon salesman at the old agency.
The plant is on a new site and is completely modern in every 
respect.' The site, of the former plant on Cawston Ave. was too 
small for expansion and Imperial decided to move to the new loca- T 
tion where a completely new agency could be built.
Contracts were let on August 30 In contrast, in this day of auto- 
and construction proceeded rapidly, mobiles and oil for home heating, 
Now the plant is equipped to handle th e . new. agency has a tank site 
the steadily increasing volume of with a capacity of 780,000 galons 
oil products required by the growth for the storage of Esso and Esso 
in the Kelowna district. From it Extra gasolines arid fuel .oil. Recent 
gasolines and naphtha, fuel and storage tank capacity at the Caw- 
stove oils, automobile oils, and other ston Avenue plant was 52,000 gal_ 
lubricants, and specialties will be ions.
d..Ste-.bU.ted'  FIRST REFINERY
Q EER COMPANY ^  Products for the early agencies
Imperial s Kelowna agency was were imported into the province 
one of the earliest supply points to 'un til early in World War I. Then, 
be esteblished by the company in in 1915, Imperial opened the first 
British Columbia. The company refinery at loco. The crude oil 
has-been a pioneer in sending oil supply was still imported but the 
products in,to the province in the oil products were manufactured in 
early days of the CPR and had B.C. and sent out for distribution 
established a warehouse in Vancou- from agencies like that at Kelowna.
were, erected 8 d h has specialized in the oil require-were erected. ments of fruit farming.
jsts&s z  .sejskk
SSTtfS 3 £  SS-*5
Feed Co., the late W. J. Bulm^n, thelnfa t îf p  nvAtimn imiti/inM when on Xntemoilonol truck
radio station ’ CKOV, and the late WSSnUMd m  r f 11611?  at Kelowna Jim McClymont. when Mr‘ McClymont wds agent.
From 1924 until 1938,' the agent Before Mr. Burns came to Kelow- 
was Cliff Bums. «Bom in 1879,. Mr. na* ho made the flrst Imperial truck 
Burns had joined Imperial at Bran- deliveries west of Portage la Prai- 
don in 1917. He is now living in rie when he was working at,Roblin, 
.retirement in Vancouver. Manitoba, and for quite some time
Roy Pollard has been the agent flKer he became ageht here most of
since 1939, and for the past two the operations at the agency were
years Ernie Butler has made Kel- Adducted by hand pumps. Then a 
owna hia headquarters as Imperial rotary pump'was Installed and in 
Bales representative for the Okan- 104® electrical pumping was pro- 
agan Valley. vided.
In its early dpys the agency A major turning point in the oil 
handled Premier gasoline for the supply for all of B.C, came last year- 
few automobiles in the district but when the rebuilt loco refinery 
there was a much bigger sale of went on stream using Albcrtu crude 
kerosene for the lamps in the val- carried over the mountains by the 
ley- , Trans Mountain pipeline. For the
Candles, Eureka harness oil; mica first time Kelowna received oil 
axle grease and polarine were other products manufactured in B.C. from 
products of the time. Canadian crude, a direct result of
I
Imperial’s exploration program In 
Western Canada. ✓  • . -
The new Kelowna agency is an 
indication of growth in the Okan­
agan area and part qf Imperial’s 
general expansion of supply facili. 
ties in B.C. Other new agencies 
are operating or being built at Pen­
ticton, Salmon Arm, Prince Rupert, 
Prince George, Trail, Grand Forks 
and Abbotsford. '
representative
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The loading .rack at Imperial Oil 
Co.’s new $25,000 plant at'Clement ’ 
Avenue, provides “service Station” 
delivery.
At the old plant, barrels had to be 
lifted from the: customer’s truck, ' 
filled, and hoisted back into, th e . 
truck again. Now the customer can 
simply drive up to the rack, say 
‘‘fill ’er up” .and his 45-gallon bar­
rel can be filled in under a minute, 
without leaving the truck. ’
The new rack is all steel fabricat.. 
ed. It is equipped with four two- 
inch EMCO counterbalanced sliding 
tube loaders and remote control 
switches. Attached to the pipe , 
leading to the loaders and mounted 
on the loading rack are two two- , 
inch Neptune meters, equipped with 
1%-inch hose and nozzles to assist 
the operator in speedy barrel till­
ing.
MODERN OFFICE
The new office is a 16 by 20 feet 
building of frame construction. It 
houses a large outer office and one 
private, office. Its exterior is of 
California white- stucco and it has 
Ihe flat roo4 red-white-and(-blue 
banding and lettering typical of 
Imperial Oil structures. Through­
out the plant area special attention 
has been given to colob and all the 
buildings, tanks, pipe manifolds and 
similar equipment were treated 
with a red primer, a base coating 
and finished in glistening aluminn 
urti.
With these Improved facilities 
Imperial can extend further service 
throughout the Okanagan Valley, 
The new plant adds to Kelowna’s 
Importance as a distribution centre.
HUNGRY BEARS
Bears arc apparently over-running 
the countryside, with reports of 
them being seen pr shot coming in" 
from all quarters. Whatever It is 
bears live on is obviously in short 
supply this fall, os those shot or seen 
have all been thin,
—Stanstcad (Quc.) Journal.
Ernie Butler, Okanagan sales rep- ' 
resentativb fo r . Imperial Oil Com­
pany; who, along with A. R.- Pol­
lard, Kelowna agent, has been com­
pleting arrangements for the official 
opening of the modern IOCO plant.
One of Imperial's 
early customers 
w ill open plant
One df the first customers of the 
Imperial Oil Co. in the Okanagan 
Valley, will take part in the offi­
cial opening of IOCO’s new plant 
in Kelowna next Saturday. ’
She is Mrs, M. L. Monford, of the 
Ellison district, who came to Kel­
owna in 1893. Mrs. Monford, along 
with civic officials will preside at 
the opening of tho modem plant 
Bom in Thornbury, Grey County) 
Ont., in 1877, she came to the-Or­
chard City in 1893, and the follow­
ing y.ear married George Monford, 
who passed away.in 1930. Since 
that time she has operated a farm 
In the Ellison district 
Mrs. Monford is the sister of local 
postmaster E. R. Bailey. Mrs. P. B. 
Willits is also a sister.
The pioneer Okanagan resident 
has three children, ZeUa, at home; 
Elisha, a fanner in the Ellison dis­
trict and Dorothy (Mrs. G, F. El­
liott), of Kelowna. Another son,
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That, in effect, was the question them ,K ,i r 0Ived,, 
atked by Alderman • E. A. Tltch- '  “
marsh in City Council meeting last
w ie t....................
Referring to i  recent traffic ac*
h i M i i l O
THt M IRACU  
l U S l R t  { H A M H
ddent in which an RClfP conctable 
tmackod info the rear end of < cd* 
which had braked to •  sudden stop 
to permit passage of children in the 
school traffic zone, be&seen Eck- 
hardt and Jermyn Avenue, on Main 
Street, Alderman Titchtmanh re* 
quested that the mayor, as chief 
magistrate, get a full report of the 
incident from the police.
"These officers in the course of 
their duties are Judges of our driv- 
when one of 
___ _________ the cause and re­
sponsibility for the mishap should 
be made clear to the public” Al­
derman Titchmarsh said.
The alderman also pointed out 
that it was the police who made 
decisions regarding court action* 
"but." asked Alderman Tftchmarsb, 
•who makes the decision when an 
officer is involved? We should get 
a full report on this happening and 
of the officer’s reflexes and other 
pertinent facts." *
Mayor Matson commented that 
he had previously been in touch 
with’ the police ovkr having th# 
Shattered glass removed from the 
street and he promised a full report 
to council on the accident
x  t y / r e / i  -
D o m in io n  T e n
CANADIAN WHISKY
; This odverthement b  not published or dlsplctyad by tha 
Liquor Control Board or by tho Government of British Columbia
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<M file official opening of your new plant.
to  hare done the hauling and crane work.
D; CHAPMAN & CO.
1305 Lawrence Ave. Phone 2928
wa. an.
BEST W ISHES . . .
A. R. P O U A R D
‘i*V?**h
on the official opening 
of your modern, new
Imperial Esso Plant
We are'pleased to have been the painting sub-contractors.
TREADGOLD PAINT SUPPLY LTD.
1619 Fendozi St. Phone 2134
CONGRATULATIONS
from
The Kelowna Sawmill Co. Ltd.
and
S. M . Simpson Ltd.
Interior view of lOCO's warehouse Many subcontractors assisted 
in constructing new oil plant
Imperial Oil Co.’S chj^ljearihg department at Vancouver, head­
quarters of the B.C. marketing division, drafted plans for (he new 
$23,000 local plant udiioh .will'be officially opened ndxt Saturday. 
Department is headed by O  A. Dajrles and construction was super* 
vised by D. S. Fisher.
Gu* Breiee, of Kelowna* was the the operator’s steel catwalk, 
general contractor and the Kelowna NETWORK OF PiPRS . 
branch office of Western Oil Ser­
vices handled all thfr plpO line Worie 
and installed the pumps and  ̂tanks.
J. W. Bedford, Kelowna contrac­
tor graded the property and there 
Were other sub-contractors.’ The 
prefabricated warehouse w u  tup- 
plied by Armco Drainage and Metal 
Products of Canada. Ltd., of, Van­
couver and the all-steel loading 
rack wag manufactured In Vancou­
ver by Coast-Steel Fabricators to 
Imperial Oil designs.
‘ Other sub-contractors or suppliers 
Were Kelowna Sawmill. Western 
Oil Furnaces, M. R. Loyst, and 
Treadgold Paint Supply Ltq.
All the construction work Was as­
sisted by the co-operation of ICel-
Throughout the plant is a net­
work of pipelines totalling approxi­
mately 1,000 feet, all of welded 
steel. The lines have been placed 
on pipe supports except for a small 
section of 200 feet which is under­
ground. The underground pipe has 
bCen asphalt-treated to prevent cor­
rosion.
ride in the front seat where there 
is less rolling motion.
,  3. llake short stops frequently 
and suggest a tew sips of cool 
water. ■ •
4. Avoid fast driving—especially 
on curving highways where the 
motion may approach the sensation 
of riding tn a boat
3. Avoid smoking if a person is 
subject to sickness. Cigar smoke 
may be enough to make a partly 
sick rider really ill. .
6. A very young child Is not so 
apt to be ill if bis attention is 
distracted from the rapidly moving 
scenery.
7. An empty Ice cream container, 
a wash clotn, a thermos of water, 
and a supply rjf peppermint gum 
will lessen the unpleasantness if 
sickness actually occurs.' '
It’s no fun to be sick, but many 
a child’s tendencies toward sickness 
can be prevented by these rules.
The above picture is the interior view of the large warehouse of Impdfiht ‘ bit'C om pany 
which will be officially opened on Saturday. Public is invited to inspect the modem plant.
owna city officials in keeping the 
streets and boulevards adjoin: 
the plriht free for work. , 
CONVENIENTLY lo ca ted  
The new plant Is on property 
bounded on the north by the Can­
adian National Railway tracks, on 
the south by Clement Ave.,- and on 
the east by Richter S t  Because of 
the road and rail facilities it is on 
excellent location lor a wholesale 
business. ,
•The plant’s warehouse has been 
placed beside the railway siding, at 
the north. West of it is the. rack 
at Which products brought in by 
tank car from loco refinery are un- 
„ loaded. Nearby are pUraps which 
the official opening 61 im peril Oil are the nerve-centre Of the plant 
Co.’s new plaht in Kelowna next moving products wherever they ace 
Saturday. ‘ , to go. A substantial section Of the
'Resident r»f Kelnwnn <tinee» 1Q“tO A R fRnv'I PnllarH has Official opening will take place at western area of the yard, has beenResident OI Kelowna sincei iyJUt. A. K. (KOyj ̂ roiiara MS 2.30 pin. and following inspection allotted as the site for the big {anR£
been a popular figure in the city both as agent-for Imperial Oil 0f the modem plant, coffee and m which products are stored. The
Ltd; ana through his work with community organizations. On Satur- sandwiches will be served. loading rack for deliveries is close
A . R .
agent has taken an active
in
opening 
takes place 2.30 
next Saturday
The public is invited to attend
fy  Odrof Iona 
Wom*t'l TiWvel Authority
' Although Oar sickness Is, for tun* 
ately a -comparatively rare thirtg - 
la* among adults, it sometimes troubles 
children and it is a wise parent 
who knows the b lit methods of 
minimizing its effects.
These general rules apply to both 
adults Snd children:
. 1. Eat lightly and avoid rich 
foods. Hive yoUr main meil after 
the day’s trip is oyer.
2. Let the sickness-prong person
BACKACHE
MaybeWwninq
fccbA* is «Ren Uto*d Ijf luy kUiwy 
sewn. Wbut tidmyt * t  ra ta l arisr, 
wteau odd* sad wutos romtia hi tbs 
system. Then btckscha, duturhaJ Wt 
ini haw fa t ile  Mlhig
m F
or that tuwlrat a d *» 
may Mmftlkw.
Do*r* Kidnay___________ ____
tha kidnaya te noMal octito. Than f i t
11RWI W m
gl
M  Ifttter—simp ___
CM Dodd’s KUMf raUtA.
Kelowna agent
i p # ®
it*
. -ns
day he will be host at the opening of the new Imperial agency 
here.
Mr. I*ollard has served as mem. 
ber of the bdard of School District 
No. 23 and .Was board Chairman 
for two years. He is vice-president 
Of the Kelowna Lacrosse Club, sec­
retary-treasurer of the Kelowna 
Minor Hockey Association, and a 
member of the Gyro Club. He and 
bis family attend First United 
Church. He also finds time far golf 
and gardening.
Bom in Edmonton on New Year’s 
' Day; 1909, he is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. A. J. Pollard, now of Vancou­
ver,. The family moved to Vancou-# 
ver in 1912 and Roy matriculated 
from high school there.
WORKED IN BANK 
From 1925 to 1931 ,Mr. Pollard 
worked for. the Royal Bank at 
Steveston on Lulu Island; at Van­
couver, Grand Forks and then at 
Kelowna. He decided to settle 
here, left the bank and for three 
years worked in packing plants. He 
joined: Imperial at the Kelowna 
agency Nov. 1, 1934, as a tank wag­
on . sales. He. was appointed acting 
agent .and then became agent in 
1939.
Mr. Pollard married the former 
Catherine Gowans, at Grand Forks, 
in 1931. They have four children,
. Shirley in Kelowna; Daveen, attend­
ing the University of British Col­
umbia; Jim who i? working at the 
agenCy with his fathor; and Karen 
at school here.
OTHER EMPLOYEES 
‘Also working at the agency with 
Mr. Pollard are Gordon Monford 
arid hockey-player Frank Hoskins.
After war service Gordon joined 
. the company in 1947 as tank wagon 
salesman handling Imperial’s coun­
te r  business.
Frank has been with the company 




A. R. Pollard is the Kelowna 
agent of Imperial Oil Company. Mr. 
Pollard joined the company in 1934, 
and has been agent since. 1939.
Vernon 
free of polio
VERNON—The Vernon district 
has continued to maintain its tra-
_________________  ditional healthy state this fall, ac-
in charge of town accounts. Young cording to .senior public health 
Jim Pollard alternates on duties at
the plant.
MAKE SURE OF TARGET 
Our constitution has given every 
Canadian the right to own a rifle or 
shotgun without the benefit of per- but infectious"dileases~of epidemic 
mit or registration. Let us not proportions are still absent.
nurse Joan'Russell of the North 
Okanagan Health Unit.
.There has been nd case of polio 
throughout the entire area so far 
this year; Miss Russell noted.
Currently, there are “a few cases" 
of mumps among school children,
In addition, valuable prizes will to Clement Ave., Mid the rilarit tri­
be given away to visitors who may fjc© is at the Corner of demerit arid 
wish to sign the guest book. Names Richter St. 
will be drawn later in the day. The equipment has many features 
Prizes include radios, tires, pop-up that are improvements Ori the facll- 
toasters, travelling bags, kettles, ities at the old plant, 
auto rugs and batteries. The' warehouse, used entirely for
-------- — — -------- .  storage of barrel products arid
packaged goods, is a prefabricated 
Steelox building made of steel
throughout. s .... • •
The steel walls, and roof̂  panels 
are of 18 and 20 gauge sheritsi The' 
building Was put together fapidly 
like a king-sized meccano Set but 
because it was assembled by bolt­
ing from the inside With ho nails or 
PENTICTON—Beaver and chick- screws to puncture outside Sur­
ens were served up for council de- faces, it is completely Weathfef- 
bate last week. v - tight. It is on a reinforced fccfh-
A .colony of beaver- is causing crete foundation and, including the 
trouble radiating from a dam they outside platforms, has an overall 
have built in the old Okanagan area of 2,160 square feet With ah 
River channel and, according to T.-enclosed area' of 1,680 sqUarfc feet, 
E. Swann, city poundkesper, "the Vapor-proof lighting has been pro- 
next thing they’ll be into fruit vided.
trees." EXPLOSlON-PftOOF PtJMPS
Council was unable to arrive at The tank car tinloader at the rail- 
a course of action in regard to the way sidirig, too, is all steel and of 
beaver and when Alderman J. G. the latest type. It has a safeguard 
Harris incautiously admitted that he catwalk Which is cbnVenient for the 
knew something about beaver he operator1 and has an lrhptoved 
was hastily drafted to investigate, mechanism for quick unloading.
Chickens also presented a prob- The punips that Unload, mtivg and 
lem. . Chickens are kept through- load the products are concentrated 
out the city within 100 feet of resl- together on a reinforced Concrete 
dences. Chickens so located are in slab. There are fdur (20 EVP l l  
contravention of a city bylaw. Marlow) self-priming- Centrifugal 
Council couldn’t make up its mind pumps. Each will deliver 80' to 70 
whether neighbors should complain gallons per riiiniite and they are 
to the police or whether council, as frilly explosion proof and Weathef- 
the health committee, should take proof. They can be dperat&d from 
action. remote control statiorii loMted at
Alderman Wilson Hunt expressed the switch box and at ttrik-foading 
the vieW that as the city’s contract rack some 40 to 50 feet riW&yi -The 
with the RCMP called for enforc- pumps also are equipped With tWO-* 
ing of the city’s bylaws the situa- inch three bar manifolds which 
tion called for action by the police.
One resident who works at night 
is getting tired of waiting for coun­
cil action. Mr. Swapn informed the 
council "She is threatening to take 
a shotgun and go gunning for chick­
ens and council," he said




on the official opening of your modem, new plARt. 
W< were sub-contractors for the electrical wiring.
L0YST
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS 
8<ttt GfefiWOdd A?e. Phone 2205
enable the operator to . move prod­
ucts to or from atiy otic of the three 
locations: the uiilbader, the tank 
site, and the lbadihg rack ..
There are six cylindrical tatiRS 
on the tank site.- each 11V& by 20 
feet; and each with a capacity of 
Alderman E. A. Titchmarsh ar-. 13,000 gallons. They stand on a
usurp .this right by making murder 
•webporiS Of them. Make absolutely 
certain you know what you’re 
shooting at this coming hunting sea- 
soh before you squeeze the trig- 
ger,
;  —Fort Frances (Ont.) Times
In the schools, weighing and 
measuring of students has been in 
progress, and the health unit is 
preparing to give anti-diphtheria 
and tetanus inoculations'?
Michael Bosch wos fined $15 and 
coats for exceeding 30 mph in a mo­
tor Vehicle on Pendozl Street by 
Magistrate Alex Marshall in city 
court1 recently. « '
gued that enforcing the bylaw 
which says that chickens must be 
located more than 100 feet from 
residences, would not solve the 
problem of crowing roosters,, for 
the angered resident,
“My neighbor’s roosters are lo­
cated a lot more: tliah one hundred 
feet away and they Often wake me 
up about 2.00 a.m. on: a summer 
morning with, their ' crowing,” he 
said.
Alderman Titchmarsh Offered his 
own solution. "Caponizc the roos­
ters. .That - is the only way the
gravel foundation surrounded by a 
firewall of eight-inch reinforced 
concrete. The tanks are linked by
i-. 1" it.1 ."'llrT?—, . , ■ * ■ 1;-
HfiM
■  M b
IMPERIAL OIL LTD.
’  '  I ' l l  «  f  t  r ‘  1  •
; and
A. R. P0LLARD. ' . , l • »
This modem, new plant 
is a cfedit to Kelowna-.
Grading and Graval
by
J .  W . B ED FO R D




Joseph Harris was fined $15 and 
costs by Magistrate Alex Marshnll 
in city court recently for operating problem con be solved," he argued 
a  vehicle on Doyle Avenue without 
m.due care and attention
TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS
G o M & ia tu la tiO M l .  .
I M P E R I A L  O I L
a n D
A . R . P O L L A R D
I ■ • ! 1’  ‘i ' ,  •  . ,  , r  ■ r -  I
/on  the official opening of your new plant.
■  a  a ■
METAL AND PIPE WORK BY
W ES TER N  O IL  SERVICES
Branch O de* “The Complete Petroleum Service”  <1 Branch Office <
702 Patterson Ave., 
Kelowna, B.C.
; 1 Phone M i l " J
3445 M ain Street —  VpRttmvcr 10, B.C.
! PtmM t FalmGWt 3 2 6 3 -  8241 ■ . ' '1 « f f (1 1 * .*1 , J i ,I'. s ■-'-i ’ ijV a l-i!' Ar m .-.’-f ■* ' ’4'1 rW,.; n* k, a,). (
1039 P an d o ra ,, *!
* Victoria, B.C.’ *
Expert gives tips 
on buying bulbs
Canada’a thousands of enthusias­
tic gardeners were advised by R, W. 
Oliver, senior horticulturist at the 
Dominion Experimental Form at 
Ottawa, against purchasing inferior 
bulbs at "bargain" prices.
Tho warning came aa planting 
of bulbs for, next Spring’s brilliant 
displays was going on throughout 
the country in both public and pri­
vate gardens,
"It takes time and skill to pro­
duce good bulbs and you cannot ex­
pect to get them below ; a fair 
price," Mr. Oliver declared Odd 
added that if quality was wanted 
bargain advertisements should bo 
avoided.
Canada's leading bulb expert had 
additional rid vice for the nation’s 
gardeners who, through their bulb 
planting, have made Spring in Can­
ada a spectacular season of the 
year.
"Always get top size bulbs from 
a reliable dealer. Measurements 
arc In centimeters in circumference. 
Number one tulips are 12 cm. arid 
over, which means l td '- l t f ” in dia­
meter."
Buyers should look for. firm’ 
bulbs, ho explained, and the drirk 
smooth outer skine should bo free 
from cuts or dark-spots caused by 
disease.
C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S  
I M P E R I A L "  O I L
BM l
A. R. POLLARD
1 ' ■ ; > j 1 . < .■ 1 •." ■ 1 ■ I ■'!' >* • ■ - ■ . >
on tfio opening of the now
I M P E R I A L
A G E N C Y
Wo are ptewad tt have boon tho
G E N E R A L  C O N T R A C T O R S
la die building of this modern, new plant.
Magistrate Alex Marshall. In city 
court last Week, fined Vincent Butt 
$20 and cOsta for failure to file re­
turns under the Social Services Tax 
Act for the months of May and 
June;- -
- n i l  1 1 ? cm?
U P #  - I I J K w I J E g O p M w .'A
GENERALCQNTRACTOR
,* 'Vi
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Nearly 250 young people 
attend special service 
at local Anglican church
ie sports camera
Rutland. Others attending: the 
sale trom this district were Aud- 
brey Stewart and Ken Monford.
Specially Written for The Courier 
By GERRY LOUGHEED • 
Canadian Press Staff Writer 
Art Ross,- the m an. generally 
credited with making hockey a big* 
time sport In the United States, has 
ended' his active association withQosc to 250 young people turned out for the special “Youth thTg^ne! _ __
church service held at St. Michael and All Angels’ Angli- ^  Manager and guiding genius of probably keep him in”the playingSunday 
’ can Church last Sunday.
down a regular pivot spot and can
still handle extra duty on power was fined $15 and costs, 
plays when his team has an advan­
tage in manpower.
Schmidt has been told the coach­
ing spot ls jiis  when he wants i t  
As long as he stays in good shape 
physically, his fighting spirit will
•  •
Arthur Dupuis appeared before 
Magistrate Alex Marshall, Oct 9, 
on a charge of being Intoxicated in 
a public place. At that time he
He turned 
up again on Friday charged with 
the same offence. This time it cost 
him $25 and costs.
the Boston Bruins since they en- ranks.
Rev. George Stegen, curate of S t Michael’s spoke on “Comic SST^Sr a ^ n i f c K
Strip Religion," while three young people, Tony Tozer, David Bruce handedhver’the job uf^ynn
Magistrate Alex Marshall sen­
tenced Ronald Wilson to seven days 
imprisonment on a charge of vag­
rancy in city court recently.
All Types at
THE KELOWNA COURIER 
across from the Fire Hall
d ia l  m i
Ellison notes
W h y T w o . . .
W hen One 
W1H Do!
W h y  T w o ..  » coots of woll point 
W hen One coot of baptone 
W W  D o  o perfect job!
Valya ty-flat washable finish in countless colors! 
Dries quickly! Fire-retardant! No point 
odor! One gallon decorates the 
^  . overage room!
B-J6-S4 \ j u i
°oaet B aptone
ELLISON—The P-TA executive 
recently met at the home of Mrs. v 
H. Gibbons. • • •
and Ford Marshal], took part in the service. rick, who will also continue as
In his sermon, Mr. Stegen point- ishment from the tree. The ethics coach until veteran Milt Schmidt 
ed out the church had set aside one of Christ cannot be separated from ei™  “** playing^ career.
Sunday in the year to recognise the person of Christ, who, while on . K05f tone of Canada s outstand-
young people in parishes. earth, received His strength from players m the early 1900s—he
“Young people of today are im- a personal relationship to the Fath- naflneq .to hockey’s Hall of Mr and M N s  lth
portant. not only for what they arc. er. God knew the frailty of man ^  •g*7“ ,12 ¥ er r e S r n i  from a f i n  to V aJSSre?
but also for what they will be,” de- when He created the Church th»t ?u?Ci!Sl ruLitSHS6! } °  Bos|®n where they visited relations ’ 
dared Mr. Stegen. men may come to Him through this F. ^ darn? ,^ hen.A e • • relations.
“To begin with, you are better agency. Keep my commandments *irst US
educated than your parents when and live. Ignore His commandments ieam in ine Ntu* 
they were young. Our school sys- and our life with all its glitter will 
terns of today, although not perfect, wither away. Paganism, brutality.
h&ve raised their general overall• greed and self-centeredness will 
standards of education. You are ex- again roam about like a lion seek- 
posed to educational curriculiv ing whom he may devour.”
which help you to live a more — -     ■
abundant and a free life. Secondly, 
you, the young people of today, 
have more material possessions and 
advantages than the youth , of yes­
terday. Science has brought to our 
very doorstep goods and power 
which the world has never seen be­
fore.
Rutland
HAD MANY GOOD PLAYERS
* That was in 1924 and four years 
later Ross produced the first of his 
three Stanley Cup winners. ' Hold­
ing the dual post of manager and 
coach, the fiery mastermind weld­
ed together a club that had such 
stalwarts as Cecil (Tiny) Thompson 
in goal; the great Eddie Shore and 
Lionel Hltchman on defence; and 
such forwards as Dit Clapper,
h*a a Big Seller with every BAPCO PAINT DEALER
Treadgold Paint Supply
1619 Pendozi St LIMITED
RUTLAND—The Domestic Water 
committee appointed earlier this 
year to canvass the district within 
the proposed new domestic system,
. M S E S S M S S  ~ s t s g } s s r &if ^ ese  gifts are properly, used, you chairman D. A. Dendy reported
with one or two canvassers
if misused, a real helL Ihirdly. the gt)U to turn in  a complete report. . ,
young people of today are, because about 76% of the actual residents champions had Frankie (Zero) 
of the foregoing reasons, undoubt- the area had signed in favor Brimseh In the nets, Jack Crawford 
edly more alert, more keen, more were made to continue die and Flash Hollett among the de-
serious than their predecessors, and canvass by contacting absentee lence aqd Bill Cowley and
Phone 2 1 f0®**0^ *  *ave and are fitting owners, and owners of vacant lots, o£ £ nesL f° ™ d tri,os ever 
rnone  into the complex patterns of mod- this latter reoresentinir a consider, produced—the Kitchener line of
---------------  ern society. able problem.A fSm bid h T b re n  ^hm idt, Bobby Bauer and Woody
LEADERS OF TOMORROW received from the Associated Water Draaaft-spearheading the attack.
“But, what is more important is Power Co., for, construction of a . ^ ^ edaYj?“ I5r*,nJaci
that the youth of today will be the system, at a cost of $79,000, that .*or the nert two years and tucked 
leaders and citizens of tomorrow, would provide adequate supplies for J?e
Upon your shoulders will, fall the domestic use, from wells to be put 1UW' 41
Melvin Beilert is stationed- near 
Prince George where he is em­
ployed with the forestry depart­
ment
• • •
UBC students visiting their par­
ents over the long week-end were 
Glen Geen and Hugh Mowat.
The regular J»-TA monthly meet­
ing was held at the school October 
30. A presentation was mac}e to Mr. 
and Mrs. George Macdonncll who
Cooney Welland, Dutch Gainor and have moved from the district. Re- 
Cy Denneny.' freshments were served at the close.
Ten years passed before the * * *
Bruins again captured the Stanley Visitors to the Williams Lake
Cup. Only Shore and Clapper re- cattle sale were G. Neid, C. Clement 
mained of the hard-checking club and two sons Ken and Bruce. They 
of a decade earlier. The 1938-39 were accompanied by G, Basrani of
O u r  I n v e s t m e n t
\ *
m a n a g e m e n t
£f
.  I i • ; used extensively by Individuals,
Companies, Institutions and Pension 
Funds. .  . KEEPS FACE WITH MODERN 
DEVEOPMENTS.
Ask for,pur booklet "Mgnagomonl 
• Servfce for yawr hvedmenhN
T H E
R O Y A L  T R U S T
CO M PA N Y
6 2 6  WEST PENDER ST„ VANCOUVER • MA. 8411 
, GEORGE O. VAU. MANAGER
W
season, downing the De­
troit Red Wings in 'four straight 
games in the finaL 
Rjoss, knowto affectionately as 
“Uncle Art” to the Bruins organiz­
ation guided the club to the play­
offs in 24 of the 30 years he was
great responsibility of harnessing down just, south of the village area, 
the great powers which the last few A second* alternative bid was also 
generations have created. It is you received tor'installation of a more 
who will have the world spinning extensive, system, with a six inch 
like a top in the palm of your n«m, Bufficient to supply water for _ _  in 
hands. Atomic energy may be used sprinkling of- lots as well as dom- ^  h , 
to make man’s life more pleasatit f t lo  use. and, pumping the water ai„ 7 r  
and more comfortable. £ra® Missjpn Creek. This would
. the question is ‘how are we J.08* epproximately $100,000 
to make life more pleasant and ilrmbids received were quite close 
thereby fulfill God’s wish that aU “  estimated cost giyen by the 
men should enjoy His wonderful Water. *¥#4®. Branch in their sur-
gifts to men? Surely, the answer vey* Another meeting will be held . . . __________.
S J S S t  X  * *  —  " - M W  re S S n g  fc d e  Art. '
...... His successor, Lynn Patrick,
m, played for the New York Rangers 
for 10 years and became the Ran­
ger coach in the 1948*49 season. The 
Bruin management lured Patrick 
away from the New York Club' the
y o u  see  
th e ir  w on derfu l 
n ew  a ttic  ro o m !
ieam  Kitewna 4>U M b
(M ir escape iianOay)
*  T S S T 1 ***
SUaama^wMM* Phone 222S Katawna, BX.
t Canadian j- 
^  N Mills U j[ 
R.yiv*V5
to VANCOUVER. . .
Busy people appreciate Canadian 
National's direct, overnight ser­
vice to Vancouver: with no chjmge 
of sleeping cars. Yon board your 
train any evening, except Sunday} 
enjoy a  good night's deep, and 
awake refreshed a t yotir destina­
tion. Excellent meals, tool
C A N A D I A N  N A T I O N A L
U jJV U  M VW  W w A  JTUU CldO U luV  i .  . • _ -
the great responsibility which has completed, 
grown larger than before because 
the world is a more powerful place 
than it was a generation ago.
“What is the responsibility of 
youth? You are probably wonder­
ing where the ‘comic strip religion’ 
is going to fit in. The difference 
between reading a classical novel 
and a comic book is this: when we 
read comic books, because the ar­
tist has represented in full the pic­
tures of the story, there is no room 
for the reader to imagine what the 
characters might look like or what 
the scenery might belike. The work 
• is already done for us. AU we have 
to do is sit down and scan the pages 
and the gist of the story will fol­
low. The extent to which we parti­
cipate by using our own imagina­
tions in the comic story is very 
little.
“If we read a novel, on the other 
hand, we are requirod to imagine 
the characters described, we take an 
active part in the story; all the 
scenes and • their characters are
Patrick, 42, wUl continue the on­
erous chore of manager-coach until 
Schmidt—at 36 the oldest player in 
the league—decides to . hang up his 
skates. The way he has been ca­
vorting the last few years, he may 
go on for years yet 
The Kitchener, Ont., product is 
heading into his 16th season with 
the Bruins and still is the team’s 
top centre and sparkplug. He holds
asoe Sold through leading lum ber dealert
REAL WOOD easy-to-paint walla 
that won't crack or split when 
you use smooth-sanded Sylvaply 
Douglas Fir Plywood. Hand­
some built-ins and cupboards 
■at low cost with rigid self- 
framing Sylvaply. Home 
improvements that add value 
last a housetime —• see your 
lumber dealer, ask for free 
Sylvaply Attic Room folder, 
"do-it-yourself or havo-it-dono 
you save either way with
S Y L V A P L Y
D0UCMS FIR P1YW00D
Macm illan cl bloxdil um itkd
e Kelowna Sawm ill Co. Ltd.
Kelowna Phone 3411 Westbank
Specially Written for The' Courier 
By HARRY ECCLES 
Canadian Press Staff Writer 
More bodies were still being 
found this week in the silt and 
debris of the receding Humber 
river, just west of Toronto, whose 
sudden flood on Friday night kill­








Three days after the great storm,
________ ________ ____ the Ontario toll stood at 57 known
drawn by our own imagination. We dead, but U\e final toll was expect- 
cannot get anything out of a novel c“ .*° ae higher. There still were
39 persons missing at that stage. 
Another 28 persons whose fate had 
been unknown were found safe.
Rescue and relief agencies work­
ed side by side in' the Humber Val­
ley. Troops and civilians probed 
mud-filled cellars and the wreck­
age of flattened homes for further 
bodies.
The Red Cross, Salvation Army 
and other organizations set up  
emergency hostels to shelter more 
than 500 families made homeless 
in the, Toronto metropolitan dist­
rict, and another1 1,000 homeless in 
the Holland Marsh, 35 miles north 
of Toronto.
“Youpg people today are content Fred G. Gardiner, mayor of the 
to treat religion in a very hurried' Metropolitan Toronto council, said
unless we ourselves take an active 
part in creating in our minds the 
characters which have bhen suggest­
ed by the words inthe book.
COMIC STRIP ATTITUDE 
; “The same principle applies for 
{religion today. Young people of 
today with all their good features 
have a comic strip attitude towards 
religion. That is to say, that they 
take the line of least resistance. The 
comic strip attitude which does not 
make one . an active partlcipaht in 
the reading process is much easier 
than the participating role of the 
man who reads a novel.
W
!H a r d w a r e
is  m y  B u sin e ss»
and superficial manner. You take 
for granted the fruits of religion 
which we are enjoying today and 
which have been cultivated by our 
ancestors. We think that the fruits 
of religion will live by themselves
estimates of property damage range 
as high as $100,000,000.
RELIEF POURS IN 
Federal aid was promised by 
Prime Minister St. Laurent. Dona­




....TWiodvailttwnanl is not pubUih*d gr dii^toyed by ' ,
M m  Dir Dji ihft Gov«fftmon| of U M
-  -t w-y  V , . , ,  t : V  V ; . ,  . ! . , ! ■  .  V -  (  V  ■ . ' v ,  ;  ■
without. any due regard^ or consld- . Cane relief fund, ranging from the 
eration for the pource from which pennies of the,poor to a $250,000 
they come. '»  ..........
“We cannot expect an apple to 
keep on growing and producing if. 
it is cut from its source, which is 
the tree. Nor do we think it un- ' 
usual to set up transmitting stations 
to propel TV waves from one centre 
to another in order that these sta­
tions may reinforce and carry these 
waves ‘to their destination.
"And so it is with our religion; 
the, fruits of religion which wc arc 
noW reaping, such as the Ideals of 
our society—love, law and order, 
respect for human personality and 
for private property, the four free­
doms, freedom to work or not to 
work, and the freedom of being 
equal before the law irrespective of 
what social class we may belong.
These advantages, we tend to forget 
were fought for by men who receiv­
ed inspiration from Christ and Ills 
Church. Jesus' commandments that 
we love one another—the natural 
result*. Of loving God—that inspired 
men to fight for the Abolition of: 
slavery.
FO U G H T F O R  F R E E D O M ,'
, "These commandments Inspired 
men to fight child slavery In fac­
tories, aa well as the fight to give 
men and women decent homes to 
live In. t Throe things were not 
handed down on a  platter. We 
now enjoy them because some time 
hack prone took their reUflonecri- 
outly and feoghtfor it. And today 
that we have these blessings we 
tend to think all we must do la to 
enjoy them and not give a hang 
about' ensuring that our children 
wiU continue to  have than.
* “Unless we return to  the person 
of Jesus Christ who is the main 
source of these blessings, our pres-
ty'* /V
contribution from the Atkinson 
Charitable Foundation of Toronto. 
H. W. Manning, chairman of the 
Canadian disaster relief fund, was 
summoned from Winnipeg by 
Premier Leslie Frost of Ontario as 
an advisor t o  the Ontario flood re­
lief organization.
Most of the victims were resi­
dents pf Etobicoke, Weston and 
Woodbridge, communities of small 
homes along the usually placid 
Humber river. Swollen to a raging 
torreht, the river swept over a 
bend in its course and devastated 
three streets in Etobicoke town­
ship — Raymoro drive, Gllhaven 
drive oiid Kingdon street On Roy- 
more alone, 19 houses were swept 
off their foundations.
About 80 miles north of this de­
struction area the rich mprket gar­
den of Holland Marsh was deeply 
flooded and 1,100 persons there, 
mostly Netherlands immigrant far­
mers^ were forced from their 
homcs.':;,/'’v
MnJ.-Gcn. F. F, Worthington, 
Canada’s civil defence co-ordinat­
or, said after a tour of the flood 
area that if there had been a train­
ed and equipped civil defence or­
ganization the, death and damage 
toll would not have been so great 
_  “Everyone did Ws best," ho said, 
“but I can t help reflecting what a 
shameful waste of Ufa ond proper- 
1* I t  n««4nt have happened.”
The Hurabor river flood waa 
blamed on •  record rainfall of 7.2 
inches in 24 hours.
The Ontario death toll was part 
of an over-all total of about 140 
(toad as the hurricane raged up 
, through the United States to blow 
itself out over James Bay.
; '  TRY COURIER GLASBOTSDS ,' 
FOR QUICK RESULTS
“To me the satisfaction of supplying 
people with quality merchandise and 
service is the outstanding reward of 
running a hardware store. Thefe are high industry standards for the 
toolsf appliances and supplies that l  handle, and in selecting merchandise ' 
for mg customers, /  make sure that my stock meets these rigid requirements.
I To keep people remindedj>f my store and services and to announce
new merchandise, !  use newspaper advertising regularly. IPs an 
effective wag to send the news about my’store to the people in this community
All businessmen are aware o f the standards 
of quality, weight and measure that are used in 
evaluating the merchandise which they buy 
and sell. It is also possible to buy newspaper 
advertising on the basis of definite standards, 
namely, the information in the reports of the 
Audit Bureau o f Circulations.
The A.B.C. is 'a cooperative, nonprofit 
association of 3,576 publishers, adver­
tisers and advertising agencies.
Its purpose is to  provide 
advertisers with audited 
information about the cir-
<§>< ©
This nswipoper Ii  q me/nber of 
th* Audit Bureau of Circulations
culntion of its publisher members,
At regular intervals the A.B.C., o f which this 
newspaper is a member, sends an experienced 
circulation auditor to make a thorough in­
spection and audit of our circulation records. 
The FACTS thus established are published in 
an A.B.C. audit report' which tells you: How 
much circulation wo have; whore it goes; how 
obtained; how much people pny 
^  * 0  a  for our paper; and other FACTS 
that you need in order to  
i KNOW  w h at y o u  g et for  
your a d v e r tis in g  m on ey .
Advarllteri ora Invlfad lo,osk for 
o copy of our latait A.B.C. report.
TH E K E L O W N A  C O U R IE R
A.B.C. REPORTS — FACTS AS A BASIC MEASURE OF ADVERTISING VALUE J ,
I 'V  !il,
», S' w ' i '
)
*
f'1.
'-1
